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LONG OVERDUE: 
The Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum 

Daniel R. Weinberg 

L 
incoln famously remarked, after hJs 
election to a captaincy in the Black 
Hawk War, that "of all the success I 
have had, that is the one that gave 
me the most pleasure." Well, the 

same might be felt by the folks in Spring
field, illinois upon the opening of the new 
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and 
Museum [ALPLM]. I'm not sure that their 
feet are back on the ground even now. 

It began for this correspondent a 
couple of days earlier, when I was asked 
to speak at the 140th anniversary com
memorating the death of Lincoln (known 
as the Death Day Ceremonies), held year
ly at Lincoln's tomb, with a gathering 
afterwards for a banquet and speech. 
Later I tooled around town while the 
streets were still generally passable, 
watching the secret service do what they 
do in preparation for the President com
ing to town. There were forebodings of 
things to come, as armored vehicles were 
poised to block off all surrounding streets. 

First Lady Laura Bush and the President at the 
dedication of the new Abraham Lincoln Presidential 
Museum - opposite the new Presidential Library

during the opening ceremonies. April 19, 2005. 

After years of hope, planning, and 
especially fund raising - spanning three 
Illinois governors and as many openings -
- and the intervention of senators and 
congressmen, the ALPLM finally opened 
on a sun-lit and very warm spring day. 
So, where else was a Lincolnphlle to be 
but in Lincoln's home town on this Dedi
cation Day! 

This was my fourth excursion into 
the Museum, as I had the privilege of tour
ing the inside from its hard-hat days weU 
before the exhibits had arrived and been 
placed into position. It was fascinating to 
see it come together over many, many 
months, from raw space to completion. 

Controversy had stalked the Muse
um, with an ex-Disney man as the exhibit 
designer and some hlstorJans dubbing it 
"Six Flags over Lincoln" for its plethora of 
"rubber Llocolns" within. Others thought 
it should have been placed near the Lin
coln home, where a true "Lincoln mall" 
could be formed without hindering the 
"look" of the old Square (or what's left of 
it). And there had been the protracted 
search for a director of the Museum, a 
noted name or historian who did not have 
the dreaded local "political connections." 

Plus the cost overruns! It took 
numerous politicians and twisting of 
business arms to make this happen. To 
top it off, a pipe blew up under The Trea
sury Gallery just before the artifacts, 
including the Gettysburg Address, were 
to be installed. But the (final) Dedication 
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One of the most famous cartoons from 
the 1860 campaign: a medium folio print by 

Currier & Ives of New York, 
"The National Game. Three 'Outs' and One 

'Run'. Abraham Winning the Ball.'' 

THE GAME OF Pomrcs: 
SPOR1S & PERFORMANCE IMAGERY 

Donald Ackerman 

B ack in the 19th century, politics was popular 
entertalnment. Today, people find little joy in 
presidential campalgns, partkularly when con

ventions and debates preempt more interesting pro
grams ... such as sporting events! The only people 
attending political raUies are the rank-and-file politi
cal junkies. The speeches do not rise to the level of 
great oratory (in some cases, the candidates are 
barely articulate)-rather they are prefabricated, 
canned talks of fairly brief duration, touching upon 
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From the Publisher 
"A tendency to melancholy ... let it be observed, 
is a misfortune, not a fault." 

(A. Urcoln to Mary Speed. 1841.) 

Those engaged in the sport of biography always look for a 
"hook" - a novel approach to uniquely define their subject. 
Historians tackling the Great Emancipator must find him 
particularly daunting. Anyone crafting his life story - with 
hope that critics will laud the ~fresh" approach taken - have 

a difficult task indeed. The immense number of Lincoln works still 
published make this particularly acute. There is no one left to 
interview; no undiscovered reservoirs of first-hand accounts by 
close friends; no unpublished narratives from primary sources. 
This leaves the modem writer two courses: to reexamine work of 
earlier biographers, oft questioning their sources; or apply a mod
em framework to "Interpret" motivation and intent. Those of the 
latter Ilk usually manifest as psychological profiles. 

Attempts to encapsulate Lincoln's energy and soul - define 
the very force that made him great - have been attempted since 
1865. What made this man tower above others? How could some
one so ordinary rise to such nobility? Was it a path uniquely 
forged In childhood? Could his greatness have been foretold 
from an ethic borne in years of hardship? We understand that he 
was a flawed individual ... a very human individual. So, how do 
we explain Lincoln? We can try to understand him - to explain 
him is futile. 

The temptation to explore a single attribute drives numer
ous new biographies. Like an open spigot, a single character flaw 
becomes the mother spring from which all decisions flow. 
F.xploring traits is necessary; weighting them as all-0efining Is a 
mistake. Case in point: a great deal has been made of Lincoln's 
depression - a condition that plagued most his life. But to color 
all his actions under such a fog belies ignorance of the condition 
itself. Depression - with all the nuanced brain-chemistry -
embraces a range of maladies. From crippling to occasional man
ifestations, degrees of severity were temporal in Lincoln ... transi
tory states that he descended into and emerged from. Interesting
ly, though, he recognized and understood his own condJtion ... his 
~misfortune." And, more important, he clearly had an enlightened 
view on the nature of mental health - maladies without "fault." 

Anyone studying various forms (and degrees) of depression 
can cite an interesting fact: a high correlation between lifelong 
sufferers and high intelligence. (Yes ... ignorance might Just well 
be bllssQ Those gifted with aptitude are often those who endure 
the most. ln the case of Lincoln, there were periods in his life 
when he descended that dark corridor ... paralyzed at times with 
angst and self doubt. But he always wrestled his way back - at a 
time long before treatment and modem pharmacology. This was 
a component of his overall character. But it also may have been 
a driving force: energy committed in other, more productive 
ways to keep the demons at bay. Would Lincoln have achieved 
more on Prozac? Or, would therapy have compromised those 
forces that eventually took him to the national stage? Perhaps 
one should look at this aspect of the man no differently than see
ing a single color in refracted light through a prism. Yes ... you 
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can distinguish separate colors. But they all merge to form a sin
gle energy. 

And why, you may ask, am I thinking so much about depres
sion - particularly around the holidays? No need to call In the 
therapists, thank you. For the time being I am quite fine. The 
focus stems from both a new biography (reviewed in this issue) 
and several recent conversations with fellow collectors. 

From time to time, particularly at year's end, I hear voices of 
despair. Revulsed by money spent; appalled at all they've accumu
lated; questioning time and energy that went into the effort ... they 
find it all quite depressing. Faced with such anguish, my job is rel
atively simple: remind them of all the joy their collection brought 
Into their lives. Sure ... the thrill of a find Is short-lived. The elation 
with a wscovery wssipates quicldy. But, U you marry all those 
moments of happiness together, they yield quite a sizable total! I 
will concede we all get dismayed by our quest at times. And, as I've 
noted before, this is not a rational pursuit. No. It is a passion. And 
It Is the healthy person who sees occasional frustration for what it 
is: something that will soon pass. Happy New Year ... one we hope 
replete with finds and fun! 

L From the Splitter Family Album, 2005 

Grant Jackson Girvin of Fish
ers, IN, assumed the identity 
of his favorite historical fig
ure for a third-grade assign
ment. Knowing his father's 
collecting passion, not to 
mention his name, any 
guess as to his subJect? 

Rail Splitter Editor Scott 
Russo's nephew, Gabriel, 

mugs for the camera I 

Rail Splitter advisor and book dealer Chuck Hand 
thankfully bears little resemblance to his beautiful 
granddaughter. Karena Patrice Hand. (Just Jok

ing!) Karena was born to Chuck's son and 
daughter-in-law, Brian and Alison, last January. 

This little "peanut" is Willa Dixon, 
daughter of another of our friends 
from the A. Lincoln Book Shop, 

Mike and his wife Tina. 
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Day did ultimately arrive. 

April 19th! An appropriate day, it 
seemed to me, as it was on that date in 
1775 the "shot heard round the world" 
began the American War of Indepen
dence at the Lexington Commons. The 
Revolution and the Civil War have always 
been the parentheses of the first period 
of our history, and this Inadvertent date 
for the Lincoln Museum Dedication 
seemed inspired. [Besides, it was also 
Jayne Mansfield's birthday-who also 
died of a head wound.] 

Anticipation was electric In the air 
this day. The new gleaming buildings, 
being an amalgam of classical and prairie 
style architecture, had just been (gently) 
lambasted by a Chicago Tribune architec
ture critic, and the locals were feeling a 
bit defensive (though one whispered to 
me that he thought the writer probably 
got it right). But the general feeling was 
pride in that the library and museum had 
actually been funded and built. I must 
·agree; a decade ago, this was only a dis
tant dream and, with the opening day 
upon us, the whole Lincoln community 
was rejoicing in the accomplishment - in 
its actuality! 

At the site itseU, C-SPAN's large 
mobile TV studio on wheels was parked 
outside the Museum, with Brian Lamb 
himself preparing to bare witness to the 
proceedings of the next three days. 
Across the street from the Museum was a 
cordoned-off open-air parking lot, encom
passing a whole city block, packed with 
folding chairs waiting for us pilgrims to 
pour Into town for the great event, though 
with reserve and a bit of trepidation. 

What would it actually be like inside? 
Would the exhibits live up to each of our 
own expectations? But, as the cognoscen
ti began to examine the exhibits in private 

tours given during the weekend, accep
tance -and even praise - began to filter in. 
Director Richard Norton Smith had 
promised a mixture of "showmanship and 
scholarship," and it looked as if he had 
delivered. Bob Rogers, who once worked 
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Admission ticket and program from the event. 

for the Disney company and who designed 
the museum displays, called it an "experi
ence museum." 

The architecture, for me, was not 
much of a problem - and it probably 
won't be for the vast majority of us. It 
needed to fit into the 19th century origins 
of the town and not dash with the town 
square one block away. It seems quite 
comfortable when walking up to the 
entrance, belying the futuristic exhibits 
inside but not clashing. Yet the rear of 
the building is another thing, as it has 
long, barren, faceless walls that make for 
a fortress appearance. I'm told that ini
tially there were further plans for these 
walls, but budget constraints proved 
their undoing. 

Yet something needs to be done for 

the rear, as it actualJy will be the first 
sight of the museum that most visitors 
will observe as they enter Springfield. 
For one wall the original plan was to have 
imbedded a collection of busts and stat
ues (I'm unsure whether originals or fac
similes). A lower cost alternative might 
be a series of murals, replaced periodi
cally, so that a variety of artists could 
have their work temporarily displayed. 
Perhaps it might be named The Bicenten
nial Wall and different issues and sub
jects addressed. A high quality book 
could be published exclusively for the 
Museum Store that follows the concep
tion and completion of each rendering. 
And each new work would allow for fur
ther Museum marketing. 

The weekend officially began With a 
scholar-filled symposium admirably put 
together in the adjacent Library by state 
historian Tom Schwartz, who moderated 
under the constant gaze of C-SPAN's cam
era. Outside the conference hall, a cur
tained command center at a large corner 
window of the building overlooked the fes
tivities, those coordinating the evenl using 
binoculars and a bank of walki~talkies and 
telephones to monitor the affair. 

Across the street, connected to the 
museum by an enclosed second-story 
bridge, the Library itseU is spacious and 
well-lit in a friendly manner, enticing one 
into its realm. It has a large central hall, 
around which are situated the various 
departments (books, manuscripts, peri
odicals, audio-visual, reading room, con
servation, administrative offices, etc.). 
The reading room is particularly inviting, 
being spacious and well-lighted. 

What a difference from the last 
library site bunkered beneath the Old 
State Capitol! l think both scholars and 
lay historians will find the new Library an 

A significant amount of exhibition space is occupied by life-sized dioramas presenting "snapshots" from Lincoln's life. Pictured here is one presenting the entire 
Lincoln family at the White House; the President addressing a Cabinet meeting; and the First Lady being "attended to" with a period-dressed actor at the ready. 
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exquisite place in which to study. And 
there is plenty of room for expansion for 
its holdings. Though, 1 hope that with 
Lincoln's name attached to the Library, it 
will not be forgotten that it is also the 
home of the Illinois State Historical 
Library, preserving a wealth of material 
relating to the entire history of the state. 

[I have heard some demean the old 
library, perhaps in a way to emphasize 
this new edifice. But they forget that the 
old site was a vast improvement from the 
library's initial beginnings. Cramped 

the dedication was a recreation of a 
White House State Dinner, featuring food 
prepared from original recipes served 
during Lincoln's administration. This 
was a fund-raiser for the Abraham Lin
coln Presidential Library Foundation, 
where the first David Herbert Donald 
Prize for excellence in Lincoln studies 
was given to its namesake. Even at $500 
a head, the presence of numerous corpo
rations seemed to make the event a suc
cess, though there is a long way to go for 
the stated goal of raising $35-50 million 

held "red" tickets and sat in a cordoned 
section to the right. Legislators (who did 
not have to arrive early, surprise, sur
prise) sat in a cordoned area to the left. 
Behind us was that vast sea o[ chairs for 
the public, with plenty of standing room 
behind. Both were filled to capacity. 

Though scheduled for an 11am start, 
we were advised to get there early. The 
aforementioned comm1ss1oners and 
board members gathered at 8:30am and 
walked in groups from the Renaissance 
Hotel around to the far side of the event 

Three additional rooms depict Lincoln's law office (Abe reclines as Tad and Willie play), a slave auction in an outdoor market, and a young, contemplative Abe. 

though ll was, its existence below the Old 
State Capitol was a testament to an earli
er preservation e.ffort to protect the Capi
tol from demolition and find a better 
home for the library. The need back then 
to house a new, more spacious state 
library helped fund the preservation of 
the building that became so intimately 
known to Lincoln, an original structure 
that mirrored the Lincoln Law Office 
across the Square. But I digress.] 

The two-day scholarly conference 
was titled "Lincoln in the Twenty-First 
Century, which drew a large, generally 
knowledgeable, and enthusiastic audi
ence. Luminaries such as Mark Neely, 
David Herbert Donald, Harold Holzer, 
Matthew Plosker, Lincoln Prize winner 
Richard Carwardine, Ron White, and 
even political consultant David Gergen 
gave a wide array of scintillating talks 
examining Lincoln's attitude toward race, 
his domestic life, his wartime leadership, 
and the assassination. The most contro
versial session, on the "Intimate Lincoln," 
had panelist Michael Chesson speaking 
of Lincoln's alleged gayness and alleged
ly "outing" some of Hlinois' other past 
and current politicians. An audible gasp 
could be heard from the audience. 

The capstone of the evening before 

dollars to fund the Foundation. The 
312th Army Band provided 19th century 
music in keeping with the event - and at 
a surprisingly mellow volume so we 
could hear ourselves talk. 

Dedication day dawned bright and 
sunny. And hot. All the office and apart
ment buildings surrounding the ceremo
ny site had been ordered vacated of their 
inhabitants by the Secret Service. What 
a far cry from the days one could walk 
into Lincoln's Oval Office unannounced! 
With the current President flying in for 
the ceremony, the streets were filled with 
flack-jacketed, gun-toting soldiers, and 
the secret service with wires coming out 
of their ears, attending to everything. 
Lincoln's "for the people" were welcome, 
but only after being frisked, searched, 
and metal detected. Prohibited items 
included alcohol and weapons, of course; 
but skateboards and rollerblades? There 
went my transportation. 

But those in charge of the ALPLM 
put on a fine show this day! The seating 
area in front of the stage was segregated 
into three groupings. Dignitaries, such as 
Lincoln Bicentennial commissioners and 
the Abraham Lincoln Association board 
members (also a Boy Scout troop, past 
Governors Ryan and Edgar, and others) 
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where security was set up - conveniently 
next to a bank of Port-0-Pottles. And 
then began the two-hour wait. Those 
who did not bring hats suffered! Security 
did not allow water bottles through and, 
in time, dehydration set in. Someone 
finally persuaded them to let us bring in 
water, but we were reluctant to drink too 
much, as it was too difficult to get out of 
our seating area and to the aforemen
tioned potties and back again. Oh, the 
indignities of being a dignitary. 

It was estimated that up to 10,000 
people jammed the area in tront of the 
Museum. The dais had Its central podi
um, with two long rows of chairs for the 
luminaries. On the far left the 312th 
Army Band continued to serenade us, 
while on the right was a "signer" for the 
deaf, a comely young lady who stood for 
almost three hours in the sun without 
benefit of a hat or any rest. 

TI1is was my third Springfield dedi
cation event (the Lincoln Home, the 
Library, and now the Museum). Each 
time I was dismayed by the fact that no 
curator, librarian, or historian from with
in those institutions was part of the cere
monies. Only the politicians and impor
tant administrators gained the spotlight. 
Not that they don't deserve the atten-
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tlon, for they are the ones who made pos
sible the funds and forward movement to 
renovate and build these sites. But, since 
they are all historically based, words from 
a curator with a Lincoln background 
would have been welcome in that 
spotlight. 

The Presidential motorcade finally 
rode up over the curbs to the Cront door 
of the Museum and, with perspiration
laden expectancy, we waited 20 minutes 
more while the President and First Lady 
were escorted on an abbreviated tour of 
the museum. Finally, the dignitaries 
arrived and paraded up onto the elevat
ed podium. Erika Harold, the current 
Miss America, set the tone with an inspir
ing rendition of the National Anthem, 
while CNN anchor Bernard Shaw chaired 
the event. 

The following speeches, 1 thought, 
were generally quite elevated. Illinois 
Senators Richard Durbin and Barack 
Obama each spoke from the heart, and 
with some knowledge, on the subject of 
Abraham Lincoln. To have a newly elect
ed African-American Senator speaking at 
the opening of Lincoln's hometown 
museum was stirring. He did offer a dif
ferent view of Lincoln, pointing out his 
vacillation about ending slavery and the 
strategic motives for the Emancipation 
Proclamation. Still, he said, Lincoln "kept 
his moral compass firm and true." 

But Durbin produced a minor con
troversy when speaking about the late 
Judge Abraham Lincoln Marovitz's Lin
coln collection being donated to the 
Museum. Marovitz had continually told 
the story of how he got his name 
bestowed at birth - that his immigrant 
mother named him after a famous Ameri
can, who must have been Jewish as "he 
had been shot in the Temple." [The Sen-

Max and Donna Daniels were brilliantly portrayed 
by Abraham and Mary Lincoln - found at breakfast 

In their hotel the morning of the dedication. 

ator needed a drummer's "rim shot" at 
that moment!] Sharp comments were 
thrown at Durbin in the newspapers and 
by talking heads on TV for telling such a 
story at such an event. Well, perhaps the 
story was ill conceived for the moment, 
but it is one Marovitz told on himself 
more than twice! Most of the crowd, 
though, just didn't get it. 

U.S. Representative Ray LaHood and 
Governor Rod Blagojevich each gave 
solid speeches; but, whoever wrote Pres
ident Bush's remarks did a solid job relat
ing Lincoln ·s legacy to our nation and the 
world. "Every generation strives to define 
the lessons of Abraham Lincoln, and that 
is part of our tribute to the man himself. 
None of us can claim his legacy as our 
own, but all of us can learn from the faith 
that guided him. He trusted in freedom 
and in the wisdom of the Founders, even 
in the darkest hours. That trust has 
helped Americans carry on, even after the 
second day of Gettysburg; even on Decem
ber 8, 1941; even on September 12, 2001. 
Whenever freedom is challenged, the 
proper response ls to go forward with 
confidence in freedom's power." 

A highlight was a young Korean
American girl, Lee Mihan, from the 
Georgetown Day School in Washington, 
DC, who had won the C-SPAN contest to 
give a 21st century Gettysburg Address -
an address no longer than the original on 
the subject of what Lincoln meant to her 
and to the world today. Following the 
President's speech, a spirited rendition 
of "Swing Low Sweet Chariot" by a group 
or four African-American women named 
the Four Sopranos wowed the crowd. 
The young "signer" was most affective in 
conveying the emotions of the song as 
well, certainly enhancing it for this unim
paired listener. 

The assembled crowd was then invit
ed to make their way into the Museum for 
its first public opening, and the line was 
long. A number of Lincoln presenters 
roamed the streets, greeting the throng 
waiting to get in. From the looks of a tod
dler or two, they would get a shock when 
inside the Museum to learn that Lincoln 
was actually dead. 

Some of the other Lincoln sites in 
town, especially the Home, are worried 
that the tourists and school groups com
ing to the ALPLM will not get over to see 
them. This especially might be the case 
when bus loads of students arrive with 
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Illinois State's copy of the Gettysburg Address -
one of five copies In Lincoln's hand - is one of 
the few artifacts on permanent display in the 

Museum's "Treasures Gallery" (pictured at top). 
Also on exhibit is a rare Lincoln signed Black 

Hawk War discharge from his brief service as a 
captain in the militia in 1832. Gallery space fea

turing assassination and mourning relics includes 
the table that supported Lincoln's casket on the 

funeral train to Springfield. 

time constraints. They might have the 
time to walk the block to the square and 
see the law office and Old State Capitol, 
but the home and tomb are further away 
and may be missed. 

The Museum itself, I must say, is well 
worth the visit. It is not the museum of 
my (or your) youth, but it is enticing 
nonetheless. The silicone, distressed 
clothing clad, lif~like figures of Lincoln 
and others are, at moments, powerful. 

continued, naxt page 



Walking around the comer and coming face to face with 
a slave auction with a family being torn asunder is quite 
compelling and forceful. The cabinet room meeting 
al.lows one to be present during the emancipation crisis 
and is exciting. The entire Lincoln family stands in the 
large domed entrance way, ready to pose for pictures 
with you and your family. [I had to check my glasses 
when I spied a Lincoln presenter standing near the fac
simile. Was it real or was it Memorex?] 

Indeed, a wonderful scene awaits in a recreation of 
Lincoln's law office. There Is Tad on top of a paper
strewn table pitching a ball to WiUie, who bats with a 
broom. Papers are everywhere, chaos reigns ... and Lin
coln serenely lies on a couch reading a newspaper. 
[Though I bet law partner Billy Herndon would have 
found the scene toned down!] 

High tech is certainly prevalent. The Civil War in 
Four Minutes, where one week equals one second, is riv
eting, as a casualty count in the comer mounts with 
alarming speed. I waited for the inevitable and chilling 
huge surge at Antietam and the Wilderness. The Cam
paign Commercial room, where Tim Russert reports on 
the latest commercials from presidential candidates Lin
coln, Douglas, Breckinridge, and Bell, is inspired. All ages 
can relate to the style of commercial, which explicilly 
explains the issues each candidate brings. Even young
sters will sit still to learn what concerns Breckinridge and 
Bell (who are they?) brought to the table in 1860. 

The "Ghosts in the Library" theater was much talked 
about. ls it worth the high expense and theater space? It 
wilJ add to the experience if it is understood that the aim 
is to lead the viewers to the Library next door. There will 
be numerous people visiting the Museum who will not 
only fail to visit the Library, but do not know its function 
and what lies within. It is a clever use of a newer tech
nology (holography) that will one day be in all our homes. 

A decidedly low-tech exhibit that proves fascinating 
is the political cartoon gallery. Reproductions of numer
ous cartoons from 1860s newspapers and journals, many 
vilifying Lincoln, should give insight into the contempo
rary view of a pre-martyred politician during a con
tentious time. 

One of the "inaccuracies on purpose" did bother me. 
Not the wrong rug in the Cabinet Room or even the 
closed casket for Lincoln lying in state in Springfield (it 
should have been open - kids would not have been that 
sensitive to the issue as administrators seem to be). But 
the "Sic Semper Tyrannis" was deleted in favor of "I 
intend to kill Lincoln." That's ridiculous and unneces
sary; try to elevate the viewer. [I'm told as we go to 
press that this might have been, thankfully, changed.] 

The Museum dedication inspired the satirical paper, 
The Onion, to contemplate its own version of high-tech 
exhibits. Unfortunately, one of their ideas actually seems 
plausible: "Hand-crank machine stamps Lincoln's like
ness on your penny for 50 cents." My favorite is a "refrig
erated treadmill (allowing) visitors to walk 10 miles 
through snow to return a book;" although the "fun slide 

0 ne of the State's newest 
acquisitions - now on 
exhibit - is a leather 
portfolio used by the 

future president to carry his 
papers. As detailed in a 
press release last year: 

A briefcase that historians 
believe Abraham Lincoln used to 
carry official papers was donated to the state of Illinois. Tom Heyser of Maryland, 
whose parents were housekeepers for Robert Todd Lincoln, the president"s son, gave 
the briefcase. called a portfolio and a dress worn by Mary Todd Lincoln to Illinois first 
lady Patti Blagojevich at the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum. 

"Other than the celebrated stovepipe hat, probably no other object has closer 
association with the Lincoln story than this portfolio," said Richard Norton Smith. 
library and museum director. The president's son gave the Heysers the briefcase. 

Illinois State Historian Thomas Schwartz recalled the first thing he said on the 
phone when a man named Tom Heyser called him a few months ago. 

'Mr. Heyser. are you the son of Estella Heyser?' Schwartz asked. He was. About 
20 years ago, Estella Heyser had written to the Illinois State Historical Library con
cerning a few things of hers she thought the library might want to purchase - Abra
ham Lincoln's presidential briefcase among them, the one in which he likely carried 
working drafts of his Emancipation Proclamation and second inaugural address. 

The briefcase was arguably one of the most valuable Lincoln artifacts still in pri
vate hands - until Tom Heyser called Schwartt. setting in motion a process that 
ended Tuesday. That's when Heyser, his wife and son were In Springfield for a cere
mony marking their donation of the briefcase and other Lincoln-related artifacts to 
the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum. 

In addition to the briefcase, the Heysers donated a dress owned by Mary Todd 
Lincoln and Lincoln-monogrammed pillow cases and handkerchiefs. 

Estella Heyser and her husband, Albert. were housekeepers for Robert Todd Lincoln and 
his wife, Mary Harlan Lincoln, during the 19'20s and '30s for about 1 O yeaIS. ki tokens of appre
ciation, the He-tsars inherited the items their son handed off Tuesday. Albert Heyser died in 
1982, and Estella in 1988. Robert Todd Lincoln died in 1926; his wife. in 1937. 

There's little doubt the Lincoln briefcase, also called a document portfolio, is 
authentic. according to Schwartz. It was part of a 1959 Smithsonian exhibit marking 
Lincoln's 150th birthday - the last time it was in public view. The front of the weath
ered, leather portfolio has "Abraham Lincoln' stamped in gold leaf. All Cabinet mem
bers were given such cases, where they often stored letters and speeches. Lincoln's 
dates back to the time when he would have been hammering out some of his most 
famous phrases, such as 'With malice toward none.' 

The ceremony took place downtown at the not-yet-completed Abraham Lincoln 
Museum. Construction workers were there, too, as the Heysers were flanked by 
Mayor Tim Davlin, Illinois first lady Patti Blagojevich and library/museum director 
Richard Norton Smith, all of whom took part in unveiling the briefcase and light-pink 
and white dress. Smith said the briefcase will eventually be showcased within the 
museum's 'holy of holies,' a exhibit space at the center of the building shaped like a 
huge stovepipe hat that will also house an original draft of the Emancipation Procla
mation. 

Smith, Schwartz and others said the donations will go down as among the most 
valuable in the library's premier 47,000-item collection of Lincoln artifacts. 

Mary Lincoln's dress is one of only a few known to have survived. The Smith
sonian has one. the Chicago Historical Society has two. and the Abraham Lincoln 
Presidential Library will now have three, plus part of her wedding dress. 

Chances are good that the Heyser dress was designed by Lincoln's seamstress 
and confidant, Elizabeth Keckley, a former slave who also made clothing for the wife of 
Confederate President Jefferson Davis when he was a U.S. senator before the Civil War. 

The Heysers had the briefcase appraised before donating it. Tom Heyser would
n't reveal the exact estimate, but said It was for more than $300,000. 

Heyser. a motorcycle salesman who lives in Maryland, said many of his friends did
n't even know about the family treasure that was once almost destroyed when a water 
pipe burst four feet from the briefcase, which he had been storing in the basement. 

connecting (the) museum to Lincoln's tomb" or the .__ _________________________ __, 
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"seven minutes in heaven with (an) ani
matronic Mary Todd Lincoln" should also 
provide some thrills. 

Speaking of Mary, it is a shame she 
was not presented a bit better. Her rela
tionship to Lincoln - the importance to 
his career and what endeared Lincoln to 
her - are not adequately represented. The 
breadth of Lincoln's law career seems to 
get shorter shrift, as does his phenomenal 
mental growth during the 1850s. Those 
are themes that might have received more 
attention. 

And original material stufled in the 
basement! What a wealth, and so little 

Your Rail Splitter correspondent at the Dedication. Lin
coln scholars Rodney Davis and Doug Wilson, of the 

Lincoln Studies Center at Knox College, standing at right 

space given to show it off. I understand 
that museumship has changed. Once, 
items were displayed for years under 
damaging lighting and heat/humidity con
ditions; but now everything seems to be 
under cover in storage vaults, with fac
similes displayed instead. The Treasures 
Gallery is lovely and the items displayed 
are spectacular. But, to me, much more 
space was needed to show off the vast and 
varied collection of Items that are stored 
away. The ancillary temporary exhibit 
area (which opened with a fascinating 

assassination exhibit) might, at times, 
give some of the hidden collection some 
"face time" with the public. I'm aware that 
a few other "treasures" are scattered 
throughout the Museum, but I fear most 
visitors will probably view them as fakes 
amongst the razzle-<lazzle of the galleries. 

Although I was not bothered, on the 
whole, with what historian John Simon 
has dubbed the "rubber Lincolns," there 
seemed just too much of a good thing. For 
me, two large exhibits took up too much 
space for too little an emotional return: 
Willie's death scene and the recreation of 
Lincoln's casket lying in state in the Old 
State Capitol. Willie's death certainly took 
Its toll on the Lincoln Executive Mansion 
and its occupants, but to devote valuable 
space just on that event seems dispropor
tionate; and to recreate a casket scene in 
a room where the original is a mere block 
away was wasteful when there are original 
objects that need to be viewed or other 
themes not addressed. 

A 3,500 square foot Museum Store dis
plays period-related souvenirs. As a 
retailer myself, I was disappointed in the 
ordjnary nature of the displays. One 
might find most of the products in other 
tourist shops around the country. Cer
tainly more replicas of artifacts from with
in the Lincoln collection would enhance 
the store, especially busts and statuary, 
photographs, prints, and even the written 
word. Some higher quality items, perhaps 
even original collectibles from the period, 
should be considered. 

I came away from the experience a bit 
Uncoined-out, but excited for our Lincoln 
community. It is beginning to feel like "All 
Lincoln All the Time" with the Bicentenni
al approaching, but what a time it is. I feel 
a kinship with the Centennial back in 1909 
and feel fortunate to have seen the Abra
ham Lincoln Museum and Library finally 
appear. The crowds and their enthusiasm 
afterwards (many saying they will return) 
are testaments to that achievement. 
Between the two - the Bicentennial and 
the ALPLM - we might ourselves look back 
and feel that tWs period was the success 
that gave us the most pleasure. e-, 

[Dan Weinberg, a Lincoln scholar and member of 
the Lincoln Bicentennial Commission, is propri
etor of Chicago's historic Abraham Lincoln Book 
Shop - a Mecca tor bibliophiles and history buffs 
alike. This year marks Dan's 30th anniversary in 
the business.] 
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New Jersey Governor Jon Corzine just vis
ited Taylorville. IL. The occasion was a 

nostalgic journey home to attend the dedi
cation of a new Lincoln statue. The former 
head of Goldman Sachs grew up in nearby 
WWeys and went to school In Taylorsville. 
"If you grew up In central Ulinois - this Is 
going to sound cornball. but it's not - Lin
coln was Intensely overhanging every
thing .... I think I probably went to his home 
in Springfield on a field trip every year from 
the time I was In first grade, through 
eighth." Corzine recalled. Taylorville was 
the last stop on the judicial circuit for the 
aspiring attorney. Once finished with his 
work there, Lincoln traveled 30 miles to his 
home in Springfield. The statue in question 
is titled "The Last Stop." It shows Lincoln 
peering down at a pig with a ear of corn in 
his mouth (the pig, not Lincoln!). It cele
brates a local legend that Lincoln request
ed a "writ of quietus" be Imposed on tJ1e 
hogs squealing underneath Taylorville's 
old wood-frame courthouse. He seems to 
be saying "Cool It, you pig, or ru have you 
thrown in the pen!" Candidate Corzine 
donated the money needed to purchase the 
base of the statue. Like Lincoln, he rose 
from humble beginnings and perhaps has 
his eye on the White House. 
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Sports & Political Imagery, cont. 

TN[ raLITICAl GY ■ NASIU ■. 

Republican power brokers and all the presidential candidates for 1860 try to 
get in shape for the coming campaign. 

the message of the week. 
Perhaps familiarity breeds contempt. The campaign season 

is overly long and, to a nation whose "per capita" television view
ing time averages 29 hours weekly, the sound bytes and talking 
heads can get tired real fast. 

Back in those primordial (If not halcyon!) days, most of the 
population lived in rural areas where the routine was repetitive 
and grinding. Any opportunity to break the cycle was grasped at 
eagerly. The chance to meet a candjdate was practically non
existent, unless one was related or had a personal connection 
and could travel to the candidate's home or to the nation's capi
tal. During the 19th century, only two presidential candidates 
broke precedent and campaigned actively across the country. 
____ ,,_■I'll~---...----.... , They were both 

Democrats
Stephen Douglas 
and William Jen
nings Bryan 
(obviously, des
perate men take 
desperate mea
sures!) Lincoln 
did give speech
es in behalf of 
other candidates 
and did make 
some talks in the 

The seemingly mismatched opponents Douglas and Lin- six months prior 
coin duke-It-out in "The Undecided Political Prize Fight." to his nomina-

tion. Once nomi
nated, though, he conformed to the protocols of the ttme-he 
stayed silent and remained at home, letting party functionaries 
speak in his behalf. 

As different as things were then, there was at least one area 
of common interest; namely, sports and popular entertainment. 
Since the candidates did not make personal appearances, it 
became necessary for partisans to present the candidates in a 
manner that the average person could relate to. ln many cases, 
these appeals took the form of sports analogy and imagery. 

There was no NBA, NFL, NHL, National or American Leagues 
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back then. The sporting events were regional and local, not 
national. Until the advent of baseball in the 1850s, there were no 
team sports. Most sporting events involved two adversaries. 
There were also spectator sports, such as horse racing. It was not 
much of a stretch for campaign partisans to adopt the language 
and imagery of sports to enhance the appeal of their message. 

Although political cartoons appeared as early as the I790s 
(derogatory to Washington and his fledgling administration), the 
earliest cartoon originating In a presidential election was pub
lished in 1824. Appropriately, the cartoon depicts the lour con
tenders in that contest, Adams, Jackson, Clay and Crawford 
engaged in a foot race to the White House. The concept of a 
"Presidential Race" became a template that saw repeated use in 
the ensuing forty years. 

In the years leading 
up to the presidential 
election of 1860, the fol
lowing competitions are 
seen in political car
toons: the cross-country 
foot race, boxing, horse 
racing, cock-fighting, 
dueling (one example 
from 1840) and billiards. 

During Lincoln's 0Av1No '"· oA A AcatL 1>cc1•L• Hu .. ,uAnit: 

time, political cartoon
Ing expanded exponen
tially, corresponding to 
the prollferation of Illus

In this presidential bout or "main event," 
Uncoln beats up Jeff Davis - European mon

archs are present as spectators. 
trated magazines both -------------
domestically and In Europe. The introduction of the carte-de-vls
ite also provided an avenue for artistic expression. The imagery 
that appears in many of these graphics fall into three categories: 
sports, games of skill (such as billiards) and individual perfor
mance. Although my focus Is sports, these three areas are Inter
connected and merit discussion. 

The classic Currier & Ives cartoon, "The Political Gymnasi
um", defies categorization. It depicts the four major candidates, 
as well as political powerhouses Seward and Greeley during a 
"workout." The two aspects of this cartoon worth remembering 
are Its non-partisan nature (each candidate is criticized or 
ridiculed) and how the imagery directly relates to political 
events (e.g., the two Democrats Douglas and Breckinridge knock
ing each other out). Thjs connection with topical events is a con
tinuing thread. Along the same vein is "The National Game. 
Three 'Outs' and One 'Run.' Abraham Winning the Ball." It quali
fies as the first political cartoon to depict baseball (and quite an 
early depiction, at that!). In this work, however, Lincoln is clear
ly the favored character, having made a "home run" and reached 
"home base." He magnanimously advises his opponents on how 
to improve their game; however, there is Inherent criticism in his 
advice, as the other players are using Inferior bats, each labeled 
with their key issue ("Non-intervention" in the case of Douglas). 

Boxing is seen in a handful of campalgn items (besides the 
aforementioned "Political Gymnasium.") The most graphic Is 
likely "The Undecided Political Prize Fight" published by Rickey 
& Mallory of Cincinnati in 1860. In this great cartoon, Lincoln and 
"The Little Giant" duke it out. Lincoln Is attended by a Negro and 
Douglas by a drunken Irishman. Breckinridge is a spectator 
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...------.,,-.- .. -,--.,.-.-._---.....,r::;,.;;;;;:;;;;:='::'~---====--;:,1 labeled "M.C." (Missouri Compromise), while a slave hides in the 

CAMPAIGN PICTORIAL. 
.t:..::.,_, -=-- - ---=-

split-rail fencing along the road (reminiscent of Currier & Ives' 
"The Nigger in the Woodpile"). The exasperated Douglas 
exclaims "How can I get over this Rail Fence?" The other exam
ple, published by Rickey & Mallory, is • A Political Race." It has a 
similar point-of-view, but shows all four candidates. Like the pre
vious example, it erroneously concludes Lincoln's main oppo
nent to be Douglas. 

Cock-fighting (apparently a popular 19th century pastime) 
appears in just one 1860 cartoon, "The Great Match at Baltimore 
Between the 'Winois Bantam' and the 'Old Cock' of the White 
House." This very topical cartoon relates to the reconvened 

L----=-=-=::.::.:==-="-="'--'--'...:....---"'---'=,=-~===-=-"'"~.aaJ.,_~_--_•_.::_!._~_-::._ .. :._-::_.:-:._·_.::-___ a:_, Democratic Con- ~--------------~ 

Lincoln takes the lead in the "Great Fall 
Races of 1860". II you bet on his nag, 

go to the windows to collectl 

"The fix Is In!" Lincoln seeks to placate 
Yancey of Alabama promising to enfore 

the Fugitive Slave law, 

thumbing his nose at the contenders, while he takes the path to 
the White House. Rickey & Mallory issued a series of approxi

In the race for the White House, Lincoln has a dis
tinct advantage. His oppenents need two strides 

for each taken by the gangly Lincoln. 

mately ten cartoons 
in 1860, all of which 
are rare, and most 
of which favor 
Breckinridge, 
employing ridicule 
of the other candi
dates as the favored 
tool. Boxing also 
appears in Currier 
& Ives' "Caving In, 
or a Rebel Deeply 
Humiliated." The 
image of Lincoln 
kicking Jeff Davis' 
ass in the ring is 

repeated in the classic series of five Civil War patriotic covers, 
"Championship Envelope. Lincoln & Davis in 5 rounds." 

Horse racing is shown to best advantage on the cover of 
"Strong's Campaign Pictorial" for November 1860. Greeley, hold
ing a rail, is the jockey on the Lincoln horse. A rotund jockey 
(possibly representing Democratic Chairman 

vention at Balti
more that nomi-
nated Douglas. 
The delegates 
who bolted that 
convention met 
shortly thereafter 
and nominated 
Breckinridge, who 
is represented as 
the next cock to 
take on Douglas in -- - - - -

ICTWCCMTNt'lw•o11~":~T-=~~;.;•"ttt:'::~DrT'lft WHJ'fl NDUtl[. the ring. The 
schism between 
Douglas and Presi
dent Buchanan 
(who was loyally 

The artist of this cartoon thought Douglas was "the 
cock to bet on." Lincoln would "pick their bones" 

after the election. 

supported by Vice-President Breckinridge) over the Lecompton 
Constitution precipitated the breakup of the Democratic Party in 
1860. Yet, in this cartoon, flushed with victory, he is set to take 
on Breckinridge and the "Lincoln cock", too. 

In 1860, a tightrope walker with the stage name of Blondin 
amazed thousands by crossing Niagara Falls. He toured the 
country, repeating the stunt in different venues. Inspired by this 
hero of popular culture, cartoonists depicted pollticians of the 
day in leotards perched on the high wire. Yet, in all cases, the 
inference was that the pollticians depicted were out of their ele-

and horseman August Belmont) rides Dou- ~,..,.""':.....,..._-_-_-e--'-.,,,,,.,,.......=-==-=-'-.,.,.=,.,,..-==---_-_-_-_-_-_-,.-----------, 
glas. Besides the overweight jockey, horse 
Douglas is handicapped by having to pull a 
sled with the "dead horse" Breckinridge. 
Horse "Bell" runs a distant fourth. The caption 
reflects the publisher's point-of-view and the 
facts of the matter: In the "Great Fall Races 
1860", "Five to one that the man with the RAIL 
will arrive first at the POST." Horse racing is 
also seen in the cartoon "Coming 'Round" that 
appeared in Vanity Fair on September 15, 1860. 

Harkening to our initial illustration, the 
image of the "Presidential Race" worked its 
way into two cartoons, each favorable to Lin
coln. ln an untitled work published by J. Sage --·•-- .sn .. x~. ·--•~-
& Co. of Buffalo, U1e long-legged Lincoln easi- c__ _________ _,L ________ __, L_ ________ ___, 

ly outpaces his sole opponent, Stephen Dou
glas. Lincoln carries a maul, Douglas a jug 

These cartoons illustrate the Impact of the popular entertainer and daredveil from the 1850s-60s, 
''Blondin," (Emile Gravelet), the Evel Knievel ol his time! 
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ment, courting disaster. Some of the cartoons employing this 
theme are: Rickey & Mallory's "A Political Blondin" in which 

- Stephen Douglas attempts to reach the White House with a 

Whether as "the man on the flying trapeze" or bareback rider, Douglas aims to give the 
voters their monies' worth. 

Roman Catholic cleric clinging to his back with "Salt River" 
his likely destination, "Shaky-Daring Transit on the Perilous 
Trail" published in "Vanity Fair", "The Coming Man's Presi
dential Career, a la Blondin" from "Harper's Weekly", Currier 
& Ives' "Political 'Blondins' Crossing Salt River" in which all 
but Bell & Everett are doomed to political oblivion since they 
stand on the "Constitution Bridge" and the related "In a Posi
tion to be Recognized. The Celebrated Sepoy Juggler and 
Acrobat, Jeff Davis, In his dangerous globe feat." 

As in the previous example. political figures are often 
shown as circus performers or acrobats. Douglas appears in 

::==============================,-~-----~-----:~---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-::__~-~ "The Daring Leap, Made by the Celebrated Aero-
.::-::.=-.::.::::: j . ~ bHat Little Giant" (b"Vanibty Fk·ai_rd" ~ar:Thhl6p, 1

1
~~1)

1
• 

--·-·-·- " e reappears as a are- ac ri er m e o 1t1ca 

Seasoned performer Lincoln knows McClellan's 
equestrian act is destined to bomb. 

-~ - Zoyara", based on a popular circus equestrienne 
• \ - of the day. Douglas was also drawn as a gladiator 

on two occasions-one favorable and the other 
not. Keeping with U1e circus motif, McClellan is 
shown doing something even more 
difficult-straddling the opposing horses of War 
and Peace . He tries the same stunt using stilts 
("Acrobatic Novelties"), but fails there, as well. 

We conclude our brief discussion with a sum-
Little Mac tries using stilts to enhance his mary of games of skill in political imagery. The 

stature and become Big Mac. opposing candidates try their hand at bagatelle in 
"A Little Game of Bagatelle, Between Old Abe The 

Rail Splitter & Little Mac The Gunboat General." This cartoon was simultaneously pub
lished by Currier & Ives in New York and J. Magee in Philadelphia. By playing on the 
"Union Board" and using the cue stick of the "National" Convention at Baltimore, he eas
ily outscores McClellan, using tile "Chicago" cue stick (shades of "The National 
Game ... "!) Bagatelle was a popular game in the mid-19th century, but it fell into disfavor, 
being too easy, promptiug the expression "A mere bagatelle!" ln "The Great Cannon 
Game", Lincoln and Davis play billiards. Being published in "London Punch", tills car
toon favored Davis. Card playing is depicting on a carte-de-visite, "The Winning Hand" 
which favors McClellan and anotller anti-Lincoln cartoon from "London Punch," "Abe 
Lincoln's Last Card, or, Rouge-et-Noir." A companion carte to "The Winning Hand" is 
"Check-Mated!" in which Lincoln is again bested by McClellan in a game of chess. 

Obviously, the images drawn reflected the publisher's point-Of-view or tllat of the 
market. Voters could easily relate to the scenes depicted, as they mirrored current events, 
popular entertainment, or familiar activities. They serve as a reflection of popular culture 

;:;;,;:ijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii,;ii~;::;;;;;,-;;;~::,,,,,====-=======i although, llke today, the prognostications inherent In 
each depiction were often off-the-markl ~ 

Defeating Democrats McClellan and Pendleton is a 
·'mere bagatelle" for Old Abe. 

Suggested Reading 

• Gary L. Bunker, From Rail-Splitter to Icon: Lincoln's Image 
in Illustrated Periodicals 1860-1865, Kent, OH, Kent State 
University Press, 2001. 

• Kristen M. Smith, The lines Are Drawn: Political Cartoons 
of the Civil War, Athens, GA, Hill Street Press, 1999. 

• Albert Shaw, Abraham Lincoln: A Cartoon History. Vol. 1 His Path to the Presidency, Vol. 2, The Year of 
His Election, NY, The Review of Reviews Corporation, 1929. 

Lincoln is a pool shar1< or a total "fish", depend- • Rufus Rockwell Wilson, Lincoln in Caricature, NY, Horizon Press, 1953. 
ing on which side of the Atlantic you are on. 
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Q. & A. 
Legal and Tax Concerns for Collectors and Dealers 

Scott Dolson 

[Scott Dolson is an attorney specializing in mergers and acquisitions and tax 
law in Louisville. Kentucky. He is also a passionate collector of political tokens, 
china, Southern coin silver, and, as he puts it "anything that catches my eye!"] 

How do I protect my consigned Items from a dealer's or 
auctioneer's creditors? 

Antique trade publications regularly report partial or total 
losses by consignors in situations where dealers or auction 
houses go belly-up financially. In many instances, state and fed
eral laws require the sale of consigned items or the retention of 
sales proceeds for the benefit of the auction house's secured 
creditors (e.g., banks with blanket liens on all of the auction 
house's assets) or the bevy of competing unsecured creditors (if 
you don't do anything, you will be one of the multitude of unse
cured creditors who will often end up with pennies on the dollar). 

U you are consigning a significant dollar amount of memora
bilia to a dealer or auction house, you should consider requiring 
a security agreement as condition to the deal. A security agree
ment confirms thal you own the consigned assets and have a 
right to the proceeds from the sale (net of sales commissions) of 
those consigned assets. You will also need to file a financing 
statement in the appropriate government filing office prior to 
delivering the goods to the auction house. If enough money is 
involved, you should definitely obtain the assistance of an attor
ney, as failure to follow the letter of the law often results in the 
total loss of protection against the auction house's creditors. 

I sell memorabilia on eBay and at Civil War shows. Can I 
write off my related expenses? 

The answer depends on whether your status is "collector", 
"investor" or "dealer" for tax purposes. Dealers may deduct all 
expenses associated with their business. Investors may deduct 
expenses associated with maintaining and preserving their 
investments (e.g., insurance and storage costs), but only as a 
miscellaneous itemized deduction (i.e., subject to a floor of 2% of 
adjusted gross income - this means that only the portion of item
ized deductions exceeding 2% of your adjusted gross income 
may be taken as an itemized deduction). Collectors may deduct 
expenses associated with their collecting activities (e.g, insur
ance and storage expenses), but only to U1e extent of the income 
arising out of the activity during the year in which the expenses 
arose, and then only as a miscellaneous itemized deduction. 
Anyone deducting expenses should maintain detailed records in 
their tax files. 

Obviously, your classification for tax purposes is important. 
A "dealer" engages in buying and selling on a regular basis as a 
business, with a focus on making a profit based on inventory 
turnover rather Ulan asset appreciation. A "collectorfl is 
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involved in the activity more for pleasure than profit. An 
"investor" focuses more on the appreciation potential of memo
rabiJia than the pleasure of collecting or the profit potential of 
inventory turnover. If the activity mixes business with pleasure, 
the IRS will generally accept dealer status if the dealer activities 
are profitable for at least three years out of a five year period, 
taking into account income and expenses from tile activity dur
ing those years. The profits must be derived from active buying 
and selling activities during those years rather than merely asset 
appreciation, or the IRS may take the position that the individual 
is an "investor" rather than a "dealer". 

How do these rules apply to different categories of expenses? 

• Sales expenses - everybody should net the cost of selling 
an item (e.g., eBay fees or the cost of a table at a show) against 
sales proceeds. 

• Travel and lodging expenses - dealers should deduct their 
travel and lodging expenses. Investors and collectors generally 
are not permitted to deduct these expenses. An aggressive 
investor or collector might consider capitalizing (i.e., adding) 
travel and lodging expenses into the cost of purchased items. 
Dealers should follow tile rules generally applicable to business
es for deducting automobile and home office expenses. 

• Insurance - dealers should deduct the cost of insurance. 
Investors and collectors should deduct insurance costs as an 
itemized miscellaneous deduction, but collectors' deductions 
are limited by the amount of income from an activity for the 
applicable year. 

• Periodicals and books - dealers should amortize or 
expense these items. Investors may take the position that the 
periodicals and books are necessary for the production of 
income or tile management of property held for the production 
of income and deduct these expenses as an itemized miscella
neous deduction. Collectors should deduct the cost of periodi
cals to the extent of their income for the applicable year as an 
itemized miscellaneous deduction. Collectors cannot depreciate 
or expense books because they are not purchased for the pro
duction of income or for use in a trade or business. 

How does the IRS tax income and loss from selling my 
memorabilia? 

The IRS taxes net gains (i.e., after offsetting gains and losses 
during a tax year) from the sale of collectibles held by collectors 
and investors for at least 12 montlls at a maximum 28% rate. The 
short term capital gains rate (for collectibles held for less than 
12 months) is taxed at ordinary income rates (15% to 35%). Deal
ers are taxed at ordinary income rates on the sale of their inven
tory. In addition, the first $87,900 of dealer income for 2005 
(assuming that the dealer bas no other employment compensa
tion) is subjecl to a 12.4% Social Security equivalent tax and a 
2.9% Medicare tax, with the excess over that amount subject to 
the 2.9% Medicare tax. 

Dealers are not limited in the losses that they can take from 
their business activities. A dealer's net operating losses (losses 
in excess of profits) may be carried back several years and for
ward a number of years until lliere is business income to offset 
the accumulated losses. fnvestors may oUset up to $3,000 annu-

continued, next page 
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ally of net capital losses arising out of the sale of col
lectibles against other income, with excess capital 
losses carried forward indefinitely to later years. 
Collectors are the most tax-disadvantaged category, 
as they are taxed on all income, but cannot take loss
es in excess of income in a taxable year. Collectors 
who have gains on the sale of collectibles in a given 
taxable year should consider culling their collec
tions during that year to trigger offsetting losses. 

How do state sales taxes apply to my activities? 

Every state's sales and use tax rules are differ
ent, so you should definitely consider the laws of the 
state in which where you are making sales. You gen
erally don't need to worry about another state's 
sales tax rules when you are selling from another 
state into that state - the sales tax laws that apply 
are those in the state where a seller and buyer are 
both physically located. Sales across state lines are 
generally protected from the requirement of collect
ing sales tax by the Commerce Clause of the US Con
stitution. Purchasers who don't pay sales tax when 
they purchase Crom out-of-state sellers should con
sider whether they owe a "use" tax in their resident 
state. 

Dealers are generally not charged sales tax 
when they purchase inventory, but must collect 
sales tax when they sell their inventory unless the 
transaction is in interstate commerce (i.e., where 
items are sold to an out-of-state resident and 
shipped out-of-state) or the purchaser is a dealer 
who is purchasing for resale and provides the appro
priate resale certificate. A resale certificate is a form 
signed by the purchasing dealer confirming that the 
purchase is for inventory. Some states require a 
dealer executing the resale certificate to be regis
tered in that state and will not accept a registration 
number from another state. A casual dealer who sets 
up at a show in another state is often technically 
required to obtain a seller's sales tax permit and col
lect sales tax at the show. Many collectors and 
investors will fall into "dealer" status for sales tax 
purposes and be required under a state's tax laws to 
obtain a retailer's sales tax permit and collect sales 
tax on sales made in the state. These individuals will 
be required to collect state sales tax unless the 
exceptions outlined above apply. If a collector or 
investor purchases an item from an out-of-state sell
er who ships the item into the purchaser's state, no 
sales tax will be collected by the seller but the pur
chaser's home state will, in many cases, impose a 
"use" tax on purchase price. 

In many instances, enforcement of use tax pay
ment is low, although there is increasing activity as 
local and state governments seek additional revenue 
sources. Washington State has recently stepped up 
enforcement efforts to collect a use tax on resident's 

A Most Taxing Individual. 
(Credit Uncoln for creating the I.R.S.!) 

G eorge Sewall Boutwell (1818-1905) is worth 
commenting on ... given the article presented by 
Scott Dolson. Like Lincoln, his early life was 
spent on his father's farm, followed by a stint as 

a store clerk. Lacking a college education, he was 
largely self-taught with an extensive regimen of 
reading. Although admitted to the Massachusetts 
bar at an early age, he did not enter Into practice 
for many years, but became emersed In politics. He ~?'@'~~---if 
failed In runs for Congress in 1844, 1846 (the same ,, 
year Lincoln was elected) and 1848. He was, how-
ever, elected as the Free Soll and Democratic Gov-
ernor of Massachusetts In 1851-2, and then helped to organize that state's 
Republican party in 1854, following the repeal of the Missouri Compromise. 
Boutwell attended the Wigwam Convention in 1860 and was a delegate to the 
February 1861 Peace ConJerence in Washington. A radical Republican Con
gressman, 1863-9, Boutwell helped lead the effort to Impeach President John
son and served as one of the seven House Managers of the proceedings. He 
went on to serve as Secretary of the Treasury, 1869-73 and then spent four 
years In the Senate, following the election of Senator Henry Wilson to the 
vice-presidency, before returning to his law practice. 

Of course we should all know that In 1862 President Lincoln signed into 
law the war revenue act that resulted In the taxation of hundreds of Items to 
help pay for the ongoing conflict. In that same law was the precursor of the 
Internal Revenue Service - and our man, George S. Boutwell, then a Massa
chusetts Republican Congressman, was appointed to become the nation's 
first Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue. He served In that 
capacity from July 1862 to 
March 1863. Between 1863 and 
1865, he wrote three tax manu
als (starting a dangerous prece
dent) demonstrating, even at 
that early time, that no one 
could understand the tax 
codes! 

. ""' 
GlitJR<a; S. llOI T'll RIJ., 

,.._. tu,n N flll b1JIO ft•ta 

"'lllffllL ............. 

Portrait of George Boutwell as Manager of the Johnson 
Impeachment, together with an imprint of his legal 

arguments against the embattled president. 

Writing to a fellow Bay Stater in Februa,y 1865. IRS Commis
sioner Boutwell explains how various sections of the tax law 

relate to lands located in states declared to be in insurrection. He 
mentions assessments, time allowed for remittance, a 5% penalty 

for late payment, and how "loyal" citizens have si)dy days to 
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redeem property sold for tax delinquencies. He claims no officer 
of the government has the right to waive the penalty. Even before 
the end of hostilities. the tax people were figuring out ways to 

recoup monies expended In the war effort! 
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art collections. Over the past several years, New York City has 
undertaken a highly aggressive and well publicized eUort to 
prosecute high profile art dealers who cooperate with pur
chasers in their efforts to avoid state and local sales taxes (e.g., 
shipping empty boxes out of the state while the purchaser walks 
out the door with the artwork). Across the county, however, 
sales and use tax compliance is often low, and enforcement by 
state taxing authorities is uneven. 

Can I make a tax-deferred "like-kind" exchange of memorabilia? 

(minus lifetime gifts falling into the $1 million exclusion catego
ry) in assets to someone other than your spouse before paying 
estate tax. This exemption increases to $2 million in 2006, $3.5 
million in 2009, is unlimited in 2010 and is reduced to $1 million 
in 2011 (don't ask why, just blame it on Congress). Estate tax 
rates are in the 50% range so planning to reduce or avoid these 
taxes is essential. 

Other than during 2010 when the estate tax is briefly 
repealed, the cost basis for income tax purposes of memorabilia 
is increased to its date-of-death value. For example, if an item 
was purchased for $100 and is worth $1,000 on the date of death 

The general rule is that barter transactions are taxable sale for estate tax purposes, the income tax basis of the item to the 
transactions. If I trade my legal services for your political mem- heirs will be $1,000 for sale purposes. If they sell the item for 
orabilia, both of us owe taxes on the transaction (you have sold $1,100 six months later, the gain will be only $100. If your collec-
your memorabilia and I have sold my legal services). The excep- tion is full of low basis items, lhen sometimes death is your best 
tion is when the barter transaction falls within the "like-kind" tax planning option, although it has certain disadvantages. 
exchange ruJes. Memorabilia held for investment purposes may The value of memorabilia left in an estate is generally deter-
be traded by one individual for other memorabilia of a "like kind" mined as of lhe date of death. An appraisal of valuable memora-
on a tax free basis. The IRS takes a restrictive view, however, on bilia may be necessary to substantiate the valuation included on 
what constitutes "like-kind" personal property. A Lincoln banner the estate tax return. If a large estate consists entirely of illiquid 
and Jackson bandana would likely qualify as like-kind property, assets such as memorabilia and there is a desire for those assets 
but it is quite possible that the IRS 11!!!!!~--~~----~---iiiiii!!!!!il to be held by the next generation, con-
would argue that a Lincoln banner and .-~ /II · sideration shouJd be given to using life 
Jackson lusterware pitcher are not like- ~ _ insurance as a planning tool to fund the 
kind property. Guidance in the form of payment of estate taxes or there may be 
tax cases and rules in this area is lack- a forced sale of the estate's assets. In 
Ing. An aggressive view would be that addition to considering federal gift and 
all Americana is like-kind property. It ,,, estate taxes, you should also take into 
should be helpful if the property is in ~- . account your state's gift and estate 
the same Americana category (e.g., Civil ,,..._ 
War memorabilia) or material category 
(e.g., one china piece traded for another china piece). Bullion 
coins and Americana are not like-kind property. 

It may be possible to structure three and four-way like-kind 
exchanges or deferred exchanges (where an item is first sold and 
then replacement items are later purchased) where the transac
tion doesn't involve one individual tracUng directly with another 
individual. The rules governing these transactions are technical 
and must be followed to the letter to qualify for tax-free 
exchange treatment. The like-kind transactions must be report
ed on the participants' tax returns. Finally, don't forget that 
barter transactions may be subject to state sales tax even 
though they are tax-free from an income tax standpoint. 

How do the Federal gift and estate tax rules work? 

Lifetime gifts of memorabilia are generally subject to a fed
eral gift tax based on the fair market value of lhe item. Each indi
vidual can annually make gifts aggregating $11,000 to any number 
of individuals free from gift tax. In addition, each individual can 
make unlimited gifts to a spouse and up to an additional $1 million 
in gifts (l.e., excluding lifetime gifts to spouses and the annual 
$11,000 to any number of indMduals - including your Rail Splitter 
friends and tax advisors) before gifts become subject to gift taxes. 
Lifetime gifts in any calendar year which aggregate $11,000 or more 
to any one individual most be reported on a gift tax return. 

You can give during your life and at death an unlimited dol
lar amount of assets to your spouse free from federal transfer 
taxes. If you die during 2005, you can leave up to $1,500,000 
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taxes. 

What are the tax consequences of making charitable con
tributions of memorabilia? 

For collectors and investors, charitable contributions are 
itemized deductions on an individual's tax return and generally 
can be taken based on the asset's full fair market value up to 30% 
of the incUvidual's contribution base (the taxpayer's adjusted 
gross income computed with regard to any net operating loss 
carryback). The deduction for dealer inventory would be limited 
to the dealer's cost basis in the property. If you want to deduct 
the full fair market value of a donated item, you must donate it 
to a charity that puts the item to a use "not unrelated" to the 
charity's tax-exempt purpose. Museums and historical societies 
are good candidates for charities that would put historical mem
orabilia to uses "not unrelated" to their tax-exempt purposes. 

The IRS has forms that must be included with tax returns for 
charitable contributions of memorabilia aggregating more than 
$500. If the gifts are valued at $5,000 or more, then the donor 
must have the items appraised. If the items are valued at $20,000 
or more, then the return must include a copy of the signed 
appraisal. The IRS will not allow a deduction for gifts valued at 
over $5,000 unless the value is substantiated by a "qualified 
appraiser". To be a qualified appraiser, an individual most hold 
himself out to the public as an appraiser or perform appraisals 
on a regular basis and must possess credentials showing that he 
is qualified to appraise memorabilia. Taxpayers and appraisers 
should become familiar with IRS Publication 561, "Determining 
the Value of Donated Property." -&:> 
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"THE 

LINCOLNPHILE" 
Doris Kearns Goodwin. Team 
of Rivals: The Political Genius 
of Abraham Lincoln. 
Simon & Shuster, New York, 
2005. 916p., $35. 

M 
any of you may be familiar with 
Doris Kearns Goodwin, presiden
tial historian. who, until recently, 
has been a [requent guest on 
PBS's "The News Hour with Jim 

Lehrer.tt She has written four books on 
politics and history. Her subjects includ
ed Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt, the 
Kennedy family and Lyndon Johnson. 
She was awarded the 
Pulitzer Prize for No Ordi
nary Time Franklin and 
Eleanor Roosevelt: The Home 
Front in World War 11 

Presidential historians 
typically devote much of 
their scholarly effort to a 
particular period of interest 
or a fascinating and influen
tial personality. While many 
have an extended under
standing of American histo
ry, few, if any, can master a 
wide range of subjects. 
When it was announced 
some time ago that Mrs. Goodwin would 
be writing a volume on Lincoln, I asked 
myself "Why?" She had written no books 
on the Civil War and was not considered 
a Lincoln scholar. After reading the fin
ished work, I am still unable to answer 
that question. 

The premise of the book is that Lin
coln showed his political genius in 
appointing three of his 1860 presidential 
rivals to cabinet positions. He went against 
common wisdom ln doing so, but his man
agement and executive skills proved the 
correctness of his stratagem. By compar
ing the political philosophies, back
grounds and personalities of the three 
rivals, it is postulated that we can appreci
ate and understand Lincoln more fully. 

The book is divided Into two parts. 
The first deals with the political climate 
in the 1850s and the events leading up to 
the Wigwam Convention and presidential 
election. The second deals with the Civil 

War and Lincoln presidency. Much detall 
is presented dealing with William Henry 
Seward, Salmon Portland Chase, Edward 
Bates and Lincoln. To many readers, this 
background information on the "Three 
Rivalstt will constitute new information 
which, as far as it goes, is a good thing. 

The book was many years In the 
making, necessitating a great deal of 
research (evidenced by 120 pages of 
notes). Care has been taken that all refer
ences and quotations are properly cred
ited. As it stands, the book is a well-writ
ten study of Lincoln from the mid-1850s 
through his assassination, incorporating 
major political issues and military events 
of the Civil War, accurately reflecting the 
current state of scholarship. 

On the downside, the book is overly 
long (754 pages), presents 
scant new information and 
provides no new insights. It 
may very well suffice as a 
general study of the Civil War 
and Lincoln, but not much 
else. It exhibits an ignorance 
of the issue involving the 
possible secession of Mary
land, inferring that a passive 
policy proved successful 
whereas, in fact, government 
officials deemed disloyal 
were arrested, Geo. Butler 
occupied Annapolis and Geo. 
Scott formulated an invasion 

plan. A secession convention was suc
cessfully preempted. Goodwin also fails 
to mention the role that Confederate spy 
Rose Greenhow played in the Union 
defeat at First Bull Run. 

To her credit, Goodwin deals at 
some length in the early chapters with 
Lincoln's concern and understanding of 
election politics, evidenced by the prob
ing letters he sent to associates. Many of 
these letters have been sold at auction 
recenUy (as reported in these columns). 
The body of this "work" would indeed 
make a compelling new subject for a 
short book. In this regard, Lincoln shared 
many characteristics with two other 
ambitious politicians of the period, Mar
tin Van Buren and James K. Polk, whose 
surviving letters likewise reflect a deep 
concern with the outs & bolts of grass 
roots politics. I was also pleased to learn 
that the Republican Party, in its forma
tive period, was known by a variety of 

names. Even as late as 1860 (four years 
after its founding), it was known in Penn
sylvania as the "People's Party" (a fact 
which I sort of surmised by the existence 
of 1860 Lincoln ribbons and textiles with 
the word "People's" prominently fea
tured). The book also relates some inci
dents and quotations of Lincoln that I 
was not aware of. It remains, however. all
in-all, a disappointment. 

+++ 
Neil Dahlstrom & Jeffrey Man
ber. Lincoln •s Wrath: Fierce 
Mobs, Brilliant Scoundrels 
and a President's Mission to 
Destroy the Press. Source
books, Naperville, IL, 2005. 
356p., $22.95. 

T 
here's a lot of hype to this book, 
evidenced by the title and the syn
opsis printed on the dust jacket 
flaps. According to the publisher, 
the book " ... tells the incredible 

story of the overlooked chapter of the 
Civil War, when the government pres
sured and physically shut down any 
Northern newspaper that voiced opposi
tion to the war. The effect was a complete 
dismantling of the free press. In the midst 
stood publisher John Hodgson, an angry 
bigot so hated that a local newspaper 
gleefully reported his defeat in a bar 
fight. He was also firmly against Lincoln 
and the war-an opinion he expressed 
loudly through his opposition newspa
per. When his press was destroyed, first 
by a mob, then by U. S. marshals, Hodg
son decided to take on the entire United 
States in a dramatic courtroom battle. 
Through the course of the trial, one 
impending question loomed: How far did 
the conspiracy against the press go? Was 
it the work of the local thugs or state offi
cials? Or did the orders come from the 
Executive Mansion in Washington from 
President Lincoln himself? To discover 
the answer Hodgson would risk imprison
ment or worse-and the answer would 
determine the future of free speech in the 
United States ... " Gimme a break!! 

It appears that neither of the authors 
are professional historians or accom
plished writers and reserachers. Mr. 
Manber is described as a noted expert in 
international and Russian foreign policy. 
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He is a strategic advisor for governments 
and corporations in Russia and Eastern 
Europe. Mr. Dahlstrom has published 
twenty articles on 19th century American 
history and has authored one book on 
the history of the John Deere Company 
where he serves as an archivist. 

As stated, the subject of the book is 
the restraints placed on the opposition 
press in the early years of the Civil War, 
primarily 1861-3. This is seen in the con
text of the alleged infringements of con
stitutional authority by the Lincoln 
administration. Depending on one's 
point-of-view, these excesses included 
coercion against the seceded states 
(denying them the peaceable right of dis
association), suspension of the writ of 
habeas corpus, the related arbitrary 
arrests and indefinite incarcerations and 
adding abolition as a basis for war. Lin
coln is portrayed as a Machiavellian, and 
perhaps corrupt, figure who consolidat
ed his power through patronage, by cur
rying favor with influential newspaper 
editors, arresting opponents and dissi
dents, and using all the tools at his dis
posal to squash Democratic critics. 

In many cases, the repression was 
effectively handled by subordinates, act
ing on their own initiative. During this 
period, mobs would destroy disloyal 
presses, intimidate editors, either forcing 
them out of business altogether or exact
ing pledges to tone down their criticism, 
and sometimes inflict permanent injury 
on the offending journalists. Federally 
appointed postmasters would bar disloy
al newspapers from the mails, thereby 
restricting their subscriber base, placing 
them at a distinct disadvantage with 
Republican competitors. All this was 
done with impunity, not to mention the 
authority of law. Both William Seward 
and Simon Cameron authorized hun
dreds of arrests of individuals deemed 
subversive to the war effort. The miscre
ants were placed at further jeopardy with 
lhe passage of the first and second Con
liscation Acts. According to the authors, 
Lincoln " ... was familiar with the mob 
activity against the antiwar newspapers, 
with the activities of Seward, Cameron, 
Blair, and later Stanton, but was calculat
ing enough to keep his distance. Lincoln 
was not unaware of what was taking 
place in his administration regarding the 
loyal opposition, as he received many let
ters from editors and citizens berating 

him for arrests and seizures, and met tance on the power of the press during 
with the wives of some held in federal the Civil War. The country was overflow-
jails. But the president chose not to get Ing with newspapers. Even small towns 
involved, which was what likely allowed with populations of around 5,000 would 
marshals and district attorneys to often have four or live papers. These 
enforce their own type of law in support papers tended to be highly partisan, with 
of the Union cause." little concern for accuracy or balance. 

The book focuses on the story of Years before, Lincoln was challenged to a 
John Hodgson, an ardent and vocal duel with James Shields on the basis of 
Democrat with Southern sympathies who some editorial comments submitted by 
published the Jeffersonian in West his well-meaning wlfe, so the President 
Chester, Pennsylvania. Hodgson support- was well aware of the nature of tbe beast. 
ed slavery, thought the Southern states Even such well-regarded power brokers 
had a legal right to secede, that the war as Horace Greeley bad illusory influence. 
was insupportable, and that Lincoln was Lincoln would listen to such men polite-
a despot who sought extraordinary pow- ly, but made up his own mind and rarely, 
ers, trampling upon the Constitution, if ever, were influenced by them. Llke-
States' Rights and individual liberties in wise, much too much is made of the 
the process. With the advent of war and power of patronage and the awarding of 
the ensuing hysteria, hls views came government contracts to publishers. The 
under increased attack. A mob of irate author implies that there was a conspira-
men destroyed his press and .---------.......,- cy to annihilate the Democ
offices. He was later arrested LINCOLN'S ratic party, to shut down 
and his operation closed their newspapers and with
under authority of the ConUs- UTD A 1TH hold government Jobs. But 
cation Act of 1861. He ft .11,A what about the appoint-
regained his property ment of Democrats to 
through a successful court Fierce Mobs, prominent positions in the 

Brilliant Scoundrels and 
case, then sued the Federal a President's Mission government (Chase, Blair 
marshal and district attorney to De Press and Stanton) or the military 
for trespass, demanding dam- (Dix, Butler and McClellan)? 
ages of $20,000. Prominent Those facts go against the 
attorneys were hired by both argument. In addition, if all 
sides and a three-day trial in opposition was repressed, 
Philadelphia resulted in a vie- why, as collectors, do we 
tory for Hodgson. During the see so many vitriolic anti-
Civil War, he was the only journaList to Lincoln materials? (books, imprints, song 
challenge the authority of the govern- sheets, newspapers, broadsides, cartoon 
ment to seize property of citizens CDVs, etc.) If this was the era when the 
deemed disloyal. The verdict was seen Federal government and the executive 
by many as a victory for freedom of branch went to extreme lengths to 
speech, although the constitutionality of squelch dissent. why does so much evi-
the law was never questioned. Technical- dence of dissent still exist? 
ly, the President had not authorized the The book would have more authority 
seizure as required by law and no war- if the author acknowledged these miti-
rant had been properly issued. gating factors and presented hls argu-

The book is written in somewhat of a ments in context. Rather, like the protag-
florid style. Some of the sentences are onist of the story, John Hodgson, he over-
confusing or muddled in their meaning. states his point-of-view. He stakes out a 
The noun umob~ is incorrectly used as a position and hammers away. Like the 
verb, "mobbing", in a few instances. A public of the 1860s, we detect the hype 
descriptive passage invokes thelmage of and grow Immune to it. It's just part of 
a summer storm, which the author the overall din of the political arena. The 
describes as slowly developing, when, in author also loses credibility by his appar-
fact, the opposite is true. There are sev- ent lack of scholarship. As an example, 
era! factual errors-Edward Everett was besides the errors already mentioned, he 
Vice-President and Fort Monroe was situ- quotes a letter of John Hickman (a Hodg-
ated in New York-are two examples. son nemesis) and repeats the characterl-

The author places too much impor- zation offered by Hodgson. Well, the let-

continued next page 
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ter was published In Hodgson's newspaper 
and ls patently a forgery and smear-a 
political dirty trick of the time. Any profes
sional historian would have discerned this. 

In spite of its shortcomings, the book 
does have merit, telling a fascinating and 
obscure story of the Lincoln presidency 
(notwithstanding the fact that John 
Hodgson was a pipsqueak who published 
an obscure paper of no consequence). 
The idea of the book was sound and the 
source material compelling. Unfortunate
ly, the authors were not quite up to the 
task. Hopefully, others more qualified will 
take up the cudgels and revisit the sub
ject in another work. Still, not a bad read. 

+++ 
James L. Swanson. Manhunt: 
The 12-Day Chase for Lin
coln's Killer. William Morrow, 
New York, 2006. 320p., $26.95. 

I 
n this newest addition to the unend
ing saga of John Wilkes Booth, collec
tor and Lincoln scholar James L. 
Swanson tells the detalled story of 
the assassin's flight to avoid appre

hension, ending in his death 
and capture at Garrett's 
tobacco barn. 

Swanson, a Washington, 
D.C. based attorney, has writ
ten articles about history, the 
Constitution and other sub
jects for a variety of publica
tions. He has a special inter
est in the Lincoln assassina
tion and conspiracy and co
authored, with Dan Weinberg, 
Lincoln's Assassins: Their 
Trial and Execution. He also 
serves on the advisory com
mittee or the Abraham Lincoln Bicenten
nial Commission. 

The book briefly discusses the early 
conspiracy involving the proposed kid
napping of Lincoln which was perempto
rily abandoned due to misinformation 
(poor intelligence is nothing new!) and 
Union victories that followed in rapid 
succession. Jt quickly moves on to the 
actual assassination and the twelve-day 
manhunt that ensued. 

We feel that the story has been 
exhaustively treated in other works, most 
notably in Michael Kauffman's American 

Brutus. This appears to be a prequel, as it 
were, of Trial and Execution. The work is 
well-written and reads easily. It relies 
heavily on published reminiscences and 
eyewitness testimony, avoiding the 
rather tedious credits or references that 
are ubiquitously interspersed in other 
narratives. The author also displays a 
wry sense of humor, used sparingly but 
at appropriate times. 

The issue of Booth's broken leg still 
"dangles" frustratingly. I thought the 
issue was resolved in Kauffman's work, 
but the original story lives on here and 
the "fall from the horse~ scenario is pre
sented as a ruse offered by Booth and not 
an actual event. 

This treatment is not to be consid
ered an exhaustive one by any means, 
leaving out such details as the execution 
of Booth's friend John Beals and the 
absence of the policeman posted as 
guard to the Presidential Box at Ford's 
Theatre (mentioned in passing but not 
elaborated upon). There appears to be an 
effort to instill some drama or suspense 
in the narrative and detailed descriptions 
do indeed add to the atmosphere. It does 
have some of the elements of a Gothic 

thriller. We can imagine a film 
perhaps. Johnny Depp would 
be perfectly cast as Booth 
and Harrison Ford or Tommy 
Lee Jones would assay the 
role of one of the pursurers. 

As collectors, we do 
appreciate the various refer
ences made to memorabilia, 
such as cartes-de-visite, 
reward posters, memorial 
paper flags, Booth sheet 
music and Su.rralt's appoint
ment as Postmaster. It 
reminds us that such items 

have a direct link to momentous events 
in our history. The epilogue that tells us 
of the aftermath of the key players 
(which, in a film, usually denotes a rather 
weak and unresolved vehicle), is unusu
ally informative. For instance, Thomas A. 
Jones, who aided Booth and Herold in 
their crossing of the Potomac River and 
refused opportunities to tum the duo in 
for a $100,000 reward, ended his days 
selling Lincoln assassination memorabil
ia! (Boy, that's pretty low! It reminds us 
of Alfred Hitchcock's disdain for that low
est of all professions ... acting!) 

If reading this work, one should 
watch out for a particularly interesting 
theme or aspect, namely, human error. 
Both the conspirators and the pursurers 
made egregious mistakes or, at other 
times, benefited enormously from 
serendipity. We all know how Lincoln had 
his hat shot off by a sniper and came 
close to injury at the ramparts of Fort 
Stevens during the Jubal Early raids. If his 
luck hadn't held up at that time, John 
Wilkes Booth would only have been a 
footnote in American theatrical history. 
Likewise, if Booth and Herold hadn't mis
navigated on the Potomac or dallied at 
the Garrett Farm, they may have gotten 
away. Like war, all plans are discarded 
once the real action commences. 

As stated, although the subject mat
ter is not novel, we do appreciate some of 
the insights that the work affords. These 
Include a treatment of Booth's sister 
Asia-her marriage and feelings regarding 
her notorious brother, and some 
thoughts on the legend and mythology of 
the assassin, as well as perceived socio
logical effects of the deed. 

+++ 
Joshua Wolf Shenk. Lincoln's 
Melancholy: How Depression 
Challenged a President and 
Fueled His Greatness. 
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 
2005". 350p., $25. 

J 
oshua Wolf Shenk is an essayist and 
independent scholar whose articles 
have appeared in Harper's Maga
zine, The New Yorker, the Atlantic 
Monthly and the Economist. He is 
also a contributing editor to the 

Washington Monthly. A member of the fac
ulty at the New School University, he has 
worked as a consultant for Time's "Making 
of America" series and the History Chan
nel's forthcoming film "The Other Side of 
Abraham Lincoln." This is his first book. 

The inspiration for this book may 
have begun when the author visited the 
Lincoln Home in Springfield seven years 
ago. The New Yorker was mugged outside 
the historic site (hardly an endorsement 
for anyone contemplating a visit!). 
Despite this depressing setback, the lure 
of contributing something to Lincoln 
scholarship was great enough to inspire 
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the battered tourist to persevere and 
complete the task. 

Relying on primary source material 
Oetters, oral histories and reminis
cences), the author delves into a well
known aspect of Lincoln's personality-his 
melancholy. It is discussed In the context 
of the times and the events of Lincoln's 
life. The perspective is a clinical one that 
seeks to determine Lincoln's mental 
health and reflects on personal recogni
tion and reaction. How did Lincoln's con
temporaries View his depression (the 
"hypos")? How did Lincoln himself view 
the problem and what methods did he 
use to deal with it? While debilitating in 
the short term, how was the disorder 
channeled into a positive good? 

Lincoln experienced two episodes of 
severe depression in 1835 and 1841. 
These are documented by eyewitness 
accounts, reminiscences and Lincoln's 
own surviving letters. They were so 
severe that they induced suicidal tenden
cies which Lincoln's friends sought to 
guard against. Shenk describes the symp
toms in an effort to determine the pres
ence of any illness from the perspective of 
modern psychiatry, as well as quantify it. 
He tries to determine all the factors that 
led to the episodes and comment on the 
ways people traditionally cope with such 
problems. In Lincoln's time, there are no 
psychoanalysts. Physicians felt that 
melancholy, or hypochondriasis, was a 
result of excess bile in the system which 
had to be purged using doses of mercury 
and other questionable compounds. The 
cure was often worse than the disease, 
leaving many patients on their own in 
regard to long-term treatment. 

The book proceeds chronologically 
and is divided into three sections. The 
first establishes that Lincoln did suffer 
what is now called clinical depression, by 
showing how melancholy (as depression 
was called then) manifested itself in Lin
coln's early life and young manhood, and 
how it fits-and challenges-the diagnostic 
categories of today. The second part 
deals with the intellectual and economic 
climate of Lincoln's formative years. "The 
swirl of ideas in the first half of the nine
teenth century can make it hard to find 
Lincoln's place, but the challenge is pro
portionate to the reward. The multiplici
ty of traditions he drew from-and the 
original way he synthesized them, and 
also held on to contrasting ideas-ls what 

makes .Lincoln so fascinating. In some 
ways, he was rejecting an old tradition, 
the religious dogma of his youth, for the 
new faith of the nation, individualism and 
liberty." The harsh realities of frontier life 
imposed themselves, trying this new 
faith. "Lincoln saw the world as a deeply 
flawed, even tragic, place where imper
fect people had to make the best of poor 
materials. At his worst, the burden of this 
vision pressed him into ruts and troughs. 
At his best, it fueled a passion for 
redemption." It was in this period that 
Lincoln suflered his two ___ _ 
breakdowns that traditional 
historians have attributed to 
the death of Ann Rutledge 
and the severing of his 
engagement to Mary Todd. 
Using healthy skepticism, 
sound research and a grasp 
of Lincoln's mental state, 
Shenk puts these events in 
perspective. While not dis
counting tradition entirely, 
he offers other explanations, 
including political setbacks, 
deaths and Illnesses of loved 
ones and bleak weather con
ditions. Such explanations ring true, as 
they take into account all environmental 
stimuli, the totality of evidence, while 
acknowledging that history is an evolu
tionary and Imprecise science. In other 
words, we can never know for sure what 
exactly transpired, but must make the 
best of available evidence. If that means 
tempering or abandoning the pat expla
nations of the past for something that 
takes into account all the complexities of 
life, so much the better. In surviving the 
crucible of this period, Lincoln decided 
to live for the goal of altruism. He would
n't let his life "go by the boards" until he 
had accomplished something to make 
people remember that he had lived. The 
ideals embodied in the Declaration of 
Independence, along with reason, wouJd 
be his guides. Sublimated within this 
mindset were beliefs In fatalism and 
determJnism. He had been placed on 
earth for some reason which would man
ifest itself al some time. In dealing with 
setbacks along the way, Lincoln coped by 
several methods, including self-imposed 
isolation, unburdening his problems to 
friends whiled seeking their support, a 
resort to humor, immersing himself in lit
erature and even writing his own poetry. 
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ln the final section of the book, 
Shenk addresses how Lincoln's depres
sion came to contribute to his work as a 
public figure. "Observers have long 
noticed how Lincoln combined sets of 
opposite qualities. Harriet Beecher Stowe 
wrote that he was steady but strong, like 
a wire cable that shakes In storms but 
tenaciously moves towards its end. Carl 
Sandburg described Lincoln as 'steel and 
velvet... hard as rock and soft as drifting 
fog.' As these metaphors indicate, Lin
coln not only embraced contrasts-self-

---• doubt and confidence, hope 
and despair-but somehow 
reconciled them to produce 
something new and valuable. 
In this lies the key to his cre
ative work as president-and 
an enduring lesson." 

Despite many references 
to famous figures in the men
tal health field, the book 
focuses on the historical nar
rative of Lincoln. The medical 
terminology is readily under
standable and serves strictly 
as a background and means of 
gaining insight. The subject of 

Lincoln's melancholy, historically treated 
as an aside, has, until now, never been 
given the treatment it deserves. It is an 
important subject with relevance to the 
understanding of the man whom even his 
close associates found reserved and 
undemonstrative. So much so, that he 
remains an enigma to this day, in stark 
contrast to all other presidents. The 
book is well-written, historically accu
rate, based on thorough research, dis
cerningly and objectively interpreted, yet 
replete with fascinating details of the Lin
coln narrative. We congratulate the 
author on this fine work which we hearti
ly recommend. 

+++ 
Michael Lind What Lincoln 
Believed: The Values and Con
victions of America's Greatest 
President. Doubleday, New 
York, 2005. 358p., $27.95. 

M
ichael Lind is a senior fellow at 
the New America Foundation in 
Washington, DC and the author of 
twelve books in the fiction, non
fiction, poetry and children's lit-

continued next page 
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erature categories, as well as an opera 
libretto. Some of these works deal with 
contemporary politics, while one, Hamli
ton s Republic, delves into its historical 
antecedents. 

Mr. Lind's familiarity with Alexander 
Hamilton likely served as an inspiration 
for this work, which attempts to draw con
nections between Hamilton's federalism, 
the political philosophy of Henry Clay and 
the views of Abraham Lincoln. We suspect 
the theme was decided ahead of time and 
used as the framework for the book. 

The political party "(low chart" 
might look something like this: Federal
ist, National Republican, Whig, Free Soil, 
American (or "Know Nothing") and 
Republican. Lincoln, the Republican 
president, had his political education 
within this context and considered him
self an "old-line Henry Clay Whig." The 
author's premise is that Lincoln's politi
cal philosophy was formed in the 1830s, 
in the Henry Clay mold, and that phlloso
phy remained constant throughout the 
remainder of his life. The key components 
or tenets of the "Great Compromiser's" 
creed were a protective tariff, internal 
improvements, a national bank and colo
nization of the Black population, under 
the all-encompassing mantle of Unionism. 

The author is apparently famlliar 
with most, if not all, of Lincoln's writings 
and speeches. Selected quotes are gener
ously employed to support the thesis. 
These come from a variety of sources, 
including letters Lincoln wrote to friends 
and colleagues, political speeches and 
messages to Congress, Civil War soldiers' 
letters and commentary by Lincoln asso
ciates (in private letters and histories). 
Most of these quotes are unfamiliar to us 
(comparable, say, to the seldom sung 
verses of Irving Berlin's "White Christ
mas") and rarely cited in other works. 
There are, of course, a portion of the famil
iar ("Lincoln's Familiar Quotations"), but 
these seem to be relatively few. 

The book contains eight chapters 
dealing with a variety of subjects. These 
include the mythology of Lincoln (the 
"Great Commoner", the "Savior of the 
Union" and the "Great Emancipator") and 
how the legend has been interpreted and 
adopted by political parties, the politics 
of Henry Clay, Lincoln's education (the 
classic and republican tradition that per
meated early 19th century society), the 
Slave Power of the South, Lincoln's reli-

gious views and distrust of organized reli
gion, the influence of Enlightenment 
thought (the "Age of Reason"), the expan
sion of presidential power to preserve 
the Union, attitudes toward race and 
Reconstruction, and the post-1865 world. 

The initial chapter deals not only 
with the Lincoln 
legend, but a 
rather disjointed 

'f■• V.u.ua, 
discussion of var
ious 'ism's", 
including egali
tarianism, liber
tarianism and 
republicanism, 
within the con
text of federal
ism as propound
ed by Hamilton 
and Jefferson. 
The application 
of labels to the 
personalities dis

cussed confused and distracted us. 
They may not seem as profound or 

erudite, but we enjoyed the middle chap
ters of the book, rather than the first, sev
enth and eighth. These middle chapters 
are more concise and to the point. The 
quotations permit the subjects to speak 
for themselves. Many of the statements 
seem to be well-researched and non-con
troversial, yet enlightening. For instance: 
"More than any other Influence, Clay's 
oratory may have shaped the political 
philosophy and allegiance of the young 
Lincoln. Later in life, preparing his 
speeches against slavery extension and 
his debates with Douglas, Lincoln relied 
heavily on a two-volume work, The life 
and Speeches of Henry Clay (1854). One 
scholar has counted forty-one quotations 
or allusions to statements by Clay in Lin
cola's speeches." 

While this statement may not pro
voke any discord among scholars, the 
importance of Clay to President Lincoln 
is less acceptable. The issue of internal 
improvements (that is, whether federal 
money should be used to fund state pro
jects) was not a real Issue in 1860. Lin
coln's initial foray into an internal 
improvement scheme nearly bankrupted 
the State of Illinois (in that case, a use of 
state funds for a state project), giving 
him second thoughts. Like Lincoln_, 
Stephen Douglas supported the 
transcontinental railroad. Did that make 
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a him a disciple of Clay? Both Democrats 
and Republicans of the 19th century were 
ia favor of industrialization, railroads, 
clipper ships, canals, transatlantic 
cables, etc. These technological innova
tions helped both citizens of the North
east and agrarian South, regardless of 
party affiliation. The idea of a centralized 
national bank was also not an issue dur
ing Lincoln's presidency, not becoming a 
reality until the founding of the Federal 
Reserve system in 1913. The colonization 
scheme for freedmen and ex-slaves, 
though popular in the early 19th century, 
was seen as an impractical aad discredit
ed movement by the time of the Civil War. 
True, Lincoln doggedly continued to sup
port it, bat, like Clay, eventually came to 
dispair of its inevitability. The issue of 
the protective tariff was not a central 
issue In the campaign of 1860, either. It 
may have been used to attract votes in 
states like Pennsylvania, but it is unlikely 
Lincoln won that state by virtue of this 
position. Clay tried to make it the key 
issue in the election of 1844, but the 
annexation of Texas was the key issue, 
and Clay lost the presidency by taking 
the wrong side. The tariff would not rise 
to prominence until the 1880s and 1890s. 
The advocacy of the Homestead Act (an 
effort to reserve the western territories 
for White settlers while confining Blacks 
to the South until they could be shipped 
off to Liberia or Cuba) is likewise over
stated as an issue. Lind states: "Because 
the homestead issue divided members of 
both the Whig and Republican parties, 
however, Llnco.ln, as a presidential candi
date in 1860, maintained a diplomatic 
silence." ( excuse me, but all 19th century 
presidential candidates, except for 
Stephen Douglas and William Jennings 
Bryan, maintained diplomatic silences 
during campaigns!) "Many afiluent North
eastern Republicans, most of them for
mer Whigs, remained opposed to the 
homestead policy. But Republican sup
port for the Jeffersonian homestead poli
cy was the price of the alliance between 
Midwestern agrarians and Northeastern 
commercial interests that put Lincoln in 
the White House, defeated Southern 
secession, aad produced the primacy of 
the Republican Party in national politics 
between the Civil War and the Great 
Depression." Does the word overstate
ment come to mind? Finally, on the ques
tion of Clay's hold on Lincoln, the guy 
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lost three presidential elections. Lincoln 
was two-for-two. He must have known 
you don't win elections on losing issues. 

There are, unfortunately, many inac
curacies in the book. John C. Fremont is 
referred to as a Mexican War hero (wasn't 
he convicted in a court-martial proceed
ing? What battle was he the hero of? 
Cucamonga?) On two occasions, the 
author states "Lincoln was not on the bal
lot In any Southern states." We've said it 
here before, but there was no unified bal
lot in 1860 and Lincoln did receive over 
1,000 votes in Virginia. How about this 
statement regarding the Republican 
Party? "From 1868 until 1896 they never 
won more than a minority of the popular 
vote in presidential elections. Republi
cans became a genuine majority party 
only in 1896, in an economic recession in 
which the party attracted voters who 
favored the agrarian populism of William 
Jennings Bryan." I don't think so. In the 
same chapter, Lind quotes Henry C. 
Carey (an economic theorist and adviser 
to Lincoln) as saying "Protection made 
Mr. Lincoln president." If you're trying to 
prove your point by quoting the outra
geous statement of some academic who's 
been dead over 100 years, then you're on 
pretty weak ground. The author also 
cites an alleged voter fraud on the part of 
the Republicans that took place In 1864 
in a particular mldwest state. He then 
extrapolates that to "massive voter 
fraud" during the election. Yet, some 
Democratic state legislatures refused to 
pass laws enabling soldiers to cast 
absentee ballots In the field. These two 
citations would have been more effective 
without the author's conclusion. Rather, 
let the reader draw his own conclusion. 

The issue of race and Lincoln's White 
supremacist views seem to permeate the 
book. In this regard, Lincoln represented 
the majority view of Americans. He was 
not a radical of either the lert or the right. 
And. In all fairness, the author reminds us 
that Lincoln did not advocate global 
White supremacy, only the local variety. 
On a related issue, the author does miss 
one key point. Although we criticize the 
use of labels, either to categorize politics 
or personalities, consider this excerpt: 
"Lincoln rejected arguments that only 
Caucasians, or Anglo-Saxons, had human 
rights. However, like most eighteenth and 
nineteenth-century liberals, Lincoln dis
tinguished between innate human rights, 

which to use the language of the Declara
tion of Independence were ·unalienable', 
and civil and political rights, which could 
be bestowed by the government on some 
groups and withheld from others. Slavery 
was incompatible with liberalism, but In 
his mind the denial of political and social 
equality to Black Americans was not." 
The operative word here is "liberal.• Who 
ever said Lincoln was a liberal? It's a 
point worthy of discussion. 01 the Repub
licans wanted a liberal, they would have 
nominated Chase or Seward in 1860). 

The seventh chaper, titled "Lincoln's 
America: The Rise and Fall of the Second 
Republic", is an attempt to concoct a 
novel template for the post-Civil War era. 
It divides the era into French-inspired 
First, Second and Third Republics. The 
premise borders on the ridiculous and 
has little releveance to Lincoln and has 
more to do with nationalism and eco
nomics on a worldwide scale. The eighth 
chapter deals with the concept of Ameri
ca serving as an example of democracy 
surviving serious internal challenges and 
inspiring the world. Yet, the salubrious 
effect of this role model did not material
ize in the 19th century, but seems to be 
doing so more recently. Statements by 
Adams and Lincoln that attach interna
tional import to the survival of the Amer
ican experiment come off as inspiring 
rhetoric, more than realistic expecta
tions, in view of the hJstorical record. 

One dubious premise of the book Is 
the assertion that Lincoln's attitude real
ly didn't change that much during the 
last thirty years of his life. Based on this, 
the author conjectures that Lincoln 
would not have supported either the 
14th or 15th amendments to the Consti
tution. Almost all scholars would dispute 
this claim, as Lincoln did evolve very 
much over the years, both as a politician 
and leader. He adapted to the situations 
at hand, famously declaring that events 
controlled him, rather than the other way 
around. Indeed, one of the constants of 
history is change. Denying It in order to 
support a thesis does not do justice to 
the subject. 

Despite some faulty scholarship, a 
somewhat contrived thesis and the inclu
sion of extraneous material, this work 
does have merit. When the author focus
es on a particular subject and presents 
his well-researched and revealing quotes, 
the reader is forced to accept the accura-

cy of the presentation, expanding their 
knowledge in the process. Despite a 
seeming preoccupation with race, there ls 
no hidden agenda here but an honest 
effort to explain exactly what Lincoln 
believed, using his own words. There Is 
also a commendable effort to present 
opposite points of view or other facets of 
the Lincoln persona. The portions of this 
book that deal with historical facts are 
highly worthwhile. It only falters when It 
crosses the line between history and 
scholarly analysis of trends and move
ments. Give us history, "pure and simple". 

+++ 
Michael Korda. Ulysses S. 
Grant: The Unlikely Hero. 
HarperCollins Publishers, New 
York, 2004. 16lp., $19.95. 

T
his slim volume is part of a series of 
biographies designated "Eminent 
Lives." Ten other historical figures 
wlll be chronicled in the series, 
including Alexander the Great. 

Washington, Jellerson, Beethoven, Freud, 
Muhammed and Shakespeare (hopefully, 
they will resolve the issue of who actually 
wrote Shakespeare!) The author of this 
work, Michael Korda, is Editor-in.Chief of 
Simon & Shuster, and has authored fifteen 
other books. 

Quoting from the dust cover naps: 
"Despite his battlefield successes, Grant 
Is often dismissed as a faiJed president. 
Examininig his 
leadership in 
the White 
House, howev
er, both within 
the context of 
his time and In 
contrast to 
more recent 
American pres
idents, Korda 
shows that, 
although 
Grant's two 
terms were riddled with politicaJ and 
financial scandals, he managed to exert a 
calming influence on a country that had 
only recently emerged from civil war, and 
that he sought-above all things-peace 
between North and South, and between 
the United States and the rest of the 
world. Korda concludes that Grant was 

continued next page 
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both a military genius and an ordi
nary American, a warrior without 
arrogance or vainglory, a general who 
excelled at fighting and hated what he 
was doing-in short, a hero only Amer
ica could have produced. It ls at once 
a unique portrait of Grant and a rous
ing and illuminating study of his 
times-and of the great war he did so 
much to win." 

There does not appear to have 
been a great deal of research behind 
this effort. The narrative is simple 
enough and easy to read. Grant's life 
is given a cursory treatment, from his 
boyhood until his death. A good 
effort is made explaining Grant's suc
cess in the Civil War ln light of his 
experiences growing up, including 
service in the Mexican War. Very lit
tle, if any, new information is offered. 
Established characteristics are men
tioned as matter of course: Grant's 
abysmal sense of business acumen, 
his naivete in judging associates, his 
determination in seeing projects 
through to completion and his coura
geous battle with cancer, ending with 
the completion of his memoirs. The 
attempt to explain Grant's worldwide 
popularity (as a uniquely American 
hero) is particularly noteworthy. 

There are references throughout 
the book to more contemporary 
world leaders and military figures, 
especially Eisenhower. Others often 
referred to include: Napoleon, 
Wellington, MacArthur, Washington, 
Field Marshall Montgomery and 
George W. Bush. While parallel situa
tions do exist and it is edifying dis
cussing linkages, it can be overdone 
(Focus, focus, focus!!) The author 
does not seem well-qualified as an 
historian, and several inaccuracies 
appear. For example: "From time to 
time Lincoln would come down by 
steamer to visit Grant, and the two 
were usually photographed together 
from a respectful distance .. ." (li any
one has a photograph of Lincoln and 
Grant together, I would love to see it!) 
Another faux pas: ''Grant's presidency 
was to end in a welter of scandals, 
none of them directly connected to 
Grant, but most of them the result of 
his engaging, but mistaken, loyalty to 
people who had served in the Grand 

Army of the Republic during the 
war ... " I cannot agree with this assess
ment, either: "Grant was 
unwilling-again very much like Ike 
less than a hundred years later to use 
federal force to defend the rights of 
Blacks or to challenge the Southern 
status quo ... " Grant was, in fact, very 
supportive of the rights of Blacks in 
reconstruction South, particularly 
when It came to enforcing f'ederal 
laws. He demanded prosecution of 
any people accused of using violence 
in denying the right to vote to South
ern Blacks. This was demonstrated 
during the Congressional hearings 
into KKK outrages in South Carolina 
in 1871. Grant had a deep sense of jus
tice which first surfaced in the after
math of the Mexican War which Grant 
saw as the most unjust war in U.S. his
tory. Whether he viewed Blacks as 
social equals or not (and there does
n't appear to be any evidence one 
way or the other), he nevertheless 
upheld the rights afforded them by 
law. A more scholarly discussion of 
Grant's views towards Mexicans, 
Native Americans and Blacks would 
have been very illuminating and 
worthwhile. Despite the author's 
claim that Grant seemed very out of 
place in the White House and that he 
sought the presidency because he 
had nothing else to do career-wise, 
Grant took his job very seriously. 
Although not well-versed on many 
subjects, he was very conscientious 
in performing his executive duties 
and would not abide incompetent 
government employees, when 
brought to his attention. 

As it stands, the work gives a fair
ly accurate assessment and overview 
of an under-appreciated American 
hero who, until recently, has been 
greatly overshadowed by Lincoln. 
The general public, including stu
dents, will no doubt find it interest
ing. For others, it may inspire a look 
at more thorough and scholarly 
works. 

+++ 
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LETTERS 
~EDITOR 

Gentlemen, 

I imagine you may have already heard from a few readers on 
this, but Just in case, here goes ... 

I believe the assumption that Lincoln "couldn't resist the 
urge to make a humorous pun" by calling Gov. Morehead "Moose
head" is wishful thinking on the part of the people at the Lincoln 
Shrine In California. [See last issue.) First of all, Lincoln was 
known to make an occasional misspelling in his writing. Second, 
the spelling "Moorehead" (which I maintain is what Lincoln wrote 
here) is not an uncommon alternative spelllng for Morehead. 
Third, although that appears to be an ··s" after the oo", It is more 
likely to be an "r" for the above reasons, and It is also consistent 
with Lincoln's handwriting patterns. (See the letter reproduced 
on p. 198 of The Lincoln Collector by Stuart Schneider. There you 
wlll see that when Lincoln writes the letter combination "or", as 
in ''W. H. Emory", the r appears to look like an "s".) While it is per
haps more thrilling ror the collector to believe he has found a rare 
gem of Lincoln's humor among the thousands or routine notes 
penned by the Great Emancipator during the Civil War years, the 
truth or the matter ls likely more mundane. 

Bob Uhelski 
Farmington, Ml 

Dear Rail Splitter:. 

+ 

I have had this piece or rurniture for 
about 30 years. I found it in an old reed 
mill between the towns or Shrinetown 
and York Haven on a route referred to as 
the Old York Trail (between York and 
Harrisburg, PA). 

When I came upon this find -----------~ 
it was Just a pile of boards 
described to me as a Stand Up 
Lincoln's Desk. I brought it 
home and happened to rtnd 
instructions on how to con
struct a similar desk in an old 
"Workbench" magazine. I found 
another illustration of a desk 
which really seemed to be like 
my piece of rurniture in "Antique Oak Furniture: A Value Guide". 

I do feel the piece is authentic as we live relatively close to 
Gettysburg, PA I'd really appreciate your opinion and any infor
mation that gives me more history of the piece. 

E. R. Wylie 
New Cumberland, PA 
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[~: We are not experts in American furniture, but do find the 
tag "Lincoln desk" intriguing. In fact, desks such as this were pop
ular throughout most or the 19th century. A similar "stand up 
desk" was used by Abraham Lincoln in his law practice. Books 
could be arranged along the length of the top gallery and papers 
or ledgers stored underneath, within built-in partitions. The exam
ple In the Lincoln-Herndon law offlce in Springfield was built by a 
local cabinetmaker sometime after 1840. It originally belonged to 
the Circuit Court Clerk of Menard County and was installed in the 
County Court House. Mr. Wylie's example has the impressed mark 
"US 28" on one of the legs. We figure it may have been government 
issue and saw use in the Civil War, perhaps at the headquarters or 
some Uruon general in the Gettysburg area. The amount of paper
work and record keeping by the military was prodigious and such 
a desk no doubt was a requisite item in many a command.] 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter, 

I am sending to you a photo of 
an original ambrotype picture of 
A Lincoln, Mary Todd, and Eliz
abeth Todd Edwards. 

Allow me to give you a 
brief history of this picture: 
this photo has had two 
recorded owners since it 
was found In the estate of 
Joshua Chamberlain of 
Brunswick, ME. The real 
estate of Chamberlain and 
contents was purchased by a 
prominent Brunswick banker, 
Emery Booker (as recorded in the 
Cumberland County Registry or Deeds). ~ 
Mr. Booker sold this picture to Mel Robbins also of 
Brunswick. (Mr. Robbins was a retired Maine art 
dealer for many years). Mr. Robbins is still alive 
and has given me a signed, notorized statement 
certUying the provenance and authenticity. 

Considerable study has been made of the 
photo which also exhibits morphans syndrome on the hand. 
Other studies are being performed on the face. Similarities also 
e.xlst with both Mary Todd and her sister. Enlargements or the 
picture show that there is a glare from the flash under his eyes 
and he does not have glasses on. One professional mentioned 
that this may also have been caused by moisture under the eyes. 
The picture has never been ofrered for sale either at auction or 
on the net before. I am aware or the significance of this picture 
and It's place in American history. Tom Slater has asked me to 
send this oH to you for your consideration. 

P.S. This photo has been examined by a medical specialist 
and the hand exhibits morphans syndromes (sic). 

Jim Champagne 

(Ei1lli2[: We Just don't see it. Sorry.) 

++ 
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN, AN OIL PAINTING BY JOSEPH GOODHUE CHANDLER 

Norman F. Boas 

I n 200 I an auction was held in South Hadley, Massachusetts that represented the estate of Marion I. Kohler. Among the artifacts 
from her barn was a large framed oval oil painting of Abraham Lincoln by the artist Joseph Goodhue Chandler. It was resting 
against a wall in the back of the auction room and was not listed in the inventory of the sale. Upon the request of an attendee, 
however, the auctioneer agreed to correct this oversight and offered it for bidding. As a result we were able to acquire this fine 

work of art from the successful bidder. 
Joseph Goodhue Chandler was born in South Hadley, Massachusetts in 1813. He was trained as a cabinetmaker, a trade he appar

ently abandoned when he realized that he had artistic talent. He studied under William Collins of Albany, New York. Chandler became 
an itinerant portrait painter of the Connecticut River Valley. He traveled from home to home, primarily in New England, accepting 
commissions from families. His primary subjects were children, subjects for which he was especially talented. He often Included toys, 
pets and landscapes in the background. He would only occasionally paint a still life or landscape. 

He married Lucretia Ann Waite in 1840. Miss Waite was a drawing teacher and well 
established as an artist in her hometown of Hubbardstown, Massachusetts. While they 
were living in Boston, she exhibited her works at the Boston Athenaeum. 

In 1848 Chandler was commissioned by the Bennett family to paint a portrait of 
Frederick Eugene Bennett, age l; he returned in 1852 to paint a portrait of his sister, 
Mary Elizabeth, age 2. They were charming portraits that revealed Chandler's "excep
tional talent for capturing the awkward grace of childJ,ood."1 John W. Keefe wrote, "The 
paintings Chandler made between 1837 and 1852 embody much of the best in American 
folk art." 2 Only about a dozen portraits of children are known to exist. It was noted that 
during his pre-Boston years his style was that of a "trained country artist," often repre
senting "an odd juxtaposition of the skilled and the highly primitive ... so evident in his 
paintings of children." On virtually all of his paintings he signed his name on lhe back of 
the canvas. Portraits of children painted by Chandler may be seen at the Yale Universi
ty Art Gallery, the National Art Gallery, and the Museum of Fine Arts - St. Petersburg, 
Florida. When they have appeared at auctions in recent years, his portraits or children 
have generally sold between $30,000 and $40,000. 

He painted very few adults and never included images or landscapes in the back
ground of these oil paintings. The known portraits of adults have included George Wash
ington and Daniel Webster to which now may be added Abraham Lincoln. The portrait 
of Washington was a copy of one of Gilbert Stuart's famous portraits and was last offered 
on the Internet by Bunte Auctions In 2002. The portrait of Daniel Webster was done in a 
primitive style and is in the collection of the New York Historical Society. 

Chandler's Lincoln is based upon a photograph taken by ___ _ 
Anthony Berger in Mathew Brady's gallery in Washington, DC on 
February 9, 1864 (OsLendorf-91). Thirty years after the President's 

'-------------------' death, Robert Todd Lincoln wrote to Frederick H. Meserve in 
regard to this image., "I have always thought the Brady photograph of my father, of which I attach a copy, to be 
the most satisfactory likeness of him." Chandler's is an oil painting on paper originally backed with canvas and 
wrapped around an oval stretcher measuring 29 x 24". Unlike his early paintings thal were signed on the back, 
Chandler signed this painting on the front lower left side, "J. G. Chandler/ Photograph in Oil/ 1865."3 This may 
well have been one of Chandler's last paintings, since it was executed many years after his other known works. 
It suggests that he was prompted to do a portrait of Lincoln in the wake of the tragedy of Lincoln's assassination. '-------' 

The painting had some small defects; it has been professionally and expertly restored. The acidic canvas This unfinished bust 
backing was removed, lhe painting backed with Japanese paper, and reframed. It is an excelJent and inspiring 
image and a tribute to the talents of Joseph G. Chandler. [Restoration and conservation by the Northeast Docu
ment Conservation Center, Andover, Massachusetts.] Chandler died in 1884. ~ 

1. Lesko, Diane, Joseph Goodhue Chandler and the Bennett Children, "Pharos" (1984-85). 
2. Keefe, John, W. Joseph Goodhue Chandler (1813-1884): Itinerant Painter of the Connecticut River Valley, "Antiques" 102. 
November 1972. 
3. Hamilton, Charles & Lloyd Ostendorf, Uncoln in Photographs, An Album of Every Known Pose, University of Oklahoma Press, 
Norman, OK, 1963. 

portrait of George 
Washington, after a 

study by Gilbert Stuart, 
oil on canvas, 24 x 

20", is also by Joseph 
Chandler. It sold in 
November 2003 at 
Northeast Auctios 

(Ronald Bourgeault) 
for $6,000 plus 15%. 
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HOT PROPERTIES! 

W 
hile we don't feature a regular real estate column, we 
occasionaly report on the sale of historic sites of par
ticular interest. Here are two homes that recently 
caught our attention. 

As recently reported in The Wall 
Street Journal, "a home in Manhattan's Murray Hill 
neighborhood built in 1893-94 for Robert Todd 
Lincoln, son of President Lincoln, has just been 
listed for sale with an asking price of $6.5 million. 
The younger Lincoln commissioned the 14-foot
wide Georgian brick home on East 38th Street for 
one of his two daughters. Period details Including 
egg and dart, dentil and acanthus leaves (ornate 
moldings) are intact. The home also has seven 
fireplaces, a 300-bottle wine cellar and an eleva
tor. Corcoran Group has the listing." Should you 
be interested In the property, the address of the 
building is 124 East 38th Street (between Park and 
Lexington). The Todd Lincoln House also enjoys 
Corinthian columns and a hand-carved spiral 
staircase leading to a spectacular Victorian sky
light. This magnificent home has a separate 
entrance to the ground floor "which could be 
used (or staff or income producing professional 
space." Details: four floors; 5,500 square feet: priced at 
$6,495,000 with annual taxes at a more than reasonable $40,5651 
Should you wish to see Interior shots and the floor plan, visit 
www.corcoran.com and key in the web Id: #799205.One question: 
wouldn't this make a lovely Rail Splitter headquarters? (Dona
tions now being accepted! 

Sold: Home With Original Uncle Tom's Cabin 

'We don't want it to turn into a dentist's office," said Peggy 
Erickson, executive director of Heritage Montgomery, an agency 
that promotes historic tourism and that worked with the county 
to raise money to buy the house. 

The owners signed a contract last week with the county, 
rejecting rival bids from a group of doctors who wanted to estab
lish a center to study world health and from a private bidder. The 

sale price wasn't immediately released. The sale is 
expected to be final at the end of January. 

Greg Mallet-Prevost's parents had owned the 
house since the early 1960s, and be put it up for sale 
after his mother died in September at age 100. The 
Mallet-Prevosts were history buffs and took great 
care of the cabin, he said. 

The house was once the anchor of a 3, 7()0.acre 
farm that sprawled over much of modern-day 
Rockville. It was owned by Isaac Riley, who bought 
Josiah Henson and his mother in the 1790s. 

Henson was born in 1789 and sold to Riley 
roughly five years later. In his 1849 autobiography, 
Henson recalls how his mother pleaded with Riley 
to purchase both her and her child, and was beat
en by Riley as she clutched his legs. 

'This was one of my earliest observations of 
men; an experience which has been common to 
me with thousands of race, the bitterness of which 
its frequency cannot diminish to any individual 
who suffers It," Henson wrote. He recounted beat

ings and grueling work for Riley, but also some pride that Riley 
eventually appointed him manager of the farm. Of his quarters, 
Henson wrote of "the cabin used for a kitchen, with its earth 
floor, its filth, and its numerous occupants. "When Riley fell into 
debt, he had Henson lead a group of slaves to his brother's Ken
tucky farm to protect them from creditors. The group passed 
through Ohio, then a free state, but Henson decided against run
ning away to keep his word to Riley. When Riley later reneged on 
a promise to free him, Henson and his family escaped to Canada 
in 1830 through the Underground Railroad. Stowe cited Henson 

(AP) [Rockville, MD] In the brisk Washington real estate market, and his choice not to flee in Ohio as one of her sources for Uncle 
the white colonial was an easy sale: three bedrooms, easy access Tom, the dutiful and suffering slave who obeys his master's wish-
to a major commuting route and an acre of land, a rarity in the es against his own best Interest. 
tightly packed suburbs. However, the 18th century house had one Stowe s book was a catalyst for abolitionists In the pre-Civil 
thing the McMansions could never claim - the original Uncle War slavery debate. The Uncle Tom character was eventually 
Tom's cabin. seen as a traitor to his race, and the name became an insult for 

Attached to the side is a small, one-room building, its walls Black people who act subservient to White people. That charac-
made of graying split oak beams. A massive stone chimney rises terization overlooks Henson's later life In Canada, where he 
at the back, above the large hearth where slaves once tended founded a settlement at Dresden, Ontario, that welcomed 
meals for a plantation owner. ====----------------:==-= escaped slaves, said Steven Cook, 

Among the farm's slaves was manager of the Uncle Tom's Cabin 
Josiah Henson, the man whom Har- Historic Site there. 
riet Beecher Stowe used as a model Mallet-Prevost said he and his 
for the Uncle Tom character In her two siblings sold in part because 
1852 novel on slavery, "Uncle Tom's they couldn't afford to maintain It. 
Cabin." 'The best thing for this house is 

Less than a month after being to have the county own it and keep it 
put on the market for about $1 mil- open to the public," he said. 
lion, the cabin and the house are 
being purchased by Montgomery 
County. 
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In The Marketplace 
G ary Hendershott of Little Rock, AR deals in high-end Civil War memorabilia, primarily uni

forms, flags and swords. His color catalogs are well-produced, with large pictures and 
succinct descriptions that typically showcase 50-75 items. A 48 x 33" Confederate Seven 
Star Flrst National Flag in the "Horseshoe Pattern" is $45,000. It was captured by Com

mander Charles Caldwell of the U.S.S. Gunboat Itasca at the Fall of New Orleans in 1862. It was 
authorized on March 4, 1861 by the Confederate Congress as the country's first national flag. The 

I 
design was selected to accommodate additional states (hence the opening 
at the top) as they seceded from the Union. A commemorative "illuminated" 
copy of the Emancipation Proclamation has a presentation inscription by 
Lincoln's greatest fan, Theodore Roosevelt. It is also dated by TR on the 
100th anniversary of Lincoln's birth, February 12, 1909. Really neat and only 
$1,750! The catalog also offers a 64-page imprint in yellow titled wraps with 
the "Addresses at the Virginia State [Secession] Convention" of February L._lliiiiiiiiiillliliilill!l!I!~~ 
1861. It also contains the speeches of three commissioners from Mississippi, Georgia and South Car
olina (we can surmise the position of these three gentlemen without having to look in the book). 

----- Although the convention recommended secession, it did not become official until a general election 
held on May 23, 1861. $1,250. A very unusual CDV of Jefferson Davis "recently taken in Canada", but published in Richmond 
by Anderson & Company, is $4,500. Davis headed to Toronto after being released from prison. Together with his wife Varina, 
they gained financial support and traveled to London. Eventually, they would return to Beauvoir in Mississippi. A small South I 
Carolina broadside from 1851 shows that this state was just "itching" to secede, nine years before they actually did so, tak
ing the lead on the road to civil war. The broadside was produced in the aftermath of the Compromise of 1850 by the "Co
operation Party'' who advocated both "Southern Rights" and the sanctity of the Union. It urges the election of two of its local 
candidates for office. "Let every voter opposed to separate secession attend the polls on Monday next and give their votes to 
Wardlow and Summer. In this election lets look to principles and not to men. If we stand firm and are united we may yet save 
the state from ruin, which we believe must inevitably result from separate secession." $7,500. Finally, a 12 x 14" bronze by 
Alexander Weinman, a student under the great Augustus Saint-Gaudens, is offered. An odd presentation intended to convey 
sorrow and solemnity ... to us it appears that Abe just spilled a bowl of soup in his lap! $12,500. 

-,-
C0•0P~JR.\TI0\. 

W illiam Doyle auctions in New York City hosted a sale of American 
furniture and decorations in November. One lot was described 
as: "Portrait Miniature of Abraham Lincoln, 19th Century, Signed 

C. Albert Browne, oval, in a gilt-metal frame. 2 1/8 x 1 5/8 inches. Estimate: 
$1,500-2,500." A watercolor on ivory, believed to be from England, the lot 

hammered for $1,200 plus the 20% buyer's premium. 

A few neat finds via Ebay, 
each a real bargain in 
our estimation: an 

apparently unpublished carte 
photograph of Mary, a varient 
from a known sitting late in life, 

S kinner's of Bolton, MA. recently offered a lot described as: "Attributed to George Frederick 
Wright, (Hartford, Connecticut, Springfield, IL, Washington. D.C., 1828-81) Portrait of Abraham 
Uncoln, 1860. 011 on canvas, the bust-length portrait of Lincoln depicts him in a dark coat and 

cravat and a white shirt with a serious and thoughtful facial expression, Condition: Some in-painting, 
re-varnished, giltwood frame appears original, sight ht.. 29; wd. 24 1/2 in. 
Literature: The New York Historical Society's Dictionary of Artists in Amer
ica, 1564-1860reads: 'Wright, George Frederick, portrait painter first set
tled In Connecticut and for a short time was custodian of the Wadsworth 
Athenaeum Gallery in Hartford. In 1857 he went abroad for study for two 
years. By 1860 he was back in the United States and in September of that 
year, he went out to Springfield, Illinois, to paint the portrait of the Repub
lican nominee for the presidency, Abraham Lincoln. He painted a second 
portrait in Washington later that year. Wright also worked in the South, but 
most of his time was spent in Hartford, where he died in 1881."' Estimat
ed at $6 to 8,000, it sold for $18,000 plus 17.5% premium. 

L-..::;.,..---:-.,.1 $260; a fun Grant 

ribbon from the 
1856 race, $250. 

campaign songster, 
$180; a pretty Fre
mont campaign 

._,,.1 c •• ,." . "' .. 
CiZl'c,, •TKU.. ---
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J oe Rubinfine of West Palm Beach, FL just issued a modest catalog of 38 autographed documents. While the offering is limited in scope and quantity, 
the quality and asking prices are not modest in the least. A John Wilkes Booth ALS, written as a 17-year old in November 1855 to his boyhood friend 
T. William O'Laughlin, gives excuses for a missed meeting and reflects on the recently concluded state election (O'Laughlin was the older brother of 

Michael O'Laughlin, a Booth accomplice, convicted of conspiracy in the kidnapping plots against President Lincoln). " ... Things are going on fine in the 
Country, only I am getting tired. The excitement Is all over. The American ticket was elected by 1749 Majority in this 

~ ;;_,,. 4r- County. Three Cheers for America." The Know Nothing or American Party was particularly strong in Maryland, carry
-·~ , __ .,i..J , ! ing the state for MIiiard Fillmore In the 1856 general election. $90,000. A September 16, 1863 Abraham Lincoln ALS 

-~,.. , .... . 4 - ;..!:.;z l1_~-::J.f ... to General Henry Halleck, demonstrates Lincoln's concern that abuses might occur in arrests following the suspension ~ .. 6....4,_...,~ •- -•r-:.-r 
•t.:U ,_-; ::.:.; ✓.;:.::;;,/7;;-f:%1~ of the writ of habeas corpus. "I am informed that a Captain Bennett, Acting Adjutant General West of California volun-
:✓ z·;.Y ~ ~-;i~~ ~- teers, has, at Messilla, New Mexico, arrested Judge Knapp of that territory, and holds him in custody. I strongly sus
!:i"i.;J!..::::fit::.u /I.,[ ii'.1,;-p_ pect, from what I learn, that this is an entirely arbitrary proceeding. At all events I will thank you to call the officer to 
,-:-·.t:lI':.t'it.":l-:..1 ::..t; :r~.~~~ account for it, at the earliest practicable moment..." $24,000. A signed presentation copy of the 1867 government 
~,t.l'iJ ~t •~•~J '°' '74f ...,_,, _. ..... , -7 

• ,1.~ &.. ..... ~-; ·,..,: ~ printed book on Lincoln's assassination, given by William Seward to Indiana Congressman Godlove S. Orth, is $2,500. 
y1>.,,t,,g_,✓, 

A nd ... speaking of the 
artist Adolph Weinman 
(1870-1952), pictured 

opposite the bronze offered by 
Gary Hendershott is a bust by he 
same artist. Made by the Roman 
Bronze Works of New York, the 
study is 15.75" tall and 6" wide 
at the marble base. Offered by 
Conner Rosenkranz American 
Sculpture & Works on Paper in 
NYC, it is priced at $20,000. 

eepers, Creepers, Where Did You Get Those Peepers? Do you have a spare 
$2.5 mil? We offer for your consideration the following, as extracted from 
an advertisement in an issue of the Sunday New York Times Magazine-. "The 
Opera Glasses that were held by President Lincoln at Ford's Theater on the 

evening of his assassination. I purchased this item at a Christie's auction of the 
Forbes Collection of Historical Documents on March 27, 2002. The asking price 

,, ' 
, . .. \ - .... 

'C, I. ~ ' 

'\ ~~ ,,4 

... 
of $2,500,000 is firm." The purchase price three years ago was $424,000. (The question of the item's 
provenance and attribution was discussed in our Summer/Fall 2002 issue.) We guess the purchaser 
quickly wearied of his new found toy, or perhaps the prospect of the "greater sucker" proved Irre
sistible. Hey, the guy's entitled to a return on his "investmentl" 

T he Cobbs Auctioneers of Peterborough, New 
Hampshire recently offered this pair of reverse
painted portraits of Presidents Lincoln and Wash

ington - listed as most likely being Chinese export works. 
Each measured 19.5. wide by 24' tall, with the pair selling 
for just $100. Someone got a bargain! 

R ob Lifson ("Robert Edward Auctions") issued another 
massive catalog this past year. Rob apparently has no 
problems getting consignments, as this sale included 

over 1500 lots! Rob, along with Mastronet and Leland's, is one of the "Big Three" in vintage 
baseball memorabilia. These "heavy hitters" never seem to strike out - their sales consistently __ _ ___ _ 
score in the millions. Harry Chadwick was an early sportswriter who started his career in 1856, spending over fifty years covering baseball, earning sta
tus as an authority and passionate advocate of the game. One lot contained his inscribed 1861 Civil War book of Common Prayer and a presentation ball 
used in the most famous game of the War. "One of the best attended sporting events of the nineteenth century occurred on Christmas Day, 1862 when 
the 165th New York Volunteer Regiment (Duryea Zouaves) played at Hilton Head, South Carolina with more than 40,000 troops watching. The Zouaves' 
opponent was composed of men selected from other Union regiments. A. G. Mills, who would later become the President of the National League. played 
in the game." Mills presented the game ball to Chadwick. It is inscribed "This ball was used by Union soldiers of the 165th New York Vol. Infantry Christ
mas 1862 A.G. Mills." It sold for $22,000. We are not experts on Civil War presentation swords, but we thought the inscription on this one was some
thing special: "Presented to lieut. George P. Phelps by members & friends of Atlantics Base Ball Club of Brooklyn, LI. March 30th 1865." Phelps has a 
very special place in baseball history in that he pitched the first organized game ever played in Brooklyn for the Atlantics in 1855. Soldiers returning from 
the War did much to popularize the game which proved such a welcome diversion during the bleak days of the conflict $37,700. A 23 x 40" chro
molilhograph, published in 1863 by Goupil & Company of New York and lithographed by Sarony, Major and Knapp, depicts Union POW's playing base
ball under Confederate guard at Salisbury, NC. Jt is titled, appropriately, "Union Prisoners at Salisbury, N.C." This "key" graphic of early baseball history, 

with great crossover appeal, was "captured" for $46,400. The series of "Beadle's Dime" novels was very 

• 
well-received during the War. In addition to biographies of generals and presidential aspirants, Beadle's also 
published the first baseball guide in 1860, edited by none other than Harry Chadwick. Rob offered a near 
complete run of "The Beadle Dime Baseball Player" covering the years 1861 to 1881. They realized $5,800. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

C hapel Hill Rare Books offers a book documenting members of the 
Enloe Family claiming to be related to Lincoln. Published in 1899, 
James Cathey's Truth Is Stranger Than Action; Or The True Genesis 

of a Wonderful Man, has tipped in photographs of Enloe Family homesteads 
...,,.,,,.---, near Asheville, NC. A female member of the fam-

C herry Tree Auctions 
of Gansevoort, New 

York recently sold a pair of 
25" tall wax busts, one Abe, 
one George Washington. Part of a collection from a 
defunct "family attraction" at Lake George, Storytown, 
the park was later Incorporated into something called 
Gaslight Village before going under. The wax collection 
included numerous historical figures ... from astronauts 

ily is shown on the porch in one of the photos. 
She claimed to be a descendant of Lincoln, 
based on an account of an alleged union of 
Nancy Hanks and Abraham Enloe In Buncombe 

to Martin Luther King, Clara Barton, and Henry Ford. Someone now enjoys 
an interesting (creepy?) display for their mantel: $550. 

County, NC, bolstered by tradition and the phys
ical resemblance of Lincoln to the Enloes. A 
much expanded version was later printed in 
1940, titled The Genesis of Lincoln. ($225.) In 
another fixed-price list, the O'Dells offer a Case 
& Getchell 1862 carte of Gen. George McClellan. 
Inscribed on the verso, the signed photograph is 

L____. ____ ~ priced at $4,250 ... quite a lot for little Macl 

A little knowledge is a dangerous thing. A Cape Cod dealer recently offered 
this "Rare 1864 Abraham Lincoln Enamel Photo Badge" on eBay. Viewed 922 
limes, it sold for $2,300. Sounds like a good deal, right? NOT! This dated 

badge was originally issued with ferrotype portraits. We have only seen an original 
McClellan specimen on one occasion, but never a Lincoln. We have, however, 
encountered examples such as this, with REPLACED albumen portraits. The McClel
lan ferrotype example sold tor $3,000 recently. The Lincoln mate should run around 
$5,000-6,000. This example, lacking pin and original ferrotype portrait, should be 
worth $500 or so. The vendor was no doubt unaware of the distinction and obviously 
benefited from lack of knowledge by the winning bidder. The moral: know your stuff! 

M & S Rare Books of Providence, RI offers a 
copy of William Burleigh's The Republican 
Pocket Pistol, A Collection of Facts, Opin

ions and Arguments for Freedom, No. 1. Published by 
H. Dayton & Co. of New York in 1860, this was a com
panion piece to Burleigh's Republican Songster for 
1860, with each title cross
promoted in the two vol
umes. A total of three issues 

of the Pocket 
Pistol were 
Issued. The 
36-page 
imprint, in 
original print· 
ed wrappers, 
is $650. 

D avid Lesser of Woodbridge, CT offered some eclectic and Interesting Americana in his latest two catalogs. An 8-page pamphlet published by the 
Society of Friends in 1848 deals with anti-war protest. Quakers Grossly Insulted. The Great Constitutional Right of Pstition Violated By the "Wa,
Party in Congress. This Whig pamphlet attacks House Democrats who tried to prevent the printing of Quaker petitions and memorials opposing the 

Mexican War. The Society of Friends "is opposed to the manner in which this country was plunged into a cruel, unjust and unnecessary WAR with Mexico 
by President Polk and his War Party." The vote on the question is recorded here. with Congressman Abraham Lincoln, serving his only term in Congress, 
voting with his fellow Whigs to print the petitions. $450. A collection of seventeen pamphlets on suspension of habeas corpus during the CMI War, and cur
tailment of free speech by dissenters Is $2,000. The collection. published from 1861-64, Includes essays both supportive and critical of the President Indeed, 
some of the authors were on the receiving end of Lincoln's alleged abuse of constitutional power. One of the imprints is a Mississippi report on the sus
pension of habeas corpus in the Confederacy. An 1860 pro-Lincoln campaign speech by Lincoln's personal friend Edward D. Baker, is $500. Speech of Hon. 
Edw. 0. Baker. U.S. Senator from Oregon, Delivered at a Republican Mass Meeting, Held at the American Theatre, in the City of San Francisco. on Friday 
Evening, October 26th 1860. Baker, a gifted orator, refutes charges that the Republicans are a sectional party bent on disrupting the Union, and that Lincoln's 
election means secession. Lincoln Is "an honest man, a true man-a Hero without knowing it." Another Republican campaign document from 1860 deals with 
the Homestead Act. a plank in the Chicago platform. Homesteads. The Republicans and Settlers Against the Democracy and Monopoly. The Record. is $250. 
It promotes the settling of the territories with White farmers and laborers, to the exclusion of slave-holding Southerners. Ben Wade's remarks advocating 
the passage of the Act are Included: "The question will be, shall we give niggers to the niggerless, or lands to the landless.· Three Imprints related to the 
forming of the reconstructed state of West Vriginia are offered. Address of the Convention Now in Session at Wheeling, to the People of Virginia ($500) cas
tigates the Richmond legislature for caving in to secessionists. The address announces a re-organized government to assist in the "holy war against the cor
rupt and perjured oligarchy, who have usurped your government, and would have sold you to the ambitious despots of an unholy affiliation." (Jihad against 
the Secesh! !) Constitution of West Virginia and Amended Constitution of West Virginia, Adopted by the Convention February 18th 1863 are $350 each. The 
constitution barred the entry into the new state of slaves and "free persons of color", but noted a substitute provision adopted by Congress: the gradual end 
of slavery in the state, by emancipating the children of slaves born after July 4, 1863; slaves under the age of ten years, upon their 21st birthday; and those 
under the age of 21, when they attained age 25. An 1864 pro-Lincoln campaign speech is $450. Gov. Yates' Speech, Delivered at Bryan Hall, Chicago, Thurs
day Evening, November 4, 1864. War for the Un/o(H)ur National Crisis-The Duty of the Hour. Our Homs Traitors-Illinois and the War-The Retributions of 
History. Yates calls "Honest Old Aben the "truest represenatlve of our Government. of the working man." He reminiscences about walking thirty miles to visit 
Lincoln at his home in Menard County in 1833. He salutes "loyal Douglas Democrats-not traitors or Copperheads." Declaring himself an abolitionist and 
supporting the use of Negro troops, yet conceding the Negro's inferiority, he nevertheless says he is "for conferring upon every human being the right to the 
proceeds of his own labor." (sounds like he was a student of Lincoln and closely followed his writings and speeches!) 
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S lotin Folk Art Auction Company of Buford, GA held a sale in April that liquidated the holdings of the Atlanta Museum. 
Impressed? You probably shouldn't be. The Atlanta Museum was established by James Elliott, Sr. and operated by him and 
his son ("Junior") from 1938 to 1996. Mr. Elliott was a rather colorful character who operated a plane service shortly after 

World War I. After a few crashes, he decided on a safer occupation and became an antiques dealer. Known variously as "Jim the 
I l Junkman" and "The Confederate Millionaire" (a result of his hoarding of Confederate currency), he bought 

homes and operated two museums comprised of the contents of these estates, supplemented by various 
personal holdings. The exhibits included guns, dug battlefield relics, paintings, furniture, pottery, china, 
coins, statuary and prints. Many of the objects were purported to be the personal effects of famous 
people, although many of the claims were unsubstantiated (often bolstered by an old affidavit from the 
time of its acquisition). The "Original Eli Whitney Cotton Gin" was estimated at $50-75,000 and con
sidered the key artifact in the museum collection. Sold together with a portrait of Whitney and tools he 
used while working on the machine, it "extracted" $87,400 from the winning bidder. One lot had some 
personal effects of the Lee family, including a "piece of the tree under which Lee surrounded at the end of 
the Civil War." {didn't he surrender Inside the Mclean Farmhouse?) A mahogany desk was offered, repre-

sented as the one belonging to E. A. Nesbit, a member of the Georgia Secession Convention in January 1861. It was on this desk, 
so the story goes, that Nesbit wrote out the Georgia Ordinance of Secession. Estimated at $30,000-40.000, this Empire desk sold 
for $63,250 (without the story and attribution, this desk would be worth $50Q-600). Estimated less aggressively at $500-800 was 
the wheelchair used by former CSA Vice President Alexander Stephens, also a Georgia resident. We have seen cabinet photos of Stephens in this chair (or one 
similar), attended by a Black servant. It rolled off the runway for $1,265. Then, of course. there was the "junk." Old Jim didn't get his nickname for nothin'! 

T wo eBay finds: a Mettlach plaque by 
Villeroy Boch of Dresden, V.P. Hamlin. 
Produced circa 1903, 9 x 6", a com

memorative imported by Jones McDuffee & 
Stratton Pottery Merchants, Boston. ($100) 

And, a "vinyl floor tile that 
looks like Abraham Lincoln 
and even his body. A col-

~ lectable for Lincoln fans." 

ack Robillard Auctioneers held an on-site sale fn Ottsville, PA last November that featured a bed that 
Lincoln slept In. According to the spiel, the President slept in this bed while staying as a guest at the 
Mountain Spring Hotel in Ephrata, PA on August 28, 1864. A newspaper article telling the story of the 

bed. as well as a copy of the hotel register signed by Lincoln accompanied the lot. According to Lincoln Day 
by Day, however, the President was in Washington, DC on that day dividing his time between the Soldlers' 
Home and the White House. It would have been rather hard for him to be in Ephrata and Washington at the 
same lime. This discrepancy was explained in the newspaper article which asserted Lincoln had a "secret" 
meeting with a Union general In Ephrata - the meeting kept secret out of fear of an assassination attempt. 
The auctioneer further assured us that the signature on the hotel register was "legit", even though he failed 
to fax us copies of either the article or signature as promised. We'd 
like to believe the story. No doubt Lincoln had a "double" who filled 
in for him while the President headed off for Pennsylvania Dutch 
Country. (Maybe the President needed a "shoo-fly pie" fix!) But, if 
the meeting was secret. why did Lincoln sign the hotel register? 
Hmmm, sounds like another government conspiracy to us! Mr. 
Robillard never informed us whether the bed sold or not. Guess the 
current owner will have to remain under "deep cover." 

I ra & Larry Goldberg Coins and Collectibles held an auction in October at their Beverly Hills location with live internet bidding available, courtesy of eBay 
Live. An 1852 ALS of James Buchanan comments on the upcoming presidential campaign. Old Buck yearned for the nomination and here confers with 
Virginia Governor Henry A. Wise. • ... There was & probably still is a leaning on the part of some of the Virginia Delegation & people towards Douglass: 

& this too among the advocates of state rights. strict construction & economical expenditures of public money! The Southern press is said to be in his 
favor. It rarely omits an opportunity to give me a 'dig.' .. .I think that Douglass stock is rapidly declining ... Some of the friends of Cass who had been seduced 
from him by the attraction of 'the little giant of the West' were returning to their first love ... Should I be nominated I firmly believe I shall carry the state 
[PA I by an old fashioned Jackson majority ... I found the symptoms at Washington to be quite as favorable as I had anticipated & I firmly believe that with 
the support of Virginia I shall stand a better chance for the nomination than any of the present candidates ... General Scott will ... be the Whig candidate; he 
will be far stronger In Pennsylvania than any other man of his party ... Our Democracy look with confidence to Virginia; & sad will be their disappointment 
if the Old Dominion whose candidates they have always sustained, should now prefer the Illinois or Michigan candidate ... " Like Dudley Moore in the movie 
"10"', once he obtained the object of his desire, Buchanan lost interest In the Presidency. $3,900. An 1874 speech of former CSA Vice-President Alex 
Stephens on the Civil Rights BIii, appears to have been the personal copy of former President and Tennessee Senator Andrew Johnson. Perhaps in a 
"moment of distraction· or a fit of dementia, he signed the imprint eighteen times. We don't know if this item will be transformed Into eighteen clipped 
signatures in a future Incarnation, but it made $4,370. A December 6, 1864 manuscript petition from citizens of Hickman, KY, requesting protection from 
Confederate marauders, has lincoIn·s endorsement on the verso ("Submitted to the Sec. of War who is requested to see the bearer.") The supplicants pro
claimed .... .We are suffering from the lnovations [sic) of the enemy upon us every day, and have no power to repel them, we ask of you to instruct our 
commander Brig. Genl. Meredith to make a permanent military post at this place ... We trust in Divine Providence you may be awakened to our great neces· 
sities." Estimated at $15.000-17,500, it realized $17,250. Anally, a ALS of Salmon P. Chase. written during the secession crisis of December 1860 to an 
Ohio Congressman, offers some pithy comments on the state of affairs. "Secession before Concession but nary bit of either is my motto. Fairness & con
ciliation will win with God's blessing. His blessing ... will not follow our new compromise with wrong .. ." Hey, Salmon, you're no Abe Lincoln! $515. These 
prices are quoted with the caveat that some lots may actually have been "bought in'· by the consignor, so bear that in mindl 
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S eaport Autographs (Dr. Nonn Boas ·at the helm; recently Issued a "Lincoln & CMl war" fixed-price catalog. Among the offerings: a 1930 letter from 
the IIRnois Dept. of Public Works to Herbert Fay, custodian of Lincoln's Tomb, to remove the body of Abraham Lincoln, II (son of Robert Todd; grand
son of the martyred president) so it could be relntemd along his father In Arlington National Cemetery. The President's namesake had died at age 16. 

The letter admonishes Fay • Under no clrcumSlances whalsoever do I wish you to glW any publicity to any newspaper on the subject, nor 
do I wish you to tallc over the matter with any persoo. ff any publlciity is to be givfJn this is to comt1 from Ml Looan Hay, who Is re,,m
senting Mrs. llncoln. • $850. A rare signature of the Ht-fated grandson was also available, seen on an endpaper of a chlldrens book from 
1869. According to Nonn, the young Lincoln purposely copied his grandfather's famous signature. $1,900. A signed postcard, dated 
1923, of actor Leonard Grover, Jr. ls $250. Leonard's father owned Grovefs Theatre in Washington, DC. Leonard and Tad were playmates, 
They appeared together on stage perfonning -We Are Coming Father Abraham 300,000 More" to the Prasldenfs delight. They •ang1e(d] 
for gold fish with pin and hook" In the White House pond and set up a miniature theatre In Room 38 of the White House. Leonard had 
great success in later years, touring the country, as was the custom, reprising popular roles 1000s of times. We often see legal papers, 
from his various partnerships, completed in the hand of Lincoln (guess paralegals hadn't been invented, yeti) These seem to far out· 
number those completed by Lincoln's partners. An example by William Herndon, Lincoln's last partner, from 1855. is $2,250. 

S kinner's Book and Manuscript sale in October featured a wide range of material. A Lincoln Autographed Endorsement 
Signed on April 10, 1865, four days prior to his assassination, authorized the release of P.O.W. Jacob H. ca11away. It appears 
the text giving the President's approval was done secretarially, while the president simply signed and dated the document. 
His private secretaries likely gave him a stack of such documents to sign, thereby making efficient use of his valuable time. 

($7,050.) A military commission on parchment signed by Lincoln and Stanton, March 22, 1862, appointed Marcus A. Reno as 
Captain of the 1st Cavalry Regiment. Reno had a fine war record, but became famous In 1876 during the Indian Wars. Serving 
under George Armstrong Custer, he commanded a third of the battalion (divided on Custer's orders) and was first to arrive at the 

little Big Horn. Surveying the situation. he sent word to Custer for help, declaring "I have everything ahead of 
me and the enemy is strong." The requested help never arrived but, through a gallant effort, Reno managed 

to survive the battle. The Custer Massacre resulted in some harsh criticism for Reno, but he was subse-..., __________ _. 
quentiy exonerated. ($11,750.) A sixth-plate dag of Millard Fillmore, a study contemporaneous to his presidency, sold for $12,500. 
And, a 6 1/4 x 4 1/8" silver-plated plaque from the Lincoln funeral hearse was also offered. The ornate cartouche was engraved "In I 
Memorium AL Springfield May 4th 1865.r The accompanying label read: "St. Louis June 1865. This plate is one of a pair used in 
the decoration of the hearse on the occasion of the burial of President Lincoln, Springfield, ills. May 4th, 1865. The other one I pre-I 
sented to the St. Louis Mercantile Library and Is In their possession. They were the centre pieces_ -one on each side. The hearse I 
was decorated by me for the occasion. Thomas Lynch, St. Louis. Mo." The item descended In the family who purchased the Albert 
H. Hoppe funeral business located in St. Louis, formerly owned by Thomas Lynch, an undertaker located at 80 Olive Street. As 

Springfield was not equipped to construct a suitable carriage for President Lincoln's final funeral hearse, Lynch was contracted to 
build one. He did indeed donate the matching plaque to the St. Louis Mercantile Library where it resides to this day. Estimated at 

$10,000-20,000, this historical relic sold for $11,750, leaving many disappointed bidders In its "wake", mourning the occasion. 

S wann Galleries of New York held both autograph and photograph sales in May. A telegram signed by Jefferson Davis, sent on July 8, 1864 
to Robert E. Lee, questions the advisability of a military expedition. "Genl [Frtzhugh) Lee telegraphs delays on account of non arrival of arms. 
In this town, I hear the expedition is spoken of on the streets. Shall It proceed under change of circumstances and possibility of notice being 
given to the enemy. If not. stop ii as you deem best." $14,950. An 1856 ALS of future Confeder

ate Cabinet member Robert Toombs, written from Washington, DC, discusses merits of the Kansas 
Nebraska Act. • ... The great difficulty in Northern minds is not understanding the African race. They will 

insist of viewing him only as a dark skinned white man. But he Is not, he 
is a negro ... I have not a doubt but that we have found the true political 
solution of this question in the principles of the Kansas Nebraska Act..." 
$1.725. An 1887 ALS from Gen. Dan Sickles to Adam Badeau repudiates 

~----i!oo!'II,. •
1 a quote in General Logan's book to the effect that Sickles criticized Lin

coln and called for a dictator to run the country. " ... In '64 I was strongly advocating the 
renomination & reelection of Abraham Lincoln. My relations with him were intimate , ....... 
and confidential during that year. I made speeches for him in New York, Chicago, 
Detroit & elsewhere in the summer & Autumn of '64 claiming that his reelection would - ~ ,.:;:;-;;..;;;: I 

-------- do as much as a successful campaign in putting down the rebellion because It would • .~ .. - ~;: j 
be a declaration of the people ... " $865. A most unusual offering was Mathew Brady's circa 1860 walking stick. It is I :-,:._;, '"'- "'· .,, .. 
made of Honduras rosewood with an ivory handle depicting a view camera and rising sun. Brady's name appears in '1._, ·,c.,__,.. 
gold letters above a gold band. The cane was a gift of Edward Albert, the Prince of Wales, who visited Brady's New '-- < " ......_ '-t...-
York City studio on October 13, 1860. Supposedly, both Brady and Gurney vied for the honor of photographing the L _ _ ___ _ 
Prince during his much publicized visit to the U.S. Brady was no doubt gratified to hear the reasons for his selection from the Duke of Newcastle, 
one of the Prince's retinue. "Are you not THE Mr. Brady, who earned the prize nine years ago in London? You owe it to yourself. We had your place 
of business down in our notebooks before we started." The cane descended to Brady's nephew Levon Handy and thence to Handy's daughter. Sold 
together with the 1896 undertaker's bill covering the Brady's funeral in Washington ($31, exclusive of casket and burial plot), it realized $26,450. 
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onham's & Butterfield's of San Francisco held two recent sales with material 
that caught our attention. A 20-page illuminated manuscript with five miniatures 
by Alberto Sangorski, in a lavishly decorated binding by Riviere & Son, con-

tained the works most often associated with its authors Including The Gettysburg 
Address and The Second Inaugural Address by Abraham Lincoln. Also O Captain! My 
Captain! by Walt Whitman. Published in London in 1927, this masterful work of bib
liophile artworks garnered with buyer's premium $26,290. A circa 1866-7 myriopticon 
by Milton Bradley & Company is a rare survivor of the Civil War period. It was modeled 
on the popular 19th century stagings of moving panoramic scenes-large paintings on 
canvas which took two hours to unroll, and which were accompanied by narration and music. The myriopticon fea-
tured 22 scenes from the Civil War,beginnlng with the firing on Ft. Sumter and ending with the burning of Richmond. 
Children were encouraged to stage their own productions, sell tickets, and the narrate the accompanying text while 
unrolling the panorama. $6,575 (batteries not included!) Also on the block, a ninth-plate ambrotype of an Abraham 
Lincoln look-alike, examples of which abound on eBay. In this case, though, 1he subject was someone very close to 
Lincoln, Leonard Swett. Swett (1825-1889) was born In Maine, served in an Indiana regiment during the Mexican War. 
and eventually settled in Bloomington, IL where this portrait was taken in 1858. As a lawyer, he rode the Eighth Judi
cial Circuit with David Davis who Introduced Lincoln to him in 1849. He actively promoted Lincoln 
for the U.S. Senate in 1854 and, with Davis, worked the delegates for Lincoln at the 1860 Wigwam 
Convention. He failed to get the Republican nomination for Congress in 1856 nor the gubernatori
al nomination in 1860. He ran for Congress in 1862 against Lincoln's former law partner, John Todd 
Stuart, and lost a tight race. He was a presidential elector in 1860 and a delegate to the 1864 Nation
al Union Party Convention, but became somewhat of a nuisance in Lincoln's eyes, as a result of his 
affinity for Seward, Weed and Cameron and his persistent lobbying for David Davis for a seat on 
the Supreme Court, as well as a government Job or military commission for himself. A bargain at 
only $1,000. A Jefferson Davis Document Signed, September 1, 1864, on Dept. of State letterhead 
(crossed out and re-marked "Executive Office"), deals with spy stuff! The Confederate States, like 
the Union, had a formative secret service. The CSA had two branches of this service, maintained 
by the Department of State and the Department of War. Davis writes "To the Secretary of the Treasury. Please cause a warrant for the sum of one thousand 
dollars in gold, payable out of the Appropriation for 'Secret Service' (act of Feb. 15, 1864) to be issued in favor of Hon. J. P. Benjamin, Secretary of State, 
and charged to him on the books of the Treasury." Looks like spies wanted their pay in gold-<:onfederate money not wanted! $3,525. 

I terns sometimes take a circuitous route "in the marketplace" before arriving at their final destination. The in's-and-out's of the 
process can often be illuminating. This large Lincoln-Hamlin "doughnut'' ferrotype was offered on eBay in 2004. The seller pro
vided numerous scans and tried to provide as much detail as possible. The diameter he provided was not quite accurate, yet 
the design on the frame should have been enough to alert any sophisticated collector that we were dealing with the largest 

size in the series-47 mm. Still, a concerned collector asked the seller a question regarding the size. This was enough to raise 
some doubt among the pool of bidders ... so much so that the top two bidders promptly withdrew their bids. The seller then 
ended the sale early - usually a sign that a private-treaty offer had been accepted. A potential bidder, seeing this, emailed an 
offer to the seller in the amount of $4,000, hoping to derail the perceived deal. The seller declined the offer, saying he had rellst
ed the item with better scans (he did, in fact, relist, but the listing and scans were identical to the first one). The person who made 
the $4,000 offer bid $5,600, but came in second. The winning bidder was someone who had never, before or since, bid on Lincoln 
memorabilia or anything of a historic nature. He was a registered eBay seller who had a history of selling used cars. It had the 
appearance of a shill bid. Not surprisingly, a day after the auction the seller contacted the underbidder with a sob story, claiming 
the winning bidder was not going to honor his bid because he had entered the wrong amount and didn't mean to bid so much. 
He offered to sell the piece to the underbidderr for $4,800 - $800 less than the recorded bid, but $800 more than the original offer. 
The third highest bid was at the $2,400 level. If the "shill" bidder hadn't been in the mix, the item would have sold for $2,500. The 
underbidder turned down the $4,800 offer, but countered with $3,000 or $3,500 If the item was sent on approval. He accused 1he 
seller of employing a shill bidder - an accusation the seller denied . A deaf between the two was not consummated and the seller declared 
he was taking the item off the market, describing the piece was "good stock gone bad." Monitoring the situation for the next two months, the underbidder 
determined that the reneging top bidder never received negative feedback for his part in the transaction. Such negative feedback would have been evidence 
that he was indeed a legitimate bidder, not a shill, As things stood, the evidence of his being a shill was overwhelming - only the most gullible could believe 
otherwise. It was a case of a seller using an offer to the disadvantage of the one making the offer. The seller got greedy and tried to squeeze the most money 
out of the deal except, in this case, he overcalculated and something occurred that isn't supposed to happen-the shill won the bid!! Approximately six months 
later, the same item reappeared in an estate sale In Gardiner, ME run by Gould Auction Company. It would not have made much sense to re-offer the piece on 
eBay where it had received too much exposure, but rather place it in a different venue with new buyers. We are not sure if the seller bid on his own consign
ment, either personally or through an agent. In any event, this rather "stale" doughnut sold for $4,180. The new buyer then listed it once again eBay, where it 
sold for $4,610. The lessons to be learned? Not everyone deals in good faith, disparaging comments (well-intentioned or not) can sometimes "muddy the 
waters" of the bidder pool, and giving the seller Information can often be used against you . Better to be tight-lipped and make your bid when the time comes. 
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f you go to Cincinnati, you may not be able to visit radio station WKRP, but you can "C" Wesley Cowan. 
His June auction of historic Americana had the usual fine assortment of the "stuff' we all hanker for. A 
pair of ninth-plate ambrotypes of George McClellan and John Fremont, circa 1861-2, sold for $1,265. We 

have also seen examples from this set for Generals Winfield Scott and Henry Wilson. A paper CDV mount 
with an oval Roderick Cole albumen of Lincoln pasted over a miniature ferro achieved $460. This intrigu
ing item had a back mark of R. S. Avery of Albany, NY (or maybe it was an Avery label?) A CDV 
of Lincoln's funeral in Cleveland with imprint of Thomas T. Sweeny was $690. A felt pen wipe, 
described as a "Unique Lincoln Mourning Hanging" made $800. Measuring 6 x 14", this color- , 
ful bit of Victoriana usually appears with George Washington. A beaver top hat used in the 1 

memorial observances for Lincoln, fitted with a wide black band and hard rubber clothing but
ton of Lincoln mounted on a rosette, made a tip-top $1,800. A four-piece mounring dress. with 
accompanying documentation, worn at the "Memorial Service for our Dear Departed President 
April 19, 1865" in Trenton. NJ, was tagged at $430. A unique marquetry box made by the con

n C 

spirators in the Dry Tortugas, was also featured. From the Rev. Gerald Trigg Collection, it contained some dried sea weed under glass 
with the period Inscription: 'This wreath was made of pressed sea weed at Fart Jefferson, in the Dry Tartugas In 1867 by Dr. Mudd, 
imprisoned there as one of the conspirators in the assassination of President Lincoln. The box was made and inlaid by Mudd, Spangler. 
and Arnold, all three imprisoned there as conspirators in the above assassination, from woad gathered an the beach at Dry Tortuga. W. 
Butler Beck, R.O.M. 5th Artillery U.S. Army." Nowadays, they make license plates. Back then, they did inlay work. Appraised on the 
"Antiques Roadshow" filmed in Denver in 2001, it crossed the "block" for $12,075. Wes put out another auction in November, lflis a 
record-breaking three-session sale that netted just shy of $3 million! (Anyone remember when Wes was just a stereoview collector and 
NOT a television personality?) Each session had its own separate color catalog. Sam Houston was a presidential hopeful in 1860. He 

opposed secession and was forced to leave the office of Texas governor when his views 
became untenable. An unpublished sixth-plate tintype of the 
Hero of San Jacinto was offered with an estimate of $10,000· 
15,000. It is believed to date from 1857-8, when Houston was 
United States Senator from Texas. It realized $44,850. A sixth
plate daguerreotype of John C. Breckinridge was likely taken 
between the time Young Breck returned from military duty 
in Mexico and before he left for Washington as a newly
elected Congressman in 1851. A paper label inside the 
mat identifies the photographer as William R. Phelps of 
Lexington, KY. Estimated reasonably at $5,000-7,000, it 

~~~ made $16,675. A 59 x 105" black and white abolition banner 
crossed the block. It had 23 stars representing the free Northern States and exclaimed "No Union 
with Slavery." This motto is similar to the one used on the masthead of William Lloyd Garrison's newspaper, * • 1f The Liberator, which said "No Union with Slaveholders." American history books have totally missed the fact * w * that Northern abolitionists were true fanatics and promoted dissolution of the Union well 

it ND UNION T- before the Civil War. They were the counterparts of the Southern firebrands. Research 
• -\ll * indicates the flag may have been displayed at an abolition rally held in Rochester's 

WITH SLAVER\' lf Corinthian Hall on January 11, 1861 (Rochester was home to Frederick Douglass and 
~~~~'!.!!!.'!..•_---.!!~'!'!'!'!'!!!I the early feminists. Perhaps someone should write an article on this hotbed of Ameri

can radicals!) The banner was featured on an episode of PBS's "History Detectives" 
(hosted by C. Wesley himself!) and, lo and behold, winds up on a Cowan auction. Son-of-a-

r. ~·-~~ :,· 
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........ ,. ...... 

gunl! It flew out the door for $46,000. A printed program and menu, with attched ribbons, was . """"""' ,. .. , • 
issued as a souvenir of President-elect Lincoln's pre-inaugural visit to Cleveland's Weddell ..... ---
House on February 15, 1861. It appears to be a unique survivor of the Lincoln stopover in Cleve- '- - ~ 

land (no ribbons have yet surfaced). With faults, it still managed $1,100. A graphic 29 x 19" 
Grant & Colfax jugate flag, estimated at $15,000-20,000), made $32,200. Flags are still going for big money, despite 
the reality of a thin market, as related by Wes himself in a recent media interview. 

A t the time of his death, Jeff Davis was living in New 
Orleans rather than his beloved Beauvoir Plantation in 
BIioxi, MS - "The House That Jeff Built." (Part of the 

Library was destroyed in Hurricane Katrina.) This 1893 com-
memorative medal was issued at ceremonies marking the re
interment of his remains from their temporary resting place in 
New Orleans to Hollywood Cemetery in Richmond. This Is the 
first example we have seen with the original sliver-stamped 
grosgrain ribbon. Rest in peace, oh noble chieftain! ($650.) 

J ack Eubanks Auctions in Brevard, NC recently 
sold a large, copper plaque after a design by 
sculptor Franklin Simmons (1839-1913). 
Marked 'Wm. Miller & Co Metallists, Prov-

idence R.I. F. Simmons Sculp, Pres A. Lincoln 
1865", the high-relief profile is set on a 22' 
diameter surface. Similar examples were made 
presenting numerous political leaders and mili-
tary heroes, circa 1865. $1,300 plus buyer's. 
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James Julia's of Fairfield, ME held a 
"spectacular" firearms auction in 
October. Naturally, most of the items 
consisted of swords, guns, and 

accoutrements. A large sample of Jeff 
Davis' hair, removed from the rebel's pate 
during his confinement at Fortress Mon
roe, earmarked for the "Monument fund", 
with accompanying card of provenance, 
made $1,725. Another relic lot contained two 
pieces of the Confederate flag that floated 

above the 
State House, 
taken when 
Richmond 
fell to General Witzell's troops on April 3, 
1865, plus a fragment of the ''flag of truce 
used... in carrying the mails from Fort 
Sumter to the Main Land. Charleston, SC." It 
sold reasonably for $575. Flnally, a 22 x 34" 
manuscript broadside, August 25, 1869, 
included signatures of notable sponsors or 
managers, including Robert E. Lee, P. G. T. 
Beauregard, George Pickett former Virginia 
Governor Henry Wise and J. B. Magruder. 
The function was a "Full Dress Ball"-likely a 
veteran's gala or fundraiser. The affair was no 
doubt quite dazzling. Estimated at $27,500-
32,500, the bidders decided to "sit this one 
out" with no sale resulting. 

S elling for $8,600 with some 44 bids executed on eBay: a Lincoln 
signed, 8.5 x 7.5" printed order giving recognition and free trans
portation to four regular embalmers and their assistants for the U.S. 
Armies during their good behavior. It reads: "The Quartermasters 

and Provost Marshals WILL GIVE FREE TRANSPORTATION TO Dr. C.B. 
CHAMBERLIN, J.G. HUNTINGTON, A.S. SAUL, J.C. MOTT, and Assis
tants, to and from the Armies operating in Virginia, and those of the South 
and South-West, by regular Government Boats or Rall Roads, or any 
other Transportation "-----.-----r~--~ 
that may be necessary 
for themselves to, 
from, and in the 
Armies, and every
thing relating to their 
business as 
EMBALMERS for the 
United States Armies: 
that all Provost Mar
shals and Quartermas
ters will respect and 
not take up this or the 
regular Passes given 
them by the Secretary 
of War or the Surgeon 
General. The said Dr. 
C.B. CHAMBERLIN, 
J.G. HUNTINGTON, 

---1.. 
A.S. SAUL, J.C. MOTT to be considered and respected as the Regular 
Embalmers for the U. S. Armies, during their good behaviour. Abraham 
Lincoln, January 26 1865." What an odd, quite fun Lincoln document! 

A lderfer Auctions of Halford, PA 
offered three interesting documents 
in their June 8th sale. The first (not 
pictured) is a manuscript circular 

from the Department of State dated Washing
ton, April 17, 1865, addressed to Allan A. Bur
ton, the U.S. Minister to New Grenada. It was 
signed by William Hunter as Acting Secretary 
of State. The circular informs Burton of Presi
dent Lincoln's assassination as well as details 

T he Abraham Lincoln Book Shop in Chicago 
always has better quality Lincolniana avail
able for direct sale. (Hey, Dani Why don't 

you send us some photos of the place and your 

of the attempted assassination of Secretary of ~===~;=~~~~~~~::=; 
State William Seward and Seward's son. It 
further states that Andrew Johnson has 
assumed the duties of President of the United 
States and Hunter temporarily is assuming 
duties of the Secretary of State. 12.5 x 8", 
black bordered, the piece sold for $1,800. 
Also, a printed Presidential proclamation, 
April 19, 1861, declaring a blockade of ports I 
of the states that are currently In insurrection =------=-' 
against the government of the United States, signed in type by Lincoln and 
ink counter-signed by William Seward as Secretary of State. Despite some 
faults, it sold for $1,500. Another printed Department of State circular, this 
dated April 20, 1861, provided notice to be on guard for badly enterprising 
men under the pretended authority of the so-called [sic) Confederate 
States of America outfitting privateers in the ports of New Granada. The cir
cular Is manuscript signed by William Seward as Secretary of State. Also 
showing some age/faults, it hammered for $750. 
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personnel so people can take a 
"virtual tour?") A rarely offered 
copy of Walter Brennan's (not 
the "Real McCoy" Walter Bren
nan!) The Ford Theatre Lincoln 
Assassination Playbills is i.-----------' 

$1,500. This book was produced in a limited edition of 75 
- a necessity if you're ever offered an "original" Ford's 
Theatre playbill and need to 

.__ ____ _. authenticate the piece! Even 
rarer is the rare spoof Behind the Seams: By A 
Nigger Woman Who Took In Work From Mrs. Lin
coln and Mrs. Davis. This 23-page parody was 
published In New York In 1868 in response to Eliz
abeth Keckley's "tell-all book" Behind the 
Scenes ... Dan says It's only the second copy he's 
seen ln his 33 years in the biz. Priced according
ly at $4,500. An oversized Brady albumen of Lin
coln and Tad (0-93) measures 3 5/8 x 4 5/8" and 
is mounted on a 7 3/4 x 9 3/4" tilled card: "Prest. Lincoln and son 'Tad.'" It 
Is $15,500. A matching card has 0-92 and is simply titled "President Lin
coln." It is $18,500. The albumen Is bigger and it is housed in a period frame. 
These are never-before-seen items. As they say, good material "don't come 
cheap!" (Remember, quality endures, "stuff" will always be just that!) 
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C hristie's manuscript and Americana sale in June had a choice selection of Llncolnlana - typically what we've come to expect. There were a dozen 
Lincoln letters or documents plus a couple of "Juicy" broadsides. A signed printed speech of Andrew Johnson, given at the height of the secession 
crisis, clearly showed the loyalties of the border state Democrat. Speech of Hon. Andrew Johnson of Tsnnessee on the State of the Union, Delivered 

in the Senate of the United States, February 5 and 6, 1861. {We guess It was a two-day filibuster!) In it, Johnson expresses his belief that the crisis was a 
product of the ruling class and something the great masses of people did not support. "There Is a spirit in the count,y which, H it does not exist to a very 
great extent In this Hall, does exist in the great mass of people of the North and South, to do what is right; and H the question could be taken away from the 
politicians: If it could be taken away from the Congress of the United States, and referred to the great mass of the intelligent voting population of the United 
States, they would setHe it without the slightest dHficulty, and bid defiance to secessionists and disunionlsts.~ The cataloger opined that Johnson missed the 

point - namely, that the issue had already been taken away from the control of politicians. ($1,800). On the day of 
WIiiie Lincoln's funeral In Washington, February 24, 1862, Lincoln sent a note to one of the few politician friends 
of the Arst lady, to comfort her during this awful time. "Hon. Charles Sumner. Mrs. L. needs your help. Can you 1 

come? A. Lincoln." Sumner no doubt understood exactly what was requested. The funeral service was conducted 1 

by the Reverend Phineas T. Gurley of the New York Avenue PresbYterian Church. Afterwards. Lincoln's older son. I 
Robert, and Senators Lyman Trumbull and Orville Browning rode with the President to Oak Hill Cemetery. 
($28,800.) An 1861 John Wilkes Booth ALS, written to business partner Joseph Simonds from Cincinnati, com-

A.: .~ _,..,.-.p, ~- .,✓.:_, ments on the life of a touring actor. Writing from the hotel lobby, Booth relates: • ... My second week in Buffalo was so so. I 
- ~~ ,4-' - ~"-"'"'• .._., fi . .c..A. ~ ~...v. ✓..-..- played 17 nights in Detroit to a good Bus[lness). After here Monday night, 25th, they count high on me but I am doubtful to 
::. . Y ,~ 7 ~ _ "':..::'. my success. Magi Mitchell ls playing a good engagement here ... excuse this as I am standing In the office with about a hundred 
;,;t~ ,.. . ~ ~ :,r :;f_, people about me blowing at a fearful rate. I am not fixed yet, so I cannot go to my room ... It seems that Forrest Is always in 

~
7 

/ :Ar~ ,~ "'·"-"- trouble. I am sor,y his bus. Is not better, for it Is rough to see such trash {as Barney Williams practices on the stage) get the . ,~ V ·.~ .I /· ~ 
./f'~ ,,..,,./4 ~-/4;/4 best of the legitimate, but sich is life." (hey, I like Barney Williams!!) ($28,800.) An 1865 check written and signed by Lincoln 
t5ff--<-":W-::-2-~ r,;;:....,,,,....;=-==;:;::;;=========1 was made out in the sum of $5 to "Lucy (colored woman)." We don't 
, £~ ~ ✓.---. ,._ 11lloUL!J.itaat:0.Jt ,~ .w 1,w know if this represented a gift or payment for services rendered. It 
f-;.· ;~----;, ;::;;/' !....,. ('~ IJt,is_ §; jll; l) , seems to have been Lincoln's practice to carefully identify payees 
a•~.:,.,,. ~:::·· .~::j! ✓,, -= - -- when they were Blacks. to reassure the bank that the funds were 
),..- ~ ~,.- ,,,.,_. •;. ·_ ''"? (

4;.r;,,..,, • .,.__ ,-r/,.,,, being paid to the right Individual. The most famous example is his 

:7 :};;:i_;J;; .J.¢:;;✓4 :::~~~~=~~;::~::a;u:v~n~~~~
I
:a~~~~l:~!:~:·G~~: 

-1 berg Auctions In Beverly HIiis, California - O\lerseen by our friend, 
,_cc-a•:.~sr_-:-::i.:- I Beverly HIii, sold this exact item for an astounding more-than-twice the original amount, $55,000. 

Bought by the "Arbitrageur" and Immediately consigned to the Goldbergs, it looks like his instincts 
, weren't colored by Christie's lofty prfces! It Is well-known how Theodore Roosevelt greatly admired 
Abraham Lincoln. Two concrete examples of this sentiment were offered in a single lot. One was a type
script manuscript of the Gettysburg Address inscribed "I believe that this was the greatest speech ever 
made. Theodore Roosevelt." The other was a lengthy quotation on Lincoln's greatness, namely his 

• practicality combined with a "fine and high moral sense". signed "Theodore Roosevelt" on the bottom I 
L

,, -.. ....... - • of the page. ($7,800.) It appears that every 20th century president was obligated to make effusive com
,...._.,.,.::_~ ments about Lincoln at one time or another during their terms of office. During the campaign of 1916, 

J4-- ~- ~ President Wilson (a Southerner both by birth and sentiment) made his contribution. He signed a com· 
_ - ---- - - memorative copy of his remarks, offered here. "The Address of Woodrow Wilson I - -- I 

m fil 51 
at the Cabin in which Abraham Lincoln was Born, September 4, 1916." Commenting on the many 

~ biographies he had read, Wilson, a published historian, stated: • ... I have nowhere found a real inti-
• mate knowledge of Lincoln. I nowhere get the Impression In any narrative or reminiscence that the 

1

. 

writer in fact penetrated the heart of the mystery, or that any man could penetrate to the heart of It• 
• ....,_,, w:W..-•,,ue.a ($1,200.) The reward broadside purchased from the Forbes Collection back in 2002 for $70,000 hit ....-~oo (XX) REW ARD! the block once again. Apparently suffering financial reverses, the owner put it up again hoping not to . 

[ ~R(I take a loss. It sold for just about what was paid three years ealier. Speaking of Forbes, Christie's held fflUftll part three of the Malcolm Forbes Collection of American Historical Documents in November. Need-
~ l'r1lldrJll AlnWI i..,.. less to say, the quality of the holdings was unsurpassed. A brass key to the White House, used dur-

D 1111,L &T LUii&. Ing the Lincoln administration, was offered. It had been in continuous use from the time of John 
REW ARD Adams until that of U. S. Grant. It was then determined to replace the lock, and the old key was pre-

-- .... --- sented by doorkeeper Edward Moran to William 0. Stoddard, Lincoln's third secretary (after Hay and 
"""'""'"' -~~ Nicolay). Forbes purchased the key from Swann Galleries in their 1985 Lincoln Sale for $11,000 {a LJ 

&u.llADU very strong price at the time). Here it secured $54,000. A Letter Signed "A. Lincoln", April 5, 1861, 
;;.::...~- - asked Secretary of the Treasury Salmon Chase to make a special arrangement in paying the President's salary. "On to-day, 
-~ and on the fifth of each month ["fi~ crossed out], please to send me a warrant for the amount of my salary as President 
..!.."!.- of the United States." It warranted a final bid of $180,000. A partly-printed manuscript signed "Abraham Lincoln", July 2, 

1861, authorized the Secretary of State to affix the seal to "my order to the Commanding General of the Army of the U.S. 
authorizing him to suspend the writ of Habeas Corpus on any military line between the City of New York and the City of 
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Washington.• Not your usual ·at11x the seal" order! We are not sure If the writ was sus
pended piecemeal In this manner, or universally at some Mure date. The suspension was 
a bone of contention for much of the Lincoln administration, and this Is the first docu
ment we have seen Unklng the President directly with the controversial Issue. A dealer 
took It into custody for $90,000. The first printing of the Gettysburg Address (outside of 

"" .,~ ,~~ newspaper accounts). printed by the Washington Chronicle Office, made a rare appear-
~4-t!.f,::;::._'.t- ance. It was issued on November 22, 1863, Just three days after the ceremonies. Only 

three copleS are known to remain extant. Sotheby's sold one twenty years ago for 
$12,000. Adjusted for inflation, the price today ... $307 .200. What??II Guess we have to 
add that to the 11st of Items we look for at ephemera shows (along with Edgar Allen Poe's 
"Tamer1ane"). The Connecticut bibliophile and dealer who purchased this rarity plans to 

"--1 -."~-------' keep it as a personal Item and not part of his Inventory. A 7-page manuscript written by 
-~-,'-,<. ....... ...;~• the Lincoln family physician, Robert King Stone, details In dispassionate and scientific 

• terms, the medical condition, death. and autopsy of President Lincoln. The first-hand 
~ account. apparently unpublished, was prepared for a lecture Stone gave on May 3, 1865 
I 

oJ 
I "'-.... --. .. ~ 

.,.,1~.JL/-,11,_... 

!~~~--

tit ,,;. --
~~t ,~ ...... ..,u, 
t:ftf F.--- .. 
t t .: 3'1"'3-A-
\ I - ~-- .., • 

for the Medical Society of the District of Columbia. Previously sold by Sotheby Parke 
Bernet as part of the Sang Collection in 1960, this unique document went for $240,000. 
The Forbes sale also presented a late-in-life - and presumably unpublished - photo
graph of U.S. Grant. A silver-print, 7 x 5" (15 x 12" overall), this was made during his 
post-presidency world tour, 1879. ($1,680.) At another sale in December, Christie's offered 
several books that had a Lincoln connection, being titles he is known to have read. A four
volume leather bound set of William Blackstone's ComlTl811/arkJs on the Laws of England, 
published at Oxford In 1769, realized $16,800. Robert Bums' Po8ms Chiefly In the Scottish 
Dialect, published in Kilmarnock In 1786, went for $36,000. A first edition of Lord Byron's 

.....,.,,.,,..____,__,..,.....,..,-'..,-;,.-;,_= Chi/de Harold's Pilgrimage. published In London in 1812, failed to sell despite a modest 
$600-800 estimate. A first edition of Walt Whitman's Lsaves of Grass, published In Brooklyn In 
1855, "moidered dem bums" for $18,000. Lincoln is known to have stretched out on his law office 
bench and read this volume in the presence of BIiiy Herndon. Leaving these hallowed halls, we 
report on a neat campaign item, an 1860 Lincoln for President salt print by John Marsh, mount
ed on a small card. The cataloger touted this handout as a broadside. Despite taking such liber-
ties, It sold within estimate for $7,200. We have seen a Douglas mate and a Lincoln-Hamlin jugate ..___ _______ _ 
mate. Likely, examples tor all the 1860 nominees were produced. Anally, a fun Theodore Roo-
sevelt TLS, as President, makes adulatory reference to Lincoln. Writing to Congressional Medal of Honor recipient Maj. M. R. W. 
Grebe, TR expresses thanks " .. .for the book you kindly sent my son. I am glad he should receive it from the hands of one who 
fought so valiantly in the CMI War and whose devotion to the Union and the cause of liberty won such praise from Abraham Lin
coln, which I gladly endorse.• Grebe, a German Immigrant and member of the Fourth Missouri Cavalry, acted with amazing brav

ery during the July 22, 1864 battle at Decatur. While delivering a message, he repulsed a Rebel attack and killed the Rebel color-bearer after being shot twice 
in the leg. Later the same day, he came upon Rebel soldiers looting the body of General James MacPherson, killed several of them, took others prisoner and 
retrieved the body of the slain Union general. He was expelled from the Army after kllHng a felloW officer in a duel, but was later exonerated and given the 
Medal of Honor in 1899. Lincoln praised him thusly: "Your chivalry and daring ... are acts of absolute, indomitable courage, not needing to be emblazoned by 
the correspondent's pen, as they are written on the annals of the American history by your sword.• This letter made a bully $5,760. 

H oward S. Mott of Sheffield, MA offers rare books and ephemera at fixed-price. In a recent catalog he has an anti Lin
coln 3-page pamphlet, likely of Southern origin, c. 1863, titled News from the Shades from the Department of the Unit
ed States Direct. It contains an 125-line poem excoriating Abe Lincoln, reconstruction, Northern leaders and generals, 
all in a conversation between Satan, his chamberlain and Charon. The chamberlain states: "All Hell tonight is extra light

ed, Old Abe's come down post haste, and gave no warning. The Rebs are glad-the Yankees storming, I'll cure him of his ribald 
joking! I'll give him such a d--d good smoking! I'll cleanse him of the stain of blood! I'll wash him in a fiery flood! I'll bum him 
for his past misdeeds, Until the villain begs and pleads! I'll pay him for his Proclamation I J'II give him such a deep damnation." 
Satan replies why make a fuss "And all about this poor old cuss! Abe Lincoln's nothing but a tool, And always was a d-d old 
fool; It's true he is a desperate liar, But I can't spare him extra fire; It's entirely too much attention For a soul of his dimension." 
These latter-day satanic verses are $250. Also for sale, an 1863 newspaper extra (10 1/4 x 7 1/4") erroneously reports on the 
recapture of Fort Sumter and illustrates the confused and unreliable state of journalism at the time. "Daily Gazette Extra! By Tele
graph over the Erie Railway Telegraph Line. Reported for the Dally Gazette. Sunday Morning, Nov. 8. SUMTER OURS! It is taken 
by Storm After Three Days Furious Bombardment! It is Occupied by the 144th Pa Vols. The 'Old Flag' that Anderson was Com
pelled to Lower, Floating on the Ruins! Glorious News from Gens. Meade and Butler. Contemplated Movement on Richmond." 
The extra goes on to contradict the previosly circulated report of the evacuation of Richmond.( $1,500.) An 1862 first edition of 
Chaires Farrar Browne's (pseudonym Artemus Ward) Artemus Ward His Book. With many Comic Illustrations Is $300. Lincoln 
was known to be a big fan of Artemus Ward and read a sketch from his High Handed Outrage in Utica to his Cabinet members 

Carte photograph of 
"Artemus Ward" (Charles F. 
Browne) by Allen & Horton 
of Boston. He was one of 

Lincoln's favorite humorists. 
- presumably to lighten the mood - just before reading to them his first draft of the Emancipation Proclamation. --------
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I n June, Sotheby's offered a dramatic Mary Lincoln ALS, 6 pages on mourning stationary embossed with a gothic capital L 
within a shield, from Washington, D.C., May 29 [1862], to Springfield neighbor Mrs. John C. Sprigg: "What would I give to 
see you & talk to you, in our crushing bereavement, if any one's presence could afford comfort, it would be yours,· writes ..,0;.. ✓• ••• n.-~!-~-;rr 

Mary to her good friend Julia Ann Spriggs three months after the loss of her eleven .. year-old son Willie to typhoid fever. The 1✓,1;.. Art-., t~ 41

;:...-- .. ::.~":2· 
third Lincoln son. who inherited many of his father's traits, had been the closest to his mother. Willie shared her love of read- ·'':::· _"/,✓ 7-:::::;v:.::;/.. 
ing, especially poetry, and was uncannily spiritual for one so young. Mary prophesied that Willie would be her comfort in her ~✓--o/ " ..,, . -~- .u .. .-.J 

declining years. For three months after the funeral, Mary Lincoln was so devastated and inconsolable that she sunk into a deep . ··:,i·-.;:;,;'j';: .. ;-:.:;;:. • , , 
depression, unable to function, even to write to family or friends. "Your very welcome letter was received two weeks since, ,_. ,.._ e-~-~ ,~ ,-.4:' ~ 

:- -:·f- .... ,,...;i. -and my sadness & ill health have alone prevented my replying to it.... All that human skill could do, was done for our I L _'l "'...... 19 
sainted boy; Mary writes, 'I fully believe the severe illness, he passed through, now, almost two years since, was but a r -
warning to us, that one so pure, was not to remain long here and at the same time. he was tent us a little longer ... when the blow came, it found us so unpre
pared to meet ii." By 1862 Washington's population had swelled from 60,000 to 200,000 with an influx of military personnel and profiteers. The District's 
strained sewage lines broke and drained into the Potomac, along with human waste from the camp latrines, thus becoming a major conduit for wild out
breaks of typhoid fever. The White House continued to draw its water from the contaminated river, and 
Willie. whose kidneys and heart had probably been damaged by scarlet fever two years before. con
tracted the disease in early February. His earliest symptoms were chills from which it was presumed he 
would recover. However, medicines and home remedies did not prevail, and the boy wasted away. On 
18 February, he lapsed into a coma and died two days later. The sorrowful letter continues: "When I think 
over his short but happy childhood, how much comfort, he always was to me, and how fearfully I always 
found my hopes concentrating on so good a boy as he was-when I can bring myself to realize that he 
has indeed passed away, my question to myself is, 'can life be endured?" The day after his death Willie 

-,--

was laid out in the Green Room. Mary placed a sprig of laurel on her favorite son's chest and left the __ . _ ,-.... 
room, never to re-enter it or the room on the second floor where he had died. ($18,000) In their Novem
ber sale, Sotheby's offered a "tooler" lot, or two items for one price. It consisted of a telegram from the 
president of the Magnetic Telegraph Company of Philadelphia to the President of the United States, 
Abraham Lincoln. Sent four days after Lincoln's first inauguration, the good samaritan (or would-be 
spy!) notifies the President of an impending shipment of "friction cannon primers" to Texas. The accompanying item was an ALS from Lincoln to Secretary 
of War Cameron written the following day, reading "I do not suppose the enclosed dispatch is of any consequence; nevertheless I send it to you." It's a good 
thing that the intelligence wasn't particularly important, because the likelihood of Cameron following up on it was nil. The problems of sifting through the 
vast array of intelligence, properly assessing it and sending it to the right agencies tor follow through, is nothing new. It continues to this day! ($15,600.) 

S teven Raab of Ardmore, PA offers rather high-end autograph material in his periodic catalogs. An Andrew 
Johnson Letter Signed, August 25, 1865, on Executive Mansion letterhead, authorizes the release of tran
scripts of the Wirz Trial, then ongoing. It is believed Johnson wanted the public to be aware of the com-

plicity of Confederate authorities In war crimes. "The Judge Advocate General 
Informs me that he considered the publica
tion in full of the proceedings of the Wirz 
court as important. Should you upon consul
tation with him deem it necessary to a full 

.C ~,. ,.;,., ...... ~ b:,,, ... / • f h b P bl' ... ;, . ..,- . ~. ,, ..... -.«,..,, understanding o t e case y the u Ic, you 
,,,r ~~-- c- ,. /• ,, -/,"' are authorized to arrange for the publication 
,_,,..,,,_._~,f .,,t g.;_ (.Z:, ~ ~ 
,~, .. ,-..J• of the daily proceedings of the court in exten-

.1:-~ ,i- •/- .,~~ .~u- • _ _ + ,. ,,.,~ so In such manner as is best adapted to ,,.,, &- 4, .... ~ -.:.-... ~.•- 4.,;. 
_I:;!' -~.~~~ ..v. -- Jr-,_.f,,.-L, secure the end required." (This, before the 

✓,-· ...... ,...,"' "'' •• \ days of ''Court TVI") Wirz was the first per-
~ ~.t ,,.,,c: illy .;;,:+}"- I ,,, • ...,. son tried and executed for war crimes in an 

American proceeding and the only one dur-
1~-~ I 

--~-~-~ • , ,.,, ._ _______ __, ing the Civil War. $11,800. Raab's feature lot, 
L----------- "Price Upon Request'', is a very important and historical document indeedl It 

is a printed Department of State form, manuscript completed and signed by Lincoln, dated April 19, 1861. 
In it, the President authorizes "the Secretary of State to affix the Seal of the United States to a Proclamation set
ting on foot a Blockade of the ports of the States of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, 
Louisiana and Texas." The blockading of ports is considered an act of war in international law, but Lincoln took 
this executive action, rather than deferring to Congress. This precedent-setting act was considered by the 
Supreme Court, in a post-war ruling, as the starting date of the Civil War. This document, though being offered 
for sale, is slated for exhibit in the National Constitution Center's traveling exhibit: "Lincoln and the Constitution." 
Two other items from the "Raab Collection" will also be loaned: the pen Lincoln used to sign the Emancipation 
Proclamation and the first draft of Lincoln's First Inaugural Address. The venues of the exhibit will be the Lincoln 
Museum in Fort Wayne (February-June 2006) and the Connecticut Historical Society (July-September 2006). 

G ary Combs Autographs of Man
hattan offers a Chester Alan 
Arthur manuscript LS written 

by the former president as Chairman of 
the Grant Monument Association, tasked 
with designing and building Grant's 
Tomb. In this letter calling for a meeting, 
Arthur writes to the Secretary of the 
Association, Richard T. Greener, the first 
African-American graduate of Harvard. A 
lover of art, Greener vetoed early plans 
for the Grant Monument as "unworthy 
designs" until the John Hemenway Dun
can proposal which he thought fit "as 
presenting the characteristics of the 
Conqueror of the Rebellion." ($2,500.) 

Two completely 
unknown White 

Supremacy 
campaign rib· 

bons supporting 
Seymour in 

1868 showed up 
on eBay. What a 
find! ($9,600.) 
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S ignature House of Bridgeport, WV, had two recent auctions with fun material we thought worthy of mention. One lot headlined: -
"IF SPLITTING RAILS WAS ANY RECOMMENDATION TO A MAN" naturally caught our eye. Illinois farmer Augustine Breese ~ - ,,._ 

..-...... -,.. ~--
wrote three letters to his brother John in Michigan prior to the Civil War, 1852-60. Much farming content with wry references ~",.,:!?-h 
to Lincoln. On Jan 27, 1852, Breese writes asking his brother send him a young farm hand as the one he had ran away. He .r:.- ,.:- ~~ ;:::.=e 

describes the expected worker, a 'boy that can plough & harrow & tend com &c .. .' He continues, "Wheat is , -_ J::;..:.-;:,,:_A,-;.:,. 
only worth 40 to 42 cts & hard to get money for it at that...We have preaching in our school house every two • -::..:: ~ :. -~-=-= 
weeks ... there is talk now of having a church organized here In the spring ... lf you see father tell I shall write to .. -;-~:-,'!' -=-.::::-. ;_: 
him soon .. .' Jul 2, 1860, he writes on a lettersheet adorned with rail fencing, a portrait of Lincoln and flatboat , ...... __ , .. ..,...._ .• 
scene. He advises his brother that his family is in 'good health & have a good prospect for a good crop. I ~-:. :::..:-::=:.:·;.;· .':i:1 
sowed about 60 acres of wheat & it looks first-rate ... Crops in this part of the state never looked better .. : Amus-- - ;' • ,..~ 
ingly, he references the letterhead engraving, "If splitting rails was any recommendation to a man you & I might put in a c.lalm.' His last 
letter, Nov 9, 1860, advises the selling prices of his crops and that he is 'determined if I am favored by a kind Providence to get out of 
debt as soon as possible .. .' He complains in a postscript, 'I have to pay 5 prct for this draft because of the election of Lincoln.' ($500.) 
A rather unusual relic was also offered: "WORN BY MRS. FRANCIS BLAIR AT LINCOLN'S FUNERAL... Handsome black appllque skirt 
and matching fitted blouse featuring black beaded neckline and cuffs over buttoned bodice with pink and cream lace neck insert belong
ing to Mrs. Francis Blair Sr. Worn by her at the funeral of President Abraham Lincoln. It Is in excellent condition, the fully lined skirt still 
retaining buttons and other fittings. It was acquired from the Blair Estate in Silver Spring, Maryland. The garment is accompanied by 
framed provenance from the original owner. Mrs. Blair's husband was active in organizing the Republican Party. He served President Lin
coln in several informal capacities including sounding out Robert E. Lee regarding heading the Union Army and acting as a representa
tive with Jefferson Davis which led to the unsatisfactory 'peace conference' of 1865." With an estimate of $3-5,000, it hammered for 

$1,500. (Can you imagine next Halloween? Look at me! I'm Mrs. Blair!) A Letter Signed by Andrew Johnson on "Executive 
/ ,,..,fl,. //,,,,,, ,. I Mansion" letterhead in 1866 indicates Andy was not above taking advantage of his position: "The Surgeon General will sell to 

If....,,. ....... Mr. Neill one of my secretaries such articles as he may need at the same rates they are sold to officers of the Army, for house-
-- ,...,... "'-·· _,_..... hold use." ($775). U.S. Grant was the first American president to travel abroad, although he did so after leaving office. Natu-

-·;- J.!-'9 rally, the protocols for his visit were somewhat undefined, necessitating well-thought-out professional advice. An 1879 man-::; ~ ".L ,:_ . - .: -- . ~-- . _ . ..._ ~ I uscript from the American Consul at Shanghai alerts the President to a possible faux pas. "It will be impossible for the Chi-
__ ,_ -· nese to view General Grant in any other light than that of a sovereign personage ... We can not underlake to teach them, on 

this special occasion, wherein a Republic differs from a Monarchy. .. Suffice it to say that we have been treated with regal hon
ors everywhere in the West; and, for this reason alone should be so treated in China as well... The General should positively 

not leave a card, as it would be entirely out of keeping with his character as a ruler. Such a person is never supposed to have occasion to use a card ... " ($345.) 

P refiles in History of Beverly Hills offers high-end autograph material via fixed-price lists. A January 19, 1861 Winfield Scott LS shows the cagey 
old warrior thinking ahead, planning for the defense of Washington, in the wake of the secession crisis. He tells Gen. Sandford about a letter he 
wrote to New York Governor Morgan. "I quote, for your information, the first two paragraphs of that letter. as follows: 'I am very suf8 the Presi· 

dent [Buchanan], as yet, has not seriously thought of calling for volunteers of militia from any quarter beyond this district, & to maintain the peace here, 
the local militia, the constabulary & some 700 regulars-Including three companies of horse or flying artillery are at present, deemed sufficient Perhaps, 
no regiment or company can be brought here, from a distance, without producing hurtful jealousies in this vicinity. If there be an exception, it is the 7th 
Infantry, of the City of New York. which has become somewhat national, & Is held, deservedly, In the highest respect from its escorting the remains of 
President Monroe from New York to Richmond & its presence at the Inauguration of the statues of the Father of his country In Washington." The 7th NY, 
as well as the 6th Mass., did eventually deploy to Washington, but only after the outbreak of hostilities. like many projects, this one was seriously hin
dered by the slowly moving wheels of bureaucracy. ($12,500.) An 1848 Lincoln ALS, discusses the expediency of abandoning Henry Clay as the Whig 
presidential nominee and going with the more electable Zach Taylor. "I have not seen in the papers any svidence of a movement to send a delegate from 
your circuit to thB June convention. I wish to say that I think it all important that a delegate should be sent. He [Clay] might get New York; and that would 
have elected in 1844, but it will not now; because he must now, at the least, lose Tennessee, which he had then, and, In addition, the fifteen new votes 
of Rorlda, Texas, Iowa, and Wisconsin. I know our good friend Browning [Orville H. Browning) is a great admirer of Mr. Clay, and I therefore fear; he is 
favoring his nomination. If he Is. ask him to discard feeling, and try if he possibly can, as a matter at Judgment, count the votes necessary to elect him. 
In my judgment, we can elect nobody but Gen. Taylor; and we can not elect him without a nomination. Therefore, don't fail to send a delegate." Pro
moting Taylor as early as 1847, Lincoln took an extremely active role in the Presidential campaign. He worked wHh a committee of Congressmen to frank 
thousands of speeches and documents; campaigned in Maryland and Delaware; made a speaking tour of Massachusetts; and returned to campaign in 
Illinois as well. A principal Issue in the contest was Taylor's alleged lack of principles, and Lincoln's speech in the House of Representatives, July 27, 
1848 - known sometimes as the "military coattails" speech - addressed the issue with pungent humor. Answering Democratic charges that Whigs were 
trying to ride into office on the coattails of a military hero who stood for nothing, Lincoln noted the hypocrisy of such a charge from the party of Andrew 
Jackson. He belittled efforts to glorify the military career of Lewis Cass in a famous passage that poked fun at his own llmtted military experience. Brown
ing was eventually persuaded to support Taylor over Clay, and so voted as a delegate to the Whig National Convention in Philadelphia. Offered together 
with the original transmittal envelope free franked by Congressman Lincoln. ($100,000.) A printed and manuscript DS by Lincoln, July 6, 1863, calls up 
2,211 troops from the first district of the State of New York. The first draft law was enacted on March 3. 1863. This call-up was issued three days after 
the Battle of Gettysburg and just prior to the NYC draft riots, which may have been precipitated to some degree by this very order. Ironically, the Draft 
Law actually increased the number of volunteers. For the entire war, only 162.535 men (or about 6% of the total) were raised by the draft. ($25,000.) 
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A
lexander Autographs of Greenwich, CT held auctions in February, June, and again in October. Among the offerings, a June 9, 1861 ALS of General 
Pierre G. T. Beauregard (accent on the "Bo!"), reflected the same concern of the Lincoln administration over the presence of disloyal citizens among 
the general population. " ... Herewith enclosed please find two papers relative to the arrest of Mr. W. R. Snow ... who is considered here, as a danger
ous person to our cause under the existing circumstances, with the enemy only a few miles from our advanced posts ... ! consider it of the utmost 

importance that all such disloyal citizens ... shall be either arrested forthwith or ordered out of the country, until the end of the war .. .'' Beauregard goes on to 
contemplate alternate solutions-requiring a "test" oath of allegiance or calling up the militia and seeing who volunteers. Instead of having prisoner exchanges, 
why didn't someone come up with the idea of disloyal citizen exchanges or swaps? That would have saved the powers-that-be a whole lot of "agita." ($4,025.) 
An 1863 manuscript petition from Texas was a real eye-opener! In it, a "free person of African descent" and her six children under the age of fourteen apply 
to re-enter slavery. ''She desires to choose a master for herself and her six children according to the statute ... petitioner and her said children may become 
the property as slaves of said Jefferson S. Nash, as fully as if she and her children had been born as slaves ... " Talk about your masochists! Overly estimat-

ed at $3,500-4,500, it failed to sell. Another solution to the problem of what to do with former slaves was reflected in a let-
.... ,.., ~.J_,,.. ter sent to President Lincoln. In it, the chairman of the "American Freedman's Inquiry Commission", Robert Dale Owen. 

forwards his report and recommendations on what to do with recently emancipated slaves and refugees in the care of the 
Union Army. We sort of doubt that one of his suggestions was finding new masters for1he unfortunates. ($800.) The cover 
lot, a signed 3/ 3/4 x 5 1/4" albumen of Lincoln and Tad perusing a photograph album (photographed by Anthony Berger 
on February 9, 1864), was estimated at $75,000-100,000. The verso bore a notation "The autograph is genuine. It was 
procured by me at the White House in June 1864. F. W. Pitcher." It went "out de door" for $103,500. A souvenir card signed 

I by Confederate V.P. Alexander Stephens was special in that it was obtained during the aborted Hampton Roads Peace Con
ference of February 1865. Lincoln agreed to meet three Confederate envoys (messieurs Robert T. Hunter, John A. Camp-

1 
bell and Alexander Stephens) even though all parties involved knew the end was in sight. Jeff Davis' insistence on an inde
pendent Confederacy basically precluded any chance of success. The card is inscribed "Alexander H. Stephens Con. State 
Comm'r. City Point Va. 2 Feb. 1865." Stephens stuff Is generally "who cares" but this had some umph to it! ($750.) An 

--------- ensemble of items related to Lincoln's funeral in New York was presented. It included a black silk 
, ...., ~-. ~ ,..,,. • ., ~ -~ armband, an order/pass for C. H. Bdridge to serve as "Guard of Honor" on April 25, 1865 during 

the Lincoln funeral at City Hall, New York. together with the transmittal envelope. It was obviously 
an honorary position, as Eldridge was only required to stand guard next to Lincoln's casket between 
2 and 4 P.M. ($1, 150.) Besides fighting the Radical Republicans and impeachment proceedings, 

( ' fr"'....r. --.A-- ~ 
f" 'J.,'n t, ~,""( 

:t -r~r 
L--------- Lincoln's successor, Andrew Johnson, spent a great deal of his time issuing Presidential Pardons. 
On October 25, 1866, he issued one to George A. Trenholm. This gentleman served as the Confederate Secretary of the Treasury 
and was active in blockade running in the early part of the War. We don't know if Johnson received information about the location 
of Confederate gold in return for issuing this pardon (it had to exist! They made a bunch of Hollywood movies about it!). In any 
event, this partially printed manuscript document signed "Andrew Johnson" realized $3,450. An ALS of Charles Sumner was offered 
in the mail bid section of the catalog. Again, Sumner material is not highly sought-after, but this example R I 
was quite appealing. Written from the Senate Chamber on January 28, 1861, during the height of the seces- qr1-V....:) 

____ _, sion crisis, it reflected the point of view of many abolitionists regarding the L__ 
dissolution of the Union. "Not that I love the Union less but Freedom more, so ~A,.,,f,!;• ·I 

I now, in pleading this great cause, insist that Free- ,e-;,-,,1~_:~~ 
.... . ,-...;-,... dom at all hazards shall be preserved!" Lincoln was ,~-,,,c,- f,t;(..,I,!!_~ 

,} 1.... .._ content to let freedom for Blacks take "a back seat" as ~~-•~-4. ,. ,'.=,u?,J 
,:, ;< ·;:: ~ long as the Union was preserved. Politicians like ~A.l(:J;:;~~A 
... .::. ~ Sumner were perfectly content to let the South go its ,i,,...~~/4>-tfu o,:,Y 

I--- own way. ($325.) In their October sale, one lot con- t'i,.,,_, .. '£-7~d-1-· 
... - fained three documents related to the donation by the ~. ,;:/N,.,,.-. 

city of Richmond, VA of the house that would become /~:,: t¥a---..e, 
==-~-- =~=--' the White House of the Confederacy. The documents r '1,,,~ ~ 

.,.~ ""•"-

-- -

were secretarial copies of original correspondence between city councilmen and CSA Secretary of the Treasury Christopher Memminger and Congressman 
William C. Rives, members of a committee tasked with locating a suitable executive mansion. " ... the House which you provide is so desirable a one, that we 
would be glad to accept it... if you permit us on the part of the Confederate States to relieve the City of Richmond from any expense ... We would therefore 
propose to you, to take the House and furniture, upon an undertaking to pay the usual rent for the same ... [or] to pay during the President's occupation the 
interest on the purchase money given by the city for the property .. .'' It found no buyers, likely a result of the $20,000-30,000 estimate. Anyone visiting Rich
mond should make it a point to go to Clay Street and visit the restored mansion and the Museum of the Confederacy located next to it. An 1864 Robert E. 
Lee ALS expresses the hope that the war would end in due order. " ... The time is near at hand when every good man should be at his post, and I hope your 
husband's affairs can be arranged without his personal attendance. If he and his fellow soldiers display, as I doubt not they will, the patriotic spirit that ani
mates yourself, I trust the day is not far distant when they may all return to the homes which it is now their first duty to defend ... " ($6,465.) A Clement Val
landlgham ALS, Dayton, OH, August 13, 1862, expresses the controversial Copperhead's view of the War: " ... No man has a right to forsake his country in 
her hour of peril. 'Except ye abide in the ship, ye cannot be saved' ... I am myself ready at all times to incur any responsibility which my sense of duty demands; 
but ask no one else to divide it with me ... We are in the midst of the great crisis of the revolution. It will be followed by another reaction which cannot be 
checked as the others have been. Let us be firm & wait ... the ballot box will be triumphant at last... The future was all written years ago ... Our constitutional 
rights we will not surrender-never, let the consequences be what they may ... " This guy sounds like one strange dude! ($350.) 
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B ill Mastro continues to run the show at "Mastronet" 
despite new ownership. He has offered some significant 
items in his past three sales. A copy of the elusive "Wig

wam Grand March" was offered. This is only the second appear
ance of this Item in the last 40 years (or, it may in fact be the 
same copy that recently surfaced on eBay, selling via "private 
treaty" to an unknown collector for $1,700). Sold for a "note
worthy" $2,660. A "Wide Awakes for Lincoln and Hamlin" ban
ner, adorned with metal fringe and eleven star rosettes, was esti
mated at $10,000. The cataloger waxed euphoric on this one, 
''blindly" praising its merits. While quite a fine piece, similar to .__ ______ __,, 
one pictured in Stu Schneider's Collecting Lincoln - undoubtedly produced by the same artist, there were those who 
had qualms about it. Still, it sold for a BANNER $58, 140! It is currently In the inventory of a professional flag dealer -
someone specializing In the more traditional "Standard" market. (He was recently known to be buying political 
kerchelfs from Wes Cowan ... perhaps reflecting a new appreciation for campaign textiles!) An elusive parianware stat
uette of Lincoln, marked "Constitutional Freedom", surfaced here. There are only a handful of these known. The last 
one to make an appearance sold on eBay four years ago for $5,000+. This might have been the same one. $4,925. A 
unique 1864 needlepoint for Fremont, showing a workingman clutching the American flag, inscribed at bottom "Fre
mont and the Union. Victory, or death" exuded folk art qualities. Some "crafty" collector snared this for $4,280. Anoth
er unique item (pardon our overuse of this term) caught our notice - a 12 x 17" Grant portrait flag Inscribed "Grant & 
Colfax. We Will Fight It Out on This Line If It Takes All Summer". It did indeed look like it had been through 
some skirmishes, but a determined combatant captured it for $11,365. Rail Splitter Charlie McSorley 
entrusted his celebrated "Cooper Institute" ticket to the boys of Willowbrook. It received a full page in the ••1J:1J1-n UJtiVJVll'I a. 
catalog, pictured opposite a page showing the "Cooper Union" portrait of Lincoln. With no auction history 
to go by, the auctioneer set the starting bid at $2,500 which, in itself, would have been a record for any tick
et of this type. What cost 25 cents in 1860, cost $7,625 in 2005. Like they sometimes say at the race track, 
"Hold on to your tickets!" An undated Mary Lincoln ALS written from the Executive Mansion informs Mrs. Lester "I would be very much 
pleased to see you at the house this evening. Mr. Lincoln will be with us." Tellingly, she didn't say "Mr. Lincoln and I would be very much 
pleased .. ." We wonder if the First Lady was using her husband's 
presence as a lure to attract visitors who normally wouldn't come 
if this was not the case. $5,300. A rare 8 1/2" parlan bust of 
Stephen Douglas, in which the Lincoln antagonist appears rather 
boyish and svelte, sold for $1,225. We assume the piece was pro
duced in England after Douglas' death in 1861. A Currier & Ives 
Grand National Banner for Breckinridge and Lane (the rarest of all 
Grand National Banners and only the third example we have 
encountered in over forty years of collecting) made $12,775 
despite having been folded In quarters. The overall appearance 
was quite fine. Showing quite a bit more "character" (having 
"been around the parade route" a few limes) was a 12 x 7" "Lin
coln and Hamlin Wide Awake's" flag. Despite holes, soiling and 
folds, this evocative piece made an eye-opening $18,000. A 
blockbuster Lincoln "turkey red" bandanna from the election of 
1864, measuring 24 1/2 x 29", drew a lot of attention. Brightly 
colored in red, white, blue and brown, it featured clasped hands, American eagles and furled flags around a 
central portrait of "President Abraham Lincoln.'' This piece can deservedly be the centerpiece of any Lincoln 
collection or a "collection" In itself! It realized a reasonable $16,800, certainly a good buy when compared 
to the aforementioned flag. The December sale had a Lincoln Wide Awake portrait flag. These come in two 
similar varieties, with subtle differences in the portrait of Lincoln. The one sold here was the one where Lin
coln appears to have a mustache. It sold for $46,650, a strong price. A 30 x 42" multicolored McClellan 
broadside, issued in Philadelphia, was considered by the owner the finest piece in his collection, and he had 
high expectations for it. It made $18,450. We feel compelled to mention a "Wide Awake" torch which had us 
feeling uneasy. It certainly didn't look right, with an applied paper label and stenciled lettering. The final price, 
$785, accurately reflects the public perception of this piece. In the last few years, we have noticed a slew of 
Items being sold (ribbons, flags and banners) with stenciled inscriptions. Indeed, this very auction included 
three such examples (Buffalo Bill and Roosevelt's Rough Riders in addition to the torch). We find the sud
den appearance of such pieces, stylistically inconsistent with established artifacts, as very suspicious. Until 
proven otherwise, we consider all such items suspect. If offered one, tread cautiously! 
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More In The Marketplace 

H 
eritage Galleries of Dallas, TX is developing into the proverbial 800-lb. gorilla in the collectibles field. They already tout themselves as the largest 
auctioneer of collectibles In the country with over $300 million in sales during the last year. Their advertisements are ubiquitous in all the trade pub
lications and they are aggressively expanding into new "collecting niches" above-and-beyond coins, comics and fine art. Under the supervision of 
Tom Slater (head honcho of the Americana division). they recently Issued their first catalog devoted exclusively to autographs, manuscripts and 

rare books. This initial foray was quite a behemoth with over 700 lots. A U.S. Grant war-date ALS, written to Captain Greber of the 4th Missouri Cavalry, com
plies with an autograph request and thanks the German national for his services, prior to his return to the vaterland. " ... My best wishes will accompany you 
to the land of your fathers. I at the same time cannot forebear expressing my thanks, through you, for the patriotic loyalty of our adopted citizens, your coun
trymen in this hour of trial. I believe also we have with us the sympathy of your home government." Grant was not above doing a little "schmoozing", it 
appears. German-Americans were strong supporters of the Republican Party. $1,955. A signed Lincoln commission, dated April 17, 1861, appoints "J. H. 
German ... Second Lieutenant in the 1st Regiment of the Militia of the District of Columbia." This appointment was executed In the first days of the Civil War, 
when the Lincoln administration frantically endeavored to raise troops for the defense of Washington. This unusual, partly-printed form with bold signature 
of the beleaguered president made $7,475. Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation was viewed with disgust by the Southern rebels, yet they could issue procla
mations of their own to undermine the Union cause. Such a proclamation was signed by CSA General John C. Breckinridge on November 7, 1864, In the 
West Virginia-East Tennessee theatre. Like Lincoln's odious edict, it was to take affect on January 1st [1865]. Its purpose was to lure Southerners from the 
ranks of the Union Army. " ... who before the 1st day of January 1865, shall leave said service, with the purpose of leading a peaceful and orderly life, shall 
receive the protection of the Confederate authorities. and shall not be taken for military service, nor as hostages for those who may be seized by the United 

l'Jllii------!"-=~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiJ States authorities, unless they shall thereafter be guilty of acts of hostility to the Confederate Government." An interest
ing scrap of American history that realized $4,600. An April 6, 1861 Jefferson Davis ALS, written from the first capital, 
Montgomery, deals with the flow of recruits from the ranks of the United States Army. During the secession crisis and 
the early part of 1861, many men of Southern birth and sympathies resigned their commissions in the U.S. Army in order 
to serve the Confederacy (notable among them, Robert E. Lee), In this letter, President Davis acknowledges a letter of 
recommendation for a commission for the sole surviving son of David G. Burnet, first President of the Republic of Texas. 
Like Sam Houston, Burnet opposed secession, but finally switched his allegiance when his son, WIiiiam. resigned his 
commission and requested an appointment In the Confederate Army. Burnet Senior and Texas 
Congressman Guy Bryan wrote to Jeff Davis who replies " ... Your letter together with his 

~~;;;~;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;; father's shall be laid before the Secretary of War and due consideration shall be given 
•·•· -~i them at the proper time." $4,600. Heritage auctioned the Jim O'Neal Collection of U.S. 

~IP,!'. •• Currency during the Central States Numismatic Society Convention in St. Louis In 
! May. The technical achievement and artistic quality of 19th century American cur-
;. • . rency is quite remarkable and, even though we don't collect it, we can admire it 
• • • nonetheless. A "Bright High Grade $10 Demand Note" from 1861 depicted Lincoln, 

an eagle and Lady Liberty. It is marked "Payable By the Asst. Treasurer of the U.S. 
at Boston." $12,650. A "Choice New 1880 Red Seal Hundred" also showed Lincoln 
and was estimated at $75,000. It made $92,000. A $10 "Compound Interest Trea
sury Note" from 1864 showed Treasury Secretary Salmon Chase and was dated 
August 15, 1864. It was likewise estimated at $75,000 and sold for $54,625. A simi
lar note for $20 had Lincoln, rather than Chase, supplying the "cacher. It garnered 
$18,400. Finally, a "Choice Uncirculated Single-Digit Serial Number Seward" was offered. 
This $50 bill issued in 1891 had Lincoln's Secretary of State in profile. It was serial number B2 
with a red star. One of but five single digit serial number notes known, it was estimated to sell for $200,000 or better. 
Zowee! 11 (we're in the wrong business!) It went for $299,000. In two additional sales that followed, Heritage offered 
more great Americana. A mounted albumen of Rev. Josiah Henson (1789-1883) showed the former escaped slave in 

lm!
if■~. later life, as a Methodist preacher. Henson was the acknowledged model for Uncle Tom in Harriet Beecher Stowe's 1852 

;.. .. _ broadside, printed in Alabama on June 12, 1856, exhorted "All True Southern Men" to , 
_ 1-= --~ classic. He had no problem people calling him an Uncle Tom! $1.725. A 12 x 181/2" 

; . ~. . assist in establishing slavery in the territory of Kansas. In answer to the question "Shall 
Kansas Be Surrendered to the Abolitionists?", the author stated 
emphatically "no." He claims the abolitionists from Massachusetts 
have raised money to defeat them. "Shall we sit down In idleness and 
permit our enemies to wall up Southern institutions, and thus endanger 
our existence as a people? ... These people are engaged in the business 

~=:=!!!!!; of fanaticism and treason ... Shall we turn our backs on the brave Mis-
sourians who stretch out their hands to us for help in a common cause ... let all true men unite in crushing 
out this spirit of submission to abolition aggression and willingness to surrender Southern Rights without 
a struggle ... " Two speakers are slated to appear at twelve Alabama locations to raise money to assist the 
Border Ruffians in establishing Kansas as a slave state. This historically important Southern imprint made a 
deserving $2,070. A graphic 1860 Lincoln paper campaign ribbon, printed In red and black, sold for $2,500 
(Charlie Mcsorley had one of these around ten years ago for the same price) A highly desirable 1860 Lin-

continued, top of next page 
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coin portrait campaign badge in silvered brass, similar to the one that sold in the Zabriskie Sale six years ago for $4,950, made 
$7,200 this time around. Who knows when another one will show up? Like the large "hat badge", it was no doubt produced by 
Childs of Chicago. A 43 x 50" Lincoln portrait banner with "marmoset portrait", was estimated at $45,000-60,000. Pictured In a 
previous issue of The Rail Splitter, it was consigned, along with a large Henry Clay banner from 1844, by an Erie, Pennsylvania 
woman in whose family the pieces descended. The family was active in Whig politics and their barn was often the site for political 
rallies and speech-a-tying. She had shopped these around several years back, looking for best cash offers over $25,000 and 

,..,_ 
&JIDIU:W ,IOIIJlllO .. 

$35,000 for the Clay and Lincoln. The Lincoln went for $51,750. A 16 x 
27" Lincoln and Johnson campaign flag ( recycled from an 1860 Bell and 
Everett flag by application of new name panels) fluttered away for 
$29,900. A 26 x 31" oil on canvas of Ulysses S. Grant by Ole Peder 
Hansen Balling crossed the block for $16,000. Balling was a Norwegian 
immigrant who established a New York City studio 1n 1856, specializing 
in historical portraits. He served in the Civil War until discharged in 1863 

TD - -
10

--. (he was shot in the back by one of his own men and promptly resigned 
his commission, citing his lack of fluency in English). Besides 

Grant, he also painted John Brown and James Garfield. 
Three of his works hang In the National Gallery. He is also 
known to have sketched Lincoln in the White House prior 
to visiting Grant at his City Point headquarters In 1865. 
The painting descended in the family of Robert Nugent, 

one of the organizers of the 69th NY Regiment. A large 
1860 Lincoln "split rails" medal by Key of Philadelphia, like

ly the finest example in existence. sold for a strong $960. 
Normally, this medal 

1 might be worth $250-
300, so condition is 

"Key!" Along those same 
lines, a 30 mm. copper shell 

ferrotype ("Abram Lincoln Free Soil & Free Men. Hannibal Hamlin Free Speech") in pris
• tine condition made $4,180. A decent example should sell for $1,200 or so. A 15" tall 

·"' Staffordshire figurine of Lincoln on horseback (gaudy and kitschy, but with a certain charm!) 
lit up the tote board at $2,000. A very unusual Lincoln mourning ribbon issued by the American Protestant Association sold 
for $390. A very colorful trade card for Gen. McClellan Smoking Tobacco (which, like McClellan's campaign, went "up in 

smoke") realized $260. A Bell & Everett Grand 
National Banner by Currier & Ives (with some tears 
and trimming) must have rang somebody's chimes, 
as it garnered an amazing $15,085! Anally, 
an "Editor's Ticket" to the 1868 Republican r; 
National Convention in Chicago made $660. I 
This event was the third national convention 
to be held in Chi-Town, three elections run- I ' 
ning (starting with the 1860 Wigwam Con-I 1 

_ _ 

ventlon that nominated Lincoln). It set a lll_:D:iiToa•a TxosaT, 
precedent that would ignominiously end •

1 

a.:;;...0:--· .,,U./4!•:..~ 
exactly one hundred years later in 1968. _ -

R & R Enterprises of Bedford, NH has been auctioning autographs for 25 years. An Abraham Lincoln ALS, July 20, 1863, on Executive Mansion let
terhead, supports the promotion of CoL Charles Harken, who served under Rosecrans at Murfreesboro. Apparently, the promotion was also urged 
by a New Jersey politico, Mr. Stratton. Harken did have a distinguished service record, and was made brigadier general of volunteers shortly after 

this letter was written. He was killed at the Battle of Kenesaw Mountain, June 27, 1864. $18,630. A two-page manuscript press release, signed at the top 
"CoL E. E. Ellsworth'', recounts with unabashed self-promotion Ellsworth's accomplishments in the formation of his Zouaves. " ... Mere physical difficulties 
never weigh with him a moment; he required the greatest sacrifices of his men, & secured their compliance by performing twice as much himself. He pos
sesses remarkable power of controlling and animating his men, which Is one secret of his success, as an instructor & disciplinarian ... He is now en-route 
for Washington as one of Mr. Lincoln's suite. His talents will undoubtedly be called into the service of the government." No sale. An archive of four letters of 
William Tecumseh Sherman, dating from 1888-90, relate to the production and unveiling of an equestrian statue of U. S. Grant in Chicago. Sherman approves 
the plans for the work and questions who will deliver the oration for the unveiling. " ... My advice is to give the artist and founder all the time they want, only 
remembering that the Society of the Army of the Tennessee the first army which General Grant commanded, have been publicly Invited to participate in the 
necessary ceremonies of the dedication of this statue." Likewise, no sale. (do you think those high, "retail plus" minimum bids might have something to do 
with this? Or, maybe Ellsworth and Sherman are not high on the wish list of autograph collectors). 
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S teve Geppi, CEO of Diamond International Galleries, of Timonium, MD is playing "hardball" with the heavy-hitter sports 
and collectibles auctioneers. After buying Dan Morphy's Adamstown Antiques and Auction Gallery, as well as Hake's 
Americana & Collectibles, he has emerged in a new Incarnation, that of "Geppi's Memorabilia Road Show." This is not 

a show-and-tell series on PBS, but a large format mail auction catalog of sports memorabilia, pop culture, autographs and his
torical Americana. His October catalog features items from two major collections. The sale is divided into three sessions, over 
a three day period, to be conducted live at the Tirnonium offices. Bids can be entered via the internet, phone, fax, mail, In per
son during the live sale, or through the auspices of eBay Live. The buyer's premium is discounted to 15% if not paid by credit 
card. eBay Live bidders are charged 5% on top of that. Each item has an opening bid which may be subject to a hidden reserve 
which may, in fact, far exceed the specified amount. An Abraham Lincoln ALS, November 3, 1859, discusses the approaching 
statewide elections and is peppered with some Lincoln homespun wisdom on the rough-and-tumble game of politics. "I have 
reason to doubt that our friends are doing the best they can about the election. Still, you can do more if you will. A young man, 
before the enemy has learned to watch him, can do more than any other. Pitch in and try. Palmer is good and true, and deserves 
the best we can give him. If you can make your precinct 20 votes better than we was last we probably shall redeem the coun-A great Booth letter ... obscured 
ly. Try." $25,875. An undated John Wilkes Booth ALS, Washington, April 17th (obviously not April 17, 1865!), discusses a sub- by a hideous (tacky?) frame! 
jecttypically on Booth's mind, employment in the theatre. Writing to R. Decker, the popular thespian states: " ... All right. I open 
with you June 15th for two weeks. For God's sake, try for that time (2nd June). I don't want to lay idle two weeks." $21,850. An Edwin Stanton ALS, written 
one day after Lincoln's death to Major O'Bierne, commands him to hunt down the assassins. "You are relieved from all other duty at this time and directed to 
employ yourself and your detective force in the detention and arrest for the murderer of the President and the assassins who attempted to murder Mr. Seward 
and make report from time to time." The letter is docketed "Marked for evidence, March 24, 1868." O'Bierne was instrumental in the investlgation that led to 
the capture of Booth. $7,475. A war-date George Armstrong Custer ALS, 8 pps., written to Senator J. M. Howard, denies charges that Custer is "an opponent 
to the Lincoln administration." The 24-year-old wunderkind explains that he is totally against slavery and that the rumors of his disloyalty bear no truth and 
emanate from those "who want to see me defeated." He tries to dispel the rumors by affirming " .. .I would, and do, favor a war of extermination. I would hang 
every human being who possesses a drop of rebel blood in their veins whether they be men, women, or children." Methinks he doth protesteth too much II 
Custer caught the "political bug" and got Involved in some Democratic meetings in the midwest in 1866. Disgusted with the exploitation of his name by for
mer Rebels and Copperheads involved in the proceedings (such as the notorious "Wizard of the Saddle" Nathan Bedford Forrest), Custer left the political arena 
hurriedly and opted for the military life. $86,250. Finally, a sixth-plate "copy" tintype of a portrait of Lincoln taken in 1858, likely of the period, give or take a 
year, made another appearance. Purchased from Rex Stark some years back, the item had been shopped around and was on "permanent" display at Morphy's 
Adamstown Antique Gallery with an asking price of $17.500. We assume it is the identical piece. Opening bid here ... $750. What gives? Do the owners have 
any intention of letting this piece go for $750? Typically, reserves do not exceed the estimate. They are usually at the low end of the estimate or below that. 
This is the "norm" for auction houses such as Christie's and Sotheby's (actually it is the law in New York State). Mastronet and Heritage are exceptions. Draw 
your own conclusions here. We assume a NO SALE, as the price realized is shown as $700, or $50 below the suggested opening bid. 

S tack's Americana Sales and auctions of material from the John Ford, Jr. Collection have been coming at a furious pace. The 
next Rail Sp/itterwill bring us up to date ... but In the meantime here are a few Items to help play "catch up." A white silk 
ribbon with red printing showed a sailor clutching the American flag In one hand and strangling a snake In the other, 

.,..,.....-...,.... inscribed "So Perish Secession!" We have seen this graphic piece once before, where it was attrib
uted to Andrew Jackson and the Nullification Crisis. The sailor wears a hat similar to that worn by 
Jackson and his style of clothing definitely looks of that period; however, the flag has 26 stars, 
beyond the number in the Union when Old Hickory was in office. In addition, the type font appears 
more of the Civil War period. Accordingly, we think the Stack Boys got it right In dating this item as 
1861. It ·succeeded" in achieving $430. Two examples of the George Foster Robinson life-saving 
medal were in one sale. Robinson (1832-1907) is credited with saving the life of William Seward by inter-
posing himself between Seward and the crazed, knife wielding Lewis Payne. A 32-year -old Union sergeant, 
Robinson was recovering from battlefield wounds when he was temporarily assigned as an attendant to 
Seward, then recovering from a carriage accident. Payne burst into Seward's home at 1 O PM on the 
night of April 14th. Robinson struggled with the assailant before being struck In the head with the 
handle of his Bowie knife. Stunned and bleeding, Robinson rose up and Jumped on the would-be 

St ,erlll ~ assassin who was stabbing Seward. After a struggle, in which Robinson was cut in the back, Payne 
~-----escaped.In 1871, Congress voted for the production of a gold medal to be given to Robinson In 
recognition of his valor. The resolution read: "Be It resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, directed to pay to George 
F. Robinson, late a private in the eighth regiment of Maine volunteers, the sum of five thousand dollars, out of any money in 
the treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated. And be It further resolved, That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and 
he is hereby, directed to cause to be prepared and presented to the said George F. Robinson a gold medal, with appropriate devices and inscriptions. com
memorative of the heroic conduct of the said Robinson, on the fourteenth day of April, eighteen hundred and sixty-five. in saving the life of the honorable 
William H. Seward, then Secretary of State of the United States; the expense of said medal to be paid out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appro
priated." That medal was given to the Smithsonian in 1947. After the War, Robinson was promoted to Major and given a position as Paymaster. In 1892, he 
bought 20 acres of orange trees in Pomona, California. He retired to this tranquil setting in 1896 and lived out his days there. Two mountains, one In his 
native Maine and another In Alaska ("Seward's Folly") were named after him. Stack's had a proof-like silver example ("one of just two struck in silver some
time between 1874 and the first half of 1875") and a bronzed copper specimen, obtained from the U.S. Mint at time of issue. Both examples were part of 
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"="~~~:-::=:,,::;;::;::="="::-i the Garrett Collection sold by Bowers & Ruddy In 1981. We are sure they sold for considerably more at this Junc
ture. Someone came to the rescue, paying $21,850 and $2,300 respectively. Also of ·note" were the following 
offerings from the impressive collection of U. S. currency, Federal interest bearing notes and bonds, and obsolete 
proof sheets: A "Gorgeous $50 Two Year Note Face Proof by the National Bank Note Company" with images of 
those stalwart Democrats Andrew Jackson and Salmon Chase with 
orange overprint sold for $1,035 (the only example of an issued note In r;;;;_:;. .... iiii..._;;;;;;;;;' ;::, -.::'iii..tiiiiiiii~•iiiiiiii 

r. 
1..:=~~;;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~ private hands-also a $50 denomlnatioll-5old three years ago for ~ 

$605,000). A ~stunning March 2, 1861 $500 Two Year Note Color Face -
, Proof" with green overprint, showing "Old Fuss and Feathers• Winfield 
i Scott, commanded $3,450. An "Extremely Rare and Colorful $50 Ore-
l• - gon war Debt Coupon Bond Specimen" complete with ail the coupons, 
f, featuring our friend Chase at the top, attracted a lot of "interest" and was 

1 
.:._<if_··. • • • redeemed for $690. We cannot provide more Information regarding the 

"Oregon War Debt"-perhaps some of the "financiers" among our read-
ership can fill in the details. We have seen this McClellan shield badge before (holed at the bottom), but never with 

attachment. For comparison purposes. we Illustrate two examples from 
the Ford Collection-one for McClellan and one for Philip Kearney. Both 
are holed at the bottom and both have inscribed Civil War dog tags 
suspended. They sold for $3,450 and $1,840 respectively. McClellan 
and Kearney were both from New Jersey. They named a town after 
Kearney and a hamburger after McClellan (oh, excuse me, that's "Big 
Mac." They didn't name anything after McClellan!) A 64 mm. copper 
Defense of Fort Sumter medal shows Major Anderson on the obverse and 
Union soldier Peter Hart on the reverse, re-mounting the flag after It had been shot 
down by Southern artillery (sort of a precursor to the Marines on two Jima's Mount Suribachi). 
The medals were made for the New York Chamber of Commerce and presented to members of 

,__ ___ _, ,__ ___ _, the Fort Sumter defense. $1,950. A bronze uniface plaque of Colonel Ellsworth, 88 mm. In 
diameter, was an unusual offering. Ellsworth's body lay In state In the East 

Room of the White House With President Lincoln the Chief Mourner. $575. A 102 mm. 
silver medal issued to commemorate Grant's victory at Vicksburg may be the only 
known example In that metal. Other examples are known in gold. bronzed cop
per, gutta percha and leather! A resolution of Congress dated December 17, 
1863 authorized its striking. The dies were prepared by Anthony C. Paquet who 
received $2,200 for the work. The gold medal for Grant was struck In January 

1865 at the U.S. Mint and now resides In the National Numismatic Collection. This 
example, acquired from Boston numismatist Ralph Goldstone, sold for $32,200. 

S ome guys are funny unintentionally. In this case, both protagonist and antagonist (seller and high bidder) played it straigh~ but got "yucks" instead of 
"bucks." The scenario: bids reached $12,000 on this fake Lincoln "Wide Awake" flag without meeting the reserve. The spiel or set-up by the seller, in 
part: "Rarely does an item so completely touch such interesting and special historical moments as does this flag which would have been used in one 

of the many torchlight parades in which the Wide Awakes participated during Lincoln's first election. I could write for hours on the associated Lincoln his
tory but many books have already been written and I know that you Lincoln collectors do not have to be told how special this flag really is. But if you have 
a doubt, please check the final figures of an auction (Mastronet) that closed last week and offered a Lincoln/Hamlin Wide Awakes flag which, with buyer's 
premium, topped out at $46,659.25! It was a slightly different version (with Lincoln's image) but not In as good condition as the one currently here offered. 
My reserve is very affordable in light of this auction, but, of course, this flag is very special and will probably not be a candidate for beginning collectors. I 
ABSOLUTELY guarantee authenticity. I do my best to be an honorable American History dealer in the Charlotte, NC area and have sold 100's of items with
out ever having had a single one come back to me as misrepresented. This is not because I am Incredibly knowledgeable but extremely careful when buy
ing. I regularly do seminars on collecting American artifacts and there could be no one who has a greater passion about these wonderful items. I have many 
amazing things, but this flag is the most special item I have had to date ... " The person who placed the high, but unsuccessful against the reserve, lists his 

t-;;;;;;;;;==...-:.~~;;;rii~iif.lll-lP.~'1• 11!1,--,..-;;:., credentials thusly:"The Hailtothechief Presidential Collection is one of the Nations Largest Private Presidential and Vice 
""' Presidential repositories of unique artifacts, comprised of literally thousands of Items of national historical signifi

cance ... a recognized Presidential & Vice Presidential Scholar for over 20 years ... Expert collector and scholar ... one of 
the most recognized authorities on these artifacts in the Country ... " If this guy is so qualified, what is he doing bidding 
on a bogus Lincoln flag? Seriously, folks, the shenanigans we witness on the internet can be amusing sometimes. This 
flag was part of a group of similar fakes that showed up at a CMI War show in the recent past, all offered by one deal
er. The flags are original, but the inscriptions were added very recently. Unlike originals, the lettering is quite indistinct 
and the black ink tends to bleed through to the back side. The lettering may have been applied through stenciling or 

- block printing. In this case, the spiel has more value than the item being offered which, we regret to say, is a big zero! 
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Rail Splinters 
declaring "Vote Early for Little Mac" and "The Voice of the Peo
ple is for Little Mac." Two men distribute McClellan ballots while 
a wagon of Lincoln supporters heads in the opposite lane of traf
fic with a rather vocal supporter holding aloft a large Lincoln 

~- banner. It would appear that some neat Llncolniana 

I L J I •11 str/t. 7-and wonderful graphics - can be found while 
We recently e onrna l u Ii marching through Paris! 

found this periodical for sale \ .,,.. ~ 
on the internet. Published near • ~ An interesting specialty among 
Paris on November 20, 1864, ,...-...,_..,;.;~ "' -~ political collectors is period pho-
"Le Journal Jllustre" appears to tographic images of campaign items. These are 
be the French equivalent to usually in the form of CDVs, stereoviews, cabinet 
"Harper's Weekly" or "Frank cards, tintypes or ambrotypes. The campaign 
Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper." 1-;:-;-:;:,. •••""''"' .. _ • ~" , .. , ... ,u ... "' items can be seen worn by would-be voters ( occa-
Surprisingly, the American elec- ,:::;;.i:__t_;:~..:f-C~ ·".::::,::"'"';'..'"":;:::""""" sionally cute children wearing even cuter hats), 
lion found its way on the back r F---:ci:-:::,,;'t"::::-==...::- _ ~ ::: ::~ IO • held by the voters, or displayed in a public area 
cover. Lincoln is still seen I~ -~:."'""" .. ~;,., .. -,1 (street banners or posters affixed to barn 
beardless and described as I - - --:-.- walls or propped up In store windows). Any-
the "actual president of North / one who collects such "witnesses to the past" 
America" while McClellan is a . should be familiar with the different formats 
"candidate for president of I ---•=· ~ and technologies involved. A case-in-point is 
North America." The election I I found in the recent sale of an image of a young 
had taken place twelve days gentleman holding a "Grant and CoUax" paper 
before, but apparently the I I lantern. This was sold by the Turkey Creek 
news hadn't reached France. r I Auction Company of West Bridgewater, MA for 
Plus you have the minor dis- I $1,980. It was described by the auctioneer as a 
crepancies of Lincoln's beard / daguerreotype (more than Likely a tintype or 
and the correct name of our ambrotype, as daguerreotypes pretty much fell 
country. At least, they 1 •••II ■•ii■ out of fashion by the mid-1850s). A close exam-
spelled their names right!! L ~--.. -- .. .__,_.... ination of the image revealed an important 

And, speaking of French - ....... ...:..-:-.:-:;-;:-= -·•-•-.,.. aspect. The young man who is wearing a funny-
journals, we found two other I looking hat and the apron and shirt sleeves of a 
graphics of interest. In this dry goods clerk or printer is holding a pole with an 
post-election woodcut from -llilllD attached, uninscribed, multicolored lantern. Some-
Paris' "Le Monde Hlustre", jubi- f~~::c.;~-/4•' one, at some time, has handwritten the words 
lant crowds are shown in New ,-.,-L.- -~ .... ,..,.., ''Grant and Colfax" onto the middle section of the 
York's Union Square, celebrat- lantern. Ambrotypes and tintypes were typically 
ing Lincoln's victory in an enhanced in such manner (gilding added to buttons 
evening procession. A huge or coloration to cheeks and clothing). We are not 
banner and Hags hang over- saying that the words were added to the image 
head, Temple of Liberty and recently, but this is basically an image of a goofy 
Ship of State floats appear in looking guy holding a patriotic lantern which was 
the avenue, mounted Civil War I embellished or enhanced after the image was taken. 
soldiers carry torches, and L. ======~==:;.,;~;::':::::::=~=::=::;;;:;;:~ As such, its monetary value and value as an histor-
paper lanterns hang lrom bal- ,.. ical record has to be compromised. It is similar to 
conies and are carried by political flags that have the candidates names 
parade participants. Another inscribed. A factory-produced flag is worth consid-
1864 woodcut from "Le Monde erable money. A "handmade" job where somebody 
lllustre" depicts "Presidential wrote the names on him- .-~~~~=---, 
elections in America. The sell (at some indefinite 
means of campaign propagan- time) is another matter. 
da used in New York." A horse- All such items are cer-
drawn Ship of State float car- tainly worthy of collect-
ries a large contingent of ing. It is, however, impor-
McClellan supporters. Chi!- tant to evaluate such 
dren in the street carry sand- pieces objectively and 
wich boards reading "None ;..;..c.=:==---'1:: ---="-'- contextually. 
But Mac", "Coal $14 per ton, One of Old Abe's Jokes" and "Mac is 
the One." Other partisans carry placards and transparencies 
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~ The other shoe drops. 

Two or three years ago, a rather ordinary 
episode of the "Antiques Roadshow", taped 
in Sacramento, CA took a dramatic turn. A 
middle-aged woman brought in a "holy 
grail" of Lincolniana, a large, multicolored 
Lincoln and Johnson jugate poster, measur
ing a healthy 45 x 58". This item has been 
extensively reproduced and is about as ubiquitous as Gettysburg 
Addresses on parchment. This, though, was the real McCoy. 
According to the interviewee, the poster originated in New York, 
being removed Crom a side of a barn. It was transported cross 
country in covered wagon and given to the current owner by the 
granddaughter of the original owner. She, in turn, had it profes
sionally de-acidfied, restored, linen-mounted and framed. The 
appraiser, Chris Lane, of the Philadelphia Print Shop, effused 
about the item and said he would price it at $25,000 if it was in 
his shop. The owner smlled politely, but offered no comment. 
She did not jump up and down or have to be sedated or 
restrained. Appraiser Lane was contacted afterwards by count
less collectors offering to pay the $25,000 (plus a good deal 
more!) should the item ever become his. Such hopes were for
lorn, as Roadshow rules proscribe the direct sale of items to the 
appraisers who evaluate them (such items may, of course, be 
consigned to appraisers who double as auctioneers). To give an 
idea of the rarity of the piece, we can relate that the New York 
Historical Society owns an example; a smaller specimen with a 
green background measuring approximately 15 x 20" showed up 
at a Stamford, CT antiques show around 20 years ago (present 
whereabouts unlmown), and a third variety lacking title, but with 
an elongated list of local New York State candidates for office 
attached below supposedly resides in the home of a midwest
erner. There are no comparables to establish value. A large 
Breckinridge-Lane jugate broadside sold in the Chick Harris sale 
for $55,000. Most observers estimated the Lincoln conservative
ly at $75,000..100,000. In any event, the owner withheld offering 
the item for sale during her husband's lifetime. With his passing, 
the item was given to her granddaughter to list on eBay this last 
month. The initial bid was $10,000, reserve not met. The listing 
agent received many inquiries and faxed copies of the restorer's 
report to interested parties. She also divulged the "fact" that she 
had received an offer of $100,000, so perhaps that represented 
her reserve. Not sol A clever bidder "flushed out" the reserve by 
"accidentally" bidding $1.250.000, then retracting the bid as a 
"typo" - his real bid being $125,000. The reserve was shown to 
be $250,000. When the auction concluded, U1e top bid was 
$110,000, reserve not met. The greedy seller now says her 
reserve was actually $150,000-which she is willing to take. U she 
can't get that amount, she claims that she wilJ retain the item or 
possibly consign it to one of the auction houses from whom she 
received proposals and inquiries. Our guess - and hope - is that 
she comes to her senses and sells it to the eBay high bidder at 
the more than fair offer of $125K! But... also worth mentioning is 
the more than "generous" offer sent via email to those bidding 
above the six-figure level on this campaign rarity. As soon as the 
auction concluded, the following was sent from an "old-time" 
A.P.I.C. collector/dealer out of Dennison, Texas: "H,: noted your 

bid on the Lincoln poster. I have a Lincoln 
poster from 1864 showing Lincoln and 
Johnson and says our Union Defenders -
it shows union generals on poster. in 
excellent condition. An authentic item. 
Hake #AL-30/0. Price: $65,000.00. If inter
ested please email me." Now ... the offer 
cites a Hake number - which would sug
gest an assumption that the person 
receiving the offer is someone "in the 
hobby." As such, he should know that 
the most recent updated price-guide 

from fellow Rail Splitter Ted Hake (2004) lists this same item as 
being worth $2,400. We think ii better than that... a patriotic (NOT 
campaign!) broadside similar to a Lloyd's Chart... perhaps worth 
$4,000+. BUT $65-large? Offers this nice are easy to pass on! 

~ THE BlJTLER DID IT. We are always delighted when, 
" through the diligence of new research by authors and 

scholars, obscure or occult historical facts surface. Here's one 
that you probably weren't aware of and may find surprising. 
After the Civil War, pioneer photographer Mathew Brady discov
ered the market for his portrait and battlefield photos wasn't ter
ribly strong. ln fact, like Mary Todd Lincoln, Brady fell onto hard 
times and was forced to raise cash by disposing of whatever 
assets he controlled. He was able to sell his inventory of nega
tives and photographs to the American people for a lump sum of 
$25,000. You most likely already lmow this. But... did you know 
that the bill authorizing this sale - and the payment - was intro
duced into Congress by Benjamin "Spoons" Butler? He facilitat
ed the Act's passage. Even less well lmown is the fact that Butler, 
in return for making the deal happen, extorted a kickback of 50%, 
or $12,500, from Brady! A lot of people get hooked on spoons, but 
it's awful hard to stop there! This lurid bit of information was dis

closed during a cable 
program with William 
B. Styple, author of the 
new book, Generals in 
Bronze. The book dis
cusses the career of 
James Edward Kelly, 
an artist who special
ized in bronzes of 
famous Union generals 
and battles. Kelly was 
just a small boy at the 
time of the war, but it 

made a lasting impression on him and inspired him in his life's 
work. Through his connections as a sketch artist for Harper's 
Weekly, Kelly gained entree and developed friendships with 
many of the leading generals of the war. Before beginning work 
on a bronze, he laid the groundwork by conducting extensive 
conversations with the main participants. He was able to gain 
the confidence of his interviewees and they gave him undis
closed facts and frank assessments, which were often at odds 
with published accounts. They did so in the knowledge that such 
disclosures were to remain confidential. Kelly kept extensive 
notes of these conversations and made preliminary sketches in 
his compact memorandum books. The artist never betrayed his 

continued, next page 
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More Splinters! 
trust and the information he gleaned would have gone with him 
to the grave, were it not for the research done by Styple in the 
New York Historical Society, repository of Kelly's notebooks. 

~ Rail Splitter Mike Griffith of Lilburn, GA seems par-
tial to stereo views and CDVs of the Civil War peri

od. He sent us copies of some that he thought would be of inter
est. In our last issue, we briefly mentioned Millard Fillmore's mil
itary record during the Civil War. The former doughface presi

dent commanded the Union Continen
tals Crom April 1861 to November 1862. 
In 1865, Fillmore headed the citizens 
committee appointed to escort the Lin
coln luneral train trom Batavia to Buffa
lo. Here he appears in the uniform of 
the Continentals, sword at the ready! 
We don't know if he could have warded 
off any Rebel invaders. We would have 
liked to seen a matchup between him 
and John Tyler, then serving in the Con
federate Congress (ex-presidents gone 
wild!). Next, we depict a rare image of 
former Massachusetts Governor Levi 
Lincoln. As related in these pages, Abra
ham Lincoln visited Worcester, MA dur
ing the campaign of 1848 and attended 
a "grand dinner" for Whig leaders host
ed by the former governor. Lincoln was 
seriously impressed and confessed "I 
went with hay seed in my hair to learn 
deportment in the most cultivated State 
in the Union." In 1856, after Lincoln 
heard of his near nomination as Vice
Presidential candidate of the Republi
can Party, he harkened back: "There 
must be a mistake-there is a great man 
named Lincoln in Massachusetts, and 
he must be the one for whom the votes 
were cast." Now you know what the old 

geezer (we mean "venerable gentleman') looked like! Finally, we 
present a stereo view image of the "President's Room" in the 
Capitol. This room was reserved for the use of the President dur-

ing legislative sessions. Indeed, Lincoln stayed there, examining 
and signing measures, during the waning hours of the 1864 ses
sion that produced the Wade-Davis Bill. Intensely anxious about 
the fate of the bill, Republican senators and representatives 
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gathered around him and watched hlm push that measure aside. 
When Zachariah Chandler, the Radical senator from Michigan 
came in, he asked the President whether he was going to sign, 
and Lincoln replied impatiently, "Mr. Chandler, this bill was 
placed before me a few minutes before Congress adjourns. It is a 
matter of too much importance to be swallowed In that way." 
Lincoln chose to not sign the bill, constituting a rarely used 
"pocket veto" as Congress adjourned. 

~ Rail Splitter Jeffrey Kramer of Miami, a philatelic deal-
-~ er (and trivia expert!), has been cataloging a collec-

tion that includes the retained papers of Alexander T. Stewart, 
known during his lifetime as "The Merchant Prince" for his suc
cess in retail, wholesale, and manufacturing in New York City. At 
the time of his death in 1876, Stewart was one of the three 
wealthiest men in America, 
along with William 8. Astor 
and Cornelius Vanderbilt. 
But, because he died with no 
surviving children, his name 
has all but been forgotten. 
His remarkable success 
stems from the role he 
played as the "father" of the 
American department store. 
Found in this archive are a 
substantial number of "beg
ging letters." These are let
ters from everyday citizens 
making proposals or asking 

lo, assfsfanee. Such lett= ~ ~½?) 
provide "background color" ;-: o/ 
to the turbulent times. A par-
ticularly outrageous exam-
ple was recently found by Jeff. It was written by a person only 
identified as "M.B." who resided in Memphis. Writing at the time 
that South Carolina seceded from the Union, on December 5, 
1860, M.B. writes to New York millionaires A.T. Stewart and 
William 8. Astor, with an "indecent proposal." In full: 

"In the present imminent danger to which the Country is exposed, 
a single idea advanced and carried out may save us from civil broil 
and commercial ruin. In the days of the 'Pilgrim Fathers', men sac
rificed life and fortune for religion's ~ --
sake. In the days of Washington, men ·2 : · ..,-;. ~ , P ._ [ 
sacrificed the same for opinion sake. ~ :,..:.::;_;'~~- ~ 
In the present day they sacrifice noth· .:."-"::--.t ,._/ :'-;;, •· ,.-z -:,4 
ing. It is a monied age-politics and _ :,-r2I-:1 ~--.~ 
religion are but stepping stones to •. ..., :,,:- _ ,;,- -_- -L. '"1 
wealth. Let the Electors vote. Let Mr. ~;t - 3"- -- ?...,.;-__:_ __ 
Lincoln & Hamlin be elected-then ~-J'r "-_:_,-_:_<_,,~-,_ :;:-/ 

_,,:,,,,._✓,. - ~"'-

offer them Five Hundred Thousand ~ •• __ ·-·': __ :::·" ---k 

Dollars each to resign their seats and ~ ~~.,_, • ,;~~ ✓-.:t'1 
the country is saved. Congress will ✓---.·~ --~~.- -:/. _:_1:-.j 
then elect a Southern conservative :::.z-;-2 ~L ~4./ • 
man and all will again be well. No ~ ...... -· -·✓-✓--{;; ~ :;:__ 

one will know that Lincoln & Hamlin .<'- ,.f.C.-·~;:# 
were bought and sold and the Nation /._ .,___ . ,..c:_~ ,,:';:;_ 
will shout until they are hoarse and ,.,_ ·"-- ·""-- ·:r' ?;6-
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build a Washington's Monument to the memory of the immortal 
Lincoln, who sacrificed the highest honor within the gift of the 
American people to save his beloved country. Lincoln gets but one 
hundred thousand dollars for his term of office. ft costs half of it to 
live. Five Hundred Thousand will buy him out, and the same will 
purchase the Vice President. The amt. is nothing compared to the 
immense interest you have involved in this matter, and far greater 
men than Lincoln & Hamlin have been bought for a less price. Try 
it-there will be nothing lost if it fails. If it succeeds, you will save 
the country and your fortunes. There is a growing feeling here for 
disunion in case the North does not grant all the South demands. 
Should you not think proper to use the suggestions set forth in this, 
consign it to the flames, and say nothing about it. It is written in 
good faith by one who, although a Southerner, would be most 
happy to see these troubles settled peacibly ... " Another interesting 
note on Alexander Tumey Stewart - the Irish immigrant who 
used a modest inheritance to establish a dry goods business that 
was wildly successful. (He employed 2,000 people in 1862 and 
was worth $40 million, earning $2 million yearly during the War. 
His contribution of $100,000 was the largest of any given by New 
York merchants as part of a gift to General Grant as an acknowl
edgment of his great services during the Civil War.) In March 
1869, Grant appointed Stewart as Secretary of the Treasury, but 
his confirmation was prevented by an old law which excluded 
from that office all those involved as importers and merchants. 
(Conflict of interest?) The President sent a message to Congress 
recommending that the law be repealed. Stewart offered to trans
fer his enormous business to trustees and to devote the entire 
profits accruing during his tenure to charitable purposes, but 
the law was not repealed. His business and fortune passed to his 
wife upon his death. She, in tum, ignored many of the charitable 
bequests stipulated in his will, and sold his business to outside 
interests. She did build the Cathedral of the Incarnation as a 
mausoleum for her and her husband. The town of Garden City, 
Long Island, was planned and partially built by Stewart as a low 
income housing community for his employees and other city 
dwellers who would benefit by a country setting. No doubt, Stew
art and Astor somehow did not see the merit of M.B.'s plan and 
opted to invest their money elsewhere! Fun - albeit somewhat 
wacky! - history ls still being discovered. 

~ This rare "survivor" 
: • • recently surfaced at a 
New England ephemera show. It 
consists of twenty-eight pages 
issued for the membership of the 
New York Republican Central Cam
paign Club in 1860. The diminutive 
handbook measures 3 3/4 x 5 5/8" 
and includes a preamble declaring 
the goals of the organization, list of 
officers, standing committees, by
laws & constitution and member
ship roster. Of particular note is the 
list of Honorary Members for 1860 
headed by William Seward, Abra
ham Lincoln and Hannibal Hamlin. Apparently, the club was 
formed in 1860 to promote Republican principles, consistent 
with the Constitution, and secure national harmony, peaceful 

coexistence between the states and the perpetuation of the 
Union. Broadway was the street favored by Republicans as their 
headquarters during this period. The Wide Awakes were domi
ciled at 618 Broadway in 1860 while the National Union Executive 
Committee rented out 722 Broadway in 1864. Mathew Brady had 
two of his galleries on that street as well. 

~ George McClellan's pre-war career was perhaps 
~ more impressive than his war-time exploits. Besides 
a distinguished record in the Mexican War, he taught bayonet at 
West Point (writing the standard manuel on its use), gained valu
able insights in witnessing the Crimean War and was an explorer, 
of sorts, a la John C. Fremont. This came to our attention via the 
recent sale of an 1854 volume at Pacific Book Auction Galleries of 
San Francisco. The book was written by McClellan and Captain 

Randolph B. Marcy and is entitled Exploration of the Red River of 
Louisiana in the Year 1852. The work has sixty-five lithographed 
plates, including views, geological sections, paleontology, zoolo
gy and botany plates, plus two large folding maps. The catalog 
states: "lmpartant explorations of previously unknown areas of pre
sent day Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico and Arkansas by one of the 
major figures in the reconnaissance and senlement of the frontier. 
'Contains authentic information regarding the peculiar customs of 
the Indians of the southern plains. Their mode of warfare, their 
invariable violation of the chastity of female prisoners, and the con
dition of their dwellings and villages, are particularly described.'" 
(Sabin). Marcy would become McClellan's father-in-law. Together 
with General C. F. Smith, they explored and surveyed the Red 
River, harbors of Texas and western part of a proposed railroad 
route to the Pacific. They traversed mountain ranges and 
attempted to map out the most direct route to the Puget Sound. 
Two years later, McClellan undertook a surveying expedition for 
a proposed route for the Northern Pacific Railroad across the 
Cascade Mountains. 

Wanted: Articles, photographs, features, 
letters ... in short, contributions of mate• 
rial for The Rail Splitter. This is a mem• 
ber-d.riven publication. Please consider 

writing a short piece or sending us a 
photograph with details on a recent 
find. We need your help to keep this 
journal informative and interesting! 
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OUT OF THE WOODWORK 

T 
Dr. Robert J. Chandler 

he best delight with President Abraham Lincoln is, you never know what will pop up. Good friend Frank Newton, well-known 
Western Express collector and Concord Coach expert, recently passed on (to where he is personally interrogating Stephen 
Abbot and Lewis Downing on proper Concord Coach construction!). With the owner departed, Johns' Western Gallery in San 
Francisco undertook to auction Newton's Wells Fargo treasure boxes and documents on September 30th. (Later in the Fall, 

Schuyler Rumsey Auctions will handle the large amount of philatelic material and express labels.) At a preview, Doug Johns started 
listing fixed-price items from the estate, and the next day I spotted "Fremont, John Charles & Hiram Barney." The lot emphasis lay with 
the General's letter to Barney written on April 21, 1862. Its companion made it a "must buy." It was a distinctive 5.75 by 7 inch 1860 
Lincoln-Hamlin piece-membership in New York City's Rail Splitter Battalion issued on August 16 to Hiram Barney. Just a few months 
previous, Barney had invited candidate Lincoln to speak at Cooper Union. That address on February 27 provided the momentum for 
nomination. I liked the association, and, with a dissertation on the Cal
ifornia Press during the Civil War, l qualified for membership. 

The letter and certificate came from the vast collection of color
ful Parker Lyon (1865-1949), a promoter and character. Lyon undoubt
edly wanted the Fremont letter for his Pony Express Museum in 
Pasadena, California. The proprietor operated in the vein of Mark 
Twain - the story grew greater than any artifact, and if a greenhorn 
gobbled It up, so much the better. 

Among the treasures Parker Lyon claimed to have possessed 
were Abraham Lincoln's personal chamber pot, a star in his favorite 
collection of "thunder mugs;" Temperance leader Carrie Nation's red 
underwear; and a constantly proliferating pile of General U.S. Grant's 
cigar butts. Bill Harrah's Casino bought the hoard in 1955, and sales 
in 1975-1976, 1982, and 1986 dispersed the accumulation. Newton 
paid $20 for this certificate in the final auction. 

Three days later on the 27th, in comes the Rail Splitter auction cat
alogue with Jonathan Mann's paean to consumed and obsessive col
lecting. Just because my wife Susan and I had to move because my col
lection outgrew one house and Susan graciously built a library in the 
new, did not mean I was one of those! Using the best penmanship pos
sible with my right hand-I am left-handed, I wrote Mann explaining that "I ain't one of them colecters 
weirdos," but did have Rail Splitter membership qualifications. A bold "X" finished it off, and off went the 
package to the following address: JONATHAN, JONATHAN, 

Curmudgeonly old MANN; 
We do what we do; we do what we can, 
So now will the Post Office go for a hitter 
And take this quick to the RAIL SPLITTER? 
And, then, 0 then, 0 Mann Alive! 
Deliver this to BOX TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY-FIVE? 
And bye-the-bye, what can be the score? 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK, ONE HUNDRED, FORTY-FOUR! 

Now back during the Late Unpleasantness, when Wells, Fargo & Co's Letter Express monopolized mall 
delivery in California, even the pokey Post Office could figure out rhyming addresses. Now, the postal ser
vice has lost even that ability !Re-enveloping got it through, and on September 7, I received the expected 
lustful call from Ye Editor. Now, Jonathan sold me an 1861 Sacramento ribbon at his cost, so I returned the 
favor. Jonathan Mann has selflessly labored getting out the Rail Splitter since April 1995. Ten years is 2.5 
times longer than either the war or the presidency of Abraham Lincoln. I obtained all back issues when I 
became a subscriber, and now its arrival stimulates all of my intellectual juices. The Rail Splitter's insights 
into the decade of the 1860s are unparalleled, and, to an unapologetic ephemerist, addicting. 

Let Jonathan Mann's, er Hiram Barney's membership, in the Rail Splitter Battalion hang proudly in 
the Rail Splitter office, not far from the Stuyvesant Lnstitute. 

[Publisher's Note: I have ever refrained from using this journal for personal enrichment. Needless to say, friendships -
such as those found with Bob - remain the exception.] 

I 
CHUCK HAND 

P.O.BOXG 
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Rail Splittter Chuck Bechtloff sent us a copy of 
his printed pass providing free transportation 
from Washington, D.C. to Springfield, IL and back 
- aboard the Lincoln funeral train. It is signed by 
E.D. Townsend, the Assistant Adjutant General, 
and was issued to an S. A. Bradwell. A neat item 
- but who is S. A. Bradwell? If any of our readers 
can enlighten us, and help Chuck, please let us 
know! 

I 

... 
fl,(Sr,f,'71AL 

C O N I F I D f N( , 
(.....''1'~1t 

AOJUfANT GeMOAl.·5 OFFICE, 

Wo,~t._, Aprill /IWJ:J. 

... ~"'-= 

A s detailed In the Rail Splinters, we have dug up some "d1rt" on 
the notorious Ben Butler. During his tenure as Commander of 
the Department of the Gulf, he instituted controversial poli

cies in the administration of occupied New Orleans. Accused of 
stealing the silverware of secessionist residents, he earned the 
sobriquet "Spoons" Butler. His supporters wore "spoons" as badges 
of honor in the election of 1884. In this campaign cartoon of that 
year, Thomas Nast depicts "Butler the Unbought" as the front of a 
"Presidential Confidence Game." Readers of that time were no 
doubt reminded of Nast's earlier caricatures of Boss Tweed. 
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~notber ~reat jf inb! L 
incoln's pre-inaugural trip from Springfield to Washington 
in February 1861 (covered in our October 1996 Issue) pro
duced its share of associated ephemera. This includes: 
ribbons, imprints, newspaper reports, cartoons, train 
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passes and traln schedules. As the President-elect trav
eled across state lines, a change in train lines was often necessitated. At that time, it was not 
feasible to traverse large distances on a single train or line. Schedules for the special excursion 
were printed up detalling the departure and arrival times along the route. Such timetables 
were no doubt issued primarily for railroad employees, although members of the public could 
obtain the information to arrange a viewing of Mr. Lincoln along the route. Rail Splitter Curtis 
Lindner was fortunate in acquiring this 7 x 9" schedule, printed on pink paper, for the first leg 
in the President-elect's journey, through his home state of Illinois. Besides its historical signif
icance, we find the text at the bottom of special interest. It dictates some extraordinary secu
rity measures. Regularly scheduled trains had to suspend their ~------~--~ 
journeys until Lincoln's train had passed through. Naturally, the 
"Presidential Special" also was granted unfettered right-of-way. 7 n 1 ,,an 11, uuoo" "" ,,.,. 
All employees were to report for work that day, even if they were "" "1

P"''-' 

supposed to be "off" with full reports to be written and submit- Tb~ Oat) or the 1',11,,rc~ ro1e, 

ted once the train had passed through. In addition, any warning 
signals posted were to be thoroughly investigated and the train 
halted until the clear signal was displayed. Although this jour
ney generated its share of controversy and ridicule for Lincoln, 
the extraordinary precautions seem, in retrospect, totally justi-
fied. Of an equally ephemeral nature is the item pictured at 

right. Although the Democratic Party is today considered by many the traditional haven for civil rights, 
such was not the case in the era of Abraham Lincoln. In fact, the Republican Party championed itself as 
the friend of the African American for decades, with little competition from the Democrats until the Tru
man administration. This 4-page pamphlet, issued by the Union Republican Congressional Committee in 
1868, was specifically directed towards Black voters who may have been former slaves. In fact, many 
African Americans stUI could not vote in 1868, prohibited from doing so by state laws. The adoption of 
the 15th Amendment to the Constitution in 1870 served as the legal basis for universal male suffrage. 
This unusually graphic leaflet ls titled The Party of Freedom and Its Candidates. The Duty of the Colored '-------------' 
Voter. It depicts "Abraham Lincoln, The Emancipator, Assassinated April 14, 1865" and "Ulysses S. Grant, His Successor, (who] Will be 
elected President November 3, 1868." It employs the Socratic method of questions and answers between a "newly-made citizen" and a 
Radical Republican. It defines a Democrat and a Radical Republican, lists the planks of the 1868 Republican platform and urges sup
port for Grant and Colfax. The author states "It may be well for colored voters generally to seek out some tried Radical and question 
him upon all subjects about which they have any doubt." To the question of why the colored man should vote for the Republican Party, 
the Radical simply responds "Because that party made him free and has given him the right to vote." The participation of Black sol
diers helped turn the tide in the Civil War and, during Reconstruction, was instrumental in sending Republicans to the White House. 
This is both an early and graphic example of the role they played in the post-War period. It recently surfaced in an Internet auction. 
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